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EDITOR'S PREFACE TO TEE THIRD EDITION 

IT is a privilege to be associated with EHA howsoever 
posthumously. Editor I hardly like to call myself. Any 
attempt to 'edit' a masterpiece like The Comm01t Birds 
of Bombay (now re-published as The C ommolt Birds of 
India) would be tantamount to vandalism. Therefore, 
I have left the text and ERA's order of sequence intact. 
His original pen-and-ink sketches, specially made to 
illustrate the articles, have also been retained. Not that 
photographs or more finished illustrations were unobtain
able; but because of that particular quality which charac
terises them as well as everything else that emanated 
from EHA's pen. The expressive charm of these drawings 
and their peculiar harmony with his writings would be 
impossible to replace by mere technical superiority. 

The points in which this edition differs from its prede
cessor is in the addition of a biographical sketch at the 
beginning and some explanatory notes at the end. The 
generation that knew EHA the man is fast disappearing. 
So it was perhaps desirable to introduce him to the present, 
and to the generations still to come. My friend Wan Tho 
Loke, fellow-ornithologist and EHA fan, does this admir
ably in the pages that follow. To those who know EHA 
only through his books, some details of his life are sure to 
be welcome; to those who do not know his other books 
the sketch will serve as a useful pointer. 

In the 40 odd years since the articles were first published 
in the Times of India, ornithological science as well as the 
city of Bombay have made considerable progress. The 
object of the notes is to make this book more useful and 
intelligible to the modern reader. 

, 
SALIM ALI 

J5ombay, January, 194-5. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

INDIA'S greatest, naturalist-writer Edward Hamilton 
Aitken, or Eha as he prefers to call himself in all his 
books, was born in 1851 at Satara in the Bom1)ay Presi
dency. His father was the Rev. James Aitken, missionary 
of the Free Church of Scotland, and his mother was a 
sister of a gentleman who had been "missionary to the 
Jews at Breslau for some fifty years." The education of 
the boy was first undertaken by his father, but later he 
was sent t6 Bombay University whence he passed out 
"first in the list" with high honours. This academic 
success gained Eha an appointment as Reader in Latin 
to the Deccan Col1~ge, Poona, where he worked for six 
years. In 1871, he acldecl to his academic 1aurels wit11 a 
poem in heroic couplets entitled "Suttee" which won 
him the Homejee Cursetjee Dadey prize. At the end of 
his time in Poona Eha en tered the Customs and Salt 
Department of the Government of Bombay and was sent 
to 1Zharaghoda (the" Dustypore" of Tribes OIL My 
Frontier). Later still he became customs supervisor on 
the frontier between Goa and North Kanam. In 1883 
he married. His wife, the daughter of the Rev. J. 
Chalmers in due time bore him two sons and three 
daughters. In 1903 Aitken was appoin ted chief collector 
of Customs and Salt Revenues, Karachi, and two years 
later his talent as a writer was tardily recognised by 
Government by his appointlnent to the editorship of the 
Distl"ict Gazetteer of Sind. This post however came as a 
result of the unexpected retirement of the nrst editor, and 
the recognition was p(Arhaps more fortuitous than inten
tional. Even in the writing of a serious publication such 
as this, the irrepressible humour of Eha had to find a place. 
Unable to come out completely into the open, he took 
refuge behind the established name of Sir R. Burion and 
rtnoted that author to great effect, Thus in speaking of a 
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kind of slipper pojmhlT with the ladies of Sind he quotes 
Burton's description of them as "a leather sale destitute of 
hind-quarters" and takes evident delight in that writer's 
descrip1..ion of the sltrando (an Indian musical instrument) 
as "a rude form of the violin, with four or five sheep-gut 
strings, which are made to discourse eloquent music by a 
crooked bow which contains half the tail of a horse." 
The Eha who wrote Behind the Bungalow is plainly in his 
element in the chapter which describes the dress, habits 
amusements, etc., of the people of Sind. 

In 1 \)06, at the age of finy-five, Eha retired from India 
and wenl. to live in Edinburgh in his native Scotland. 
There he hoped to have leisure enough to set down his 
many IndifLn experiences. Some of his articles, written 
in retirement, were published in English magazines and 
after his death were collected into a voll1me called COIl

cerning Animals and Other Matters. But the time allowed 
him was short. For one who had lived almost his Cn tire 
life in india, the change to a severe llOrthern climate served 
only to aggravate the illness from which he was suffering. 
On t.he 11th of April, l\)09, he died of Bright's disease. 
Some weeks before his death his sight failed, but the dis
covery of the disease at this late stage meant the abandon
ment of all hope of recovery. There is a pathetic little 
story of Eha some time before his death, spending a day 
in the churchyard at Morningside (thc selfsame church
yard where he was finally laid to rest) and saying to his 
wife afterwards t.hat he meant in future to go there more 
often to watch the birds at their nesting. Eha was always 
an optimist, always looked on the bright side of t.hings, 
and this little piece of the irony of fate is of the kind which 
belongs to the great. Tragedians. It will always be to the 
sorrow of those of us who admire him that, now that he was 
free from having to jot down notes "in the midst of red
tape, fuchsine and foolscap," the time was not allowed 
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him to write at leisure. Thus ended the uneventful, but 
by no means unproductive, life of a man who combines 
something of the powers of observation of a Hudson, the 
grace of expression of a Gilbert White, and the wit a:Qd 
h,umour of a Stephen Leacock, is already by common con
sent the greatest of Indian naturalist-writers, 

T. R. Bell (a naturalist-crony and co-worker of Eha) 
writing of him after his death said: "He was a good man 
in every sense of the word; a strongly religious man, a 
pleasant companion, broad minded, exceedingly tolerant 
()f the weaknesses of others, gentle and lovable and a rare 
example of a man without a single enemy." This, sO.QJ.e 

lllay say, is praise "in the language of the tombstones", 
bu t even to those Who know him well only from his books 
the praise does not appear exaggerated, In the company 
of his fellow men Eha was a quiet person-the observer 
rather than the talker-which is what one might expec:t. 
A.lso, perhaps for that reason, he was an ideal compani()D 
on rambles into the country. "fIe whose ear is untaugh,t 
to enjoy the harmonious discord of the birds, travels aloM 
when he might have company"-so Eha himself wrOle 
and with him as companion his friends, we may be sure, 
never suffered from this form of loneliness. In his honle 
1\e always kept many pets and a friend, Surgeon-Genera! 
Bannerman, oiten found himself having to go on unpleasaIlt 
ttips to the "primaeval forests of Cumballa Hill" to 
lC)ok for mosquito larvae to feed the fish. In appearan<:e 
Eha has been described as a "long. thin, erect, bearclE\cl 
Ulan ..... with a typically Scots face lit up with Ule 
humorous twinkle one came to know so well." A photc)_ 
gra ph taken in 1902 shows a fringe of hair encircling a bald 
head-a condition which "Kemp's Equatorial Hair 
Douche" appears tv have been unable to prevent. This, 
gives point to the unpublished note in his annotated copy 
Of Barnes's Birds of the Bombay Presidency in which h,e 
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complains that, while watching a Spotted Owlet with 
young, the parent bird, "swooped down twice and 
hit me a severe blow on the head, scratching the 
skin slightly." Although quiet in company, Eha could 
on occasion obe a great talker and the humour which 
always showed as a t.winkle in his eyes must then 
have shone and sparkled in the bright dress of words. 
The claim that Eha is India's greatest naturalist-writer 
needs to be examined. In the field of original scientific 
research he contributed little, and except for some work 
on mosquitoes and butterflies, there is nothing by which 
posterity will remember him. His fame rests on six books, 
one of which was published after his death. In order of 
publication these are they:-Tribes on My Frontier, 
Behind the Bungalow, A N attwalist on the Prmvl, The Com
mon Birds of Bombay, (now The Common Birds of India), 
The Five Windows of the Soul and Conceming Animals and 
Other Matters. Four of them are on natl1ral history sub
jects; Behind the Bungalow is a series of pen-portraits of 
Indian servants and contains some of his best and most 
amusing writing. The Cambridge History of English Litera
tItre speaking of the book says of the author that he has 
"few rivals in this class of writing, the predominant feature 
of which is a gay and light-hearted attitude towards the 
ordinary things, even the ordinary annOY<J.nces, of Indian 
rural life." The Five Windows of the Soul is a curious 
blend of biology, philosophy and religion. Eha is said to 
have considered it to be his best book but few modern 
readers will, I think, agree with him. 

A careful and patient observer, he wrote with charm, 
and, above all, possessed in an unsurpassed degree wit and 
humour-qualities which distillguishhiswritings from most 
of the writings of other naturalists. Now a man who is 
noted for his wiL and humour is apt to suffer from his gift, 
in that people will never take him seriously nor credit him 



with ability to do serious work. In the case of Eha, I 
should certainly say that, had his lJooks not contained a 
single flash of wit their other qualities would still have 
made them exceptional. Here, for instance, is the careful 
observer: "From the experience gained in my early days 
I know that a caterpillar eats from the edge in curves, but 
a heetle eats holes out of the middle of a leaf, and a leaf~ 
cutting bee cuts out neat semi-circular pieces all of the 
same size. A cricket or grasshopper, may eat like it cater
pillar, but whcn it has finished its meal it hops away to 
another branch, while a caterpillar, being an indifferent 
walker, will generally stay at one place, finishing leaf after 
leaf." Careful observation and keen eyes first noticed Lhat 
migration of the common butterfly Euploea core OV\l" 

Bombay always meant the coming of the raim.; their 
return migration likewise signified the end of the monsoon. 
Imagination and charm are in his books too. The Banian
tree, says he, "sent down to the ground roots from its 
branches and made to itself crutches for its old age." And 
the Paddy Bird, or Pond Heron, which because it is liUle 
persecuted, allows "you to approach within a few paces 
before it suddenly produces a pair uf snowy wings from 
its pockets and flaps away." (Exactly what happens too !) 

Like all great artists Eha uses imagery for emphasis 
and witl\ memorable effect. Of the Vultures he says': 
"That bald head and bare neck are not ornamental, but 
they mean business; they are the sleeves tucked up for 
earnest work." (Indeed the whole of the chapter on the 
vultures in our book i.s a masterpiece of humour and fine 
writing). Comparisons when they are made by a great 
artist, we may note, are never odious. 

Grace of writing is not lacking either. The following 
passage abou t the crickel would have dOIle credit lo Gilbert 
White. "As it threads its perilous way among centipede-



haunted wilds, exploring the path with its long antennae, 
it hears, with mingled feelings, the martial tramp of an 
army of ants, the peaceful browsing of caterpillars, the 
rustle of earth-worms cautiously drawing dead leaves into 
their holes, and the music which the wind makes with the 
t.ender spikes of growing grass, that rise, like telegraph 
posts, all about it. And it hears the voices of its own kind, 
the chirping of fellow crickets. Then it knows that it is not 
alone: it chirps in reply, and enjoys the cheerful pleasures 
of social in tercourse. " 

Keen observation, imagination, eleganl writing, vivid
ness of description-all these qualities go to make up a 
unique style. Add to these a magnificent sense of humour 
and you have the supreme artist who, in the CommM 
Birds, so vividly describes his birds that, even without 
coloured plates, he makes them perfectly recognisable in 
the field. The secret. of course is plain. With an intimate 
knowledge of birds,,'Eha picks out for mention the special 
characteristics of each one of them and then, as in the 
instances quoted, driving home his point with unforgettable 
phrases. There is much poetry in Eha's writing-writing 
which, built on the solid foundation of sound observation, 
is yet made immortal by the magic power of words. 

His wit and humour are, of course, unfailing. They are 
a tide which has left ripples of laughter in t.he sands of time. 
Scattered in abundance throughout his pages they sparkle, 
scintillate and mock. Now it is a wisecrack at the crab, 
now a jibe at the rich Muscovite of the ancient regime, now 
a jaunty remark about the ant, or migration, or the 
sparrow, or about himself. One illustration must suffice: 
th.e reader will have the pleasure of finding the rest for 
himself. These are his famous introductory remarks in 
the essay on the Dhobie, "I am an amateur philosopher 
and amuse myself detecting essence beneath semblance 
and tracing the same principle running through t.hings the 
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outward aspect of which is widely different. I have 
studied the Dhobie in this spirit and find him to be 
nothing else than an example of the abnormal development, 
under favourable conditions, of a disposition which is 
not only common to humanity, but pervades the whole 
animal kingdom. A puppy rending slippers, a child tearing 
up its picture books, a. mongoose killing twenty chickens 
to feed on one, a free-thinker demolishing ancient supersti
tions, what are they all but Dhobies in embryo? Destruc
tion is so much easier than construction, and so much more 
rapid and abundant in its visible results, tha t the devastator 
feels a jubilan t joy in his work, of which the tardy builder 
knows nothing. As the lightning scorns the oak, as the 
fire triumphs over the venerable pile, as the swollen river 
scoffs at the P.W.D., while arch after arch tumbles into its 
gurgling whirpools, so the Dhobie, dashing your cambric 
and fine linen against the stones, shattering a button, 
fraying a hem, or rending a seam at every stroke, feels a 
triumphant contempt for the miserable creature whose 
plodding needle and thread put the garment together. 
This feeling is the germ from which the Dhobie has grown. 
Day after day he has stood before the great black stone and 
wreaked his rage upon shirt and trOllser and coat, and coat 
and trouser and shirt. Then he has wrung them as if he 
were wringing the necks of poultry, and fixed them on his 
drying line with thorns and spikes, and finally he has taken 
the garments to his torture chamber and ploughed them 
with his iron, longwise and crosswise and slantwise, and 
dropped glowing cinders in their tenderest places. Son has 
followed father through countless generations in cultivating 
this pass'ion for destruction, until it has become the mon
strous growth which we see and shudder at in the Dhobie." 

And now I leave the reader to discover Eha and the birds 
of Bombay for himself. The Common Birds of Bombay is 
an excellent introduction, not only to the wild life of 
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India, but also to the author who wrote it. If by your 
reading of the one your attention is turned not only to 
"Nature's infinite book" but also to Eb.a's otb.er books, we 
who present you this new edition, The Comm01t Birds of 
India, will feel that we have repaid a debt long owed to 
Eha for the pleasure which he has already given us. 
India, from the point of view of the naturalist, is 
largely an unexplored field. Take birds fOf instance: in 
England not more th.an 500 species have ever been 
recorded, each of which has been carefully observed 
and written about; in India we have more than 2,000 
and there is still plenty to find out about most of them. 
For those with eyes to see, life in India (and elsewhere 
too for that matter) need never be dull. On the 
frontiers of every man th.ere are multitudinous, 
strange fascinating "tribes." Watching them will bring 
you a new exhileration and interest in life. "Any hobby 
will draw out the mind; but the one I plead for touches 
the soul too, keeps the milk of human kindness from 
souring, puts a gentle poetry into the prosiest life"-so 
wrote Eha many years ago. What was true for him is 
doubly true for us to-day. 

W. T. L· 





PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION. 

THESE papers were published first in the TIMES OF 

INDIA. They are republishe"d with some additions, 

at the instigation of friends, in the hope that they 

may be helpful even beyond the limits of the Bombay 

Presidency.; for the common birds of Bombay are 

for the most part identical with the common birds 

of India. 1 

ERA 

, 1 This ha~ prompted the Publishers to re-title the book The 
Common Birds of India. . 
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CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY 

DURING the last year or two I have been repeatedly 
pressed to 
write a 
simple ac-
count of 
the Birds 
of Bombay. 
It has heen 
represented 
to mc that 
there arC 
many who 
would like 
to know 
the com
mon birds 
that appear 
in thcir 
gardens 
and about 
their hou
ses, to learn 
their names 
and some
thing a f 
the i r 

natures, 
without 

'-"'" 

~ ., . . . 
, ." " 

H. R. H. The King Crow. 

" collecting" them, and that there is no book from which 
such persons can get much help. I confess that scarcely 
any argument could appeal more strongly to my nature than 



this. For I think that the study of natural history fails 
of its finest fruit if it does noi. lead us to regard living 
creatures generally with a kindly and sympathetic interest 
which tends to make all needless sacrifice of their lives 
more and more repugnant to our feelings. The first steps 
may have to be taken through blood, and I must own 
that in my boyhood I was murderous in heart, but not in 
hand, for I had no gun, only a catapult; and for this I am 
thankful. I seldom killed anything, while the hours I 
spent in stalking my game and watching for a chance of 
gf:tting a fair shot taught me more about the personal 
habits of birds than I could have learned in any other way. 
Since that I have shot a great many beautiful and harmless 
birds with ever-increasing reluctance, but there was no 
other'means of becoming acquainted with them. The 
descriptions in Jerdon and Barnes and Oates all presup
pose a specimen in your hand, to be measured with a foot
rule and examined feather by feather. There was no 
museum to which I could resort, and it was seldom my lot 
to fall in with anybody who could enlighten me if I asked, 
What bird is that? Most gladly therefore would I try to 
make atonement now by helping others to know without 
killing, as far as it lies in me. 

But I am afraid that the kind friends who ask me to 
write an account of the Birds of Bombay have a very 
faint idea of the difficulties of the task. In the first place 
nobody knows, till he has tried it, how difficult a maHer 
it is to make such an object as a bird in a tree recognisable 
by means of words. A picture would often do it in an 
inslant, but there are no pictures of the birds of India, at 
least none worth mentioning. I hope that the simple 
drawings which head these chapters will prove useful so 
fdr as they go. 

Agam, what are lhe Birds of Bombay? Imagine one 
undertaking to describe the human inhabitants of Bombay. 
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I am told that the Czar of Russia has eight hundred subjects 
in our island. I suppose that the Ameer of Afghanistan 
has many more, to say nothing of the Khan of Khelat and 
the Akhund of Swat. The heathen Chinee is not scarce, 
and I have seen the J ap, there are certainly Persians and 
Turks and Egyptians and Negroes and Burmans and 
Malays and Jews of several varieties and Armenians; and 
every nation in Europe is represented. In short, what 
country is there of which one can say with any confidence 
that there is not one native of it in Bombay? Franz 
Joseph Land perhaps. And the case is pretty much the 
same with the feathered population. Bombay has of 
course its own peculiar resident avifauna; but it lies 
between the Indian continent on the one hand and the 
ocean on the other, and receives contributions from both. 
A ::,torm at any time may toss the Frigate Bird or the 
Booby on our shores, and a misguided Hornbill may make 
its appearance on Malabar Hill. Then there is a host of 
birds of passage which regularly visit us every cold season, 
or drop in on us en passant, as quails drop on board of a 
P. and O. steamer on its way through the Mediterranean. 
And last, but by no means least as an element of perplexity, 
there are at all times escaped captives from the cages in 
the Crawford Market, which wander about the island in 
vagabondage until the. crows kill them, or settle down 
and make themselves comfortable among us. I have heard 
a cockatoo making the primreval forests of Cumballa Hill 
echo with the joyful roar of freedom. A Persian Bulbul 
once escaped from one of my own cages and re-appeared 
next morning with a companion! If I remember I caught 
them both. Canaries of course are common. I once 
caught a fine one with my hand in one of our churches, 
I had better not say which, though the' Bishop and the 
Archdeacon of that time have both retired. It came in 
during the service and perched above the pulpit, where 
the sermon soon put it to sleep. But the most perplexing 
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foreigners are those which find th,lt the climate suits them 
and make themselves at home. The Blue Java Sparrow 
is an example. I shouk1 not be much snrprised if I found 
that bird making its nest in some bush about Worlee or 
Sewree. In these circumstances I have decided to pro
tect myself with the title The Common Birds of Bombay. 
If anybody convicts me of omitting a weJl-known bird, I 
can maintain that it is not" common" as I understand 
the term. And if I succeed in making it even a little 
easier for anyone to take an intelligent and kindly interest 
in the lives of those bright beings which do so much to 
enliven our surroundings, still more if I succeed in any 
measure in staying the hand of slaughter, whether raised 
in the name of sport or science, I shall have my reward. 

Birds constitute the second class of the vertebrate 
animals, being higher than the reptiles in that their blood 
is warm, and lower than the beasts in that they do not 
sllckle their young but lay eggs. There are other points 
in which they differ from both. They have no lips nor 
teeth, their mouths being encased in horn and consoli
dated into a beak. That they are clothed with feathers 
we all know, but few have any idea of the properties of 
that wonderful garment. The long, stiff feathers of the 
wing, called" quills," are little oars, or fans, for beating 
the air, and those of the tail form an expanding and col
lapsing rudder; hut the body clothi.ng is of softer plumes, 
so constructed and so arranged as to combine all the 
diverse qualities of all the fabrics that man has ever woven 
for his own comfort or adornment. Each feather is at its 
point a scalc, or leaf, smooth, soft, porOllS and yet water
proof; but at the hase it is dishevelled and downy. Each 
keeps its place and overlaps the next so as to form a 
smooth and cven surface and an unbroken pattern; but 
the down is underneath. When the bird goes to bed it 
shakes up its plumage and is wrapped in an eiderdown 
quilt; but startle it and in an instant every feather is 
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pressed firmly clown and the compact little body is pre
pared to cleave the air as a scale-clothed fish cleaves the 
water. 

But the most vital difference between hirds and all 
other vertebrate animals lies in the fact that their fore
limbs are converted into organs of flight. This handicaps 
them in many ways, as anyone may see for himself by 
watching a squirrel and <l sparrow dealing with a crust of 
bread: but it admits them to a realm which is dosed 
against fourfooted creatures. The sky is their territory 
and the trees are their home. They hreathe pure air, they 
look round them on fields and hills ,md sky, and they see 
the beasts and man himself crawling on the ground heneath 
them. Conditions such as the"c modify the characters of 
nations and it would be -foolish to suppose that they are 
without effect on birds. It is from these surely that lhey 
draw that joy of life which is their richest inheritance, 
which opens the eye to beauty ~Ulcl the car to music, which 
expresses itself in all grace of form and movement, and 
inclines spontaneously to love. And so, though beasts 
rank above them anatomically and physiologically, bird~ 
have in many respects a higher nature. Their wits are 
quicker, their thoughts sweeter, their tastes finer and their 
passions and appetites less gross. \Vith respect to man
ners amI morals they stand on a higher plane altogether. 
The institution of the family, which is the most sacred 
thing in our own social system, is almost unknown among 
beasts, but it exists among birds in its purest for111. The 
great majority of them indeed are monogamous during the 
nesting season, and many pairfor life and become devotedly 
attached to each other. Brides are won by courtship.:! 

In their personal habits birds are particularly tidy and 
clean. Much of tlleir time is spent in the duties, or plea
sures, of the toilet. Many of them bathe regularly in 
water, while others prefer a dust bath: some, like the 
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common Sparrow, indulge in both as they have opportu
nity. Nature gives them an entire new suit every year, 
sometimes two, in which case the summer and winter 
suits are often different. If there is any difference between 
the sexes it is the male which is most beautifully, or at 
least most brilliantly, dressed; as is fit, for he is in the front 
ranks, fighting and making love, while her place is in the 
sweet backgrounds of life, and quietness and modesty 
adorn her best. Why civilised man has proceeded upon 
exactly the opposite principle is a question for philosophers. 
The male bird is generally the larger and stronger, but 
this rule is reversed among the birds of prey : the mothers 
of eagles need to be Amazons. 

I wish to avoid everything technical as far as I can but 
. some sort of classification is necessary. And I have decid
ed to follow that adopted by ] erdon. It is said to be 
unscientific and out of date, and doubtless it is; but it is 
familiar (which is the main thing) and all our bird litera
tu[e Was founded on it until lately. Even now, though 
The Fauna of British India must displace all previous pub
lications as the standard text-book of naturalists in India, 
Jerdon is not superseded. His three volumes contain an 
account of Indian birds and their ways which has no [ivaI 
yet. Besides this, I must confess that I consider Cuvier's 
classification (which Jerdon adopted with slight modifica
tions) is practically more helpful than any of the tentative 
systems which are now competing for its place. He based 
his arrangement almost entirely upon the form of the beak 
and feet, which are the instruments by which a bird makes 
its living. This is a simple and a sound principle, which 
we put in practice when we reeognise a Hindon barber by 
the case of instruments which he wears on his stomach, 
and a coolie by his basket. In an Appendix will be found 
some brief directions for the application of this principle, 
and the Index will show how the birds are distributed into 
Orders and Tribes, or Families. Here we may proceed 
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without further formality, beginning with Cuvier's first 
Order, the Raptores, or birds of prey, which have sharp, 
curved talons for seizing their game, and hooked beaks for 
tearing its flesh. 



CHAPTER II 

THE Vl1LTURES 

IF the city of Bombay had ~ tutelary bird, there is 
nu manner of dOllbt what bird that should be. I do 
not know why the ancient Egyptians deified the Ibis, 
but if Bombay bore the prout! figure of a Vulture 

ramJ'an.t on her shield, everybody would know why. 
Of all t11l' unsalaried public servants who have ic.l.en-
1.ified themselves with this ci1.y <ll1c.l. devoted their 
energies to its welLlre, no other can iake a place 
beside the vulture. Un[ortul1:J.tdy the viliture has 
never leni itself to the spirit of heraldry. The eagle 
has, strangely enollgh, though the difference between 
the two is not very clearly marked in the popular 
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mind. The translators of our Bible had no notion pf 
it. Modern natural history has disentangled the two 
names and assigned them to two very different 
families of birds, the distinction between which in its 
essence is iust this, that, \vhile tile eagle kills its prey, 
the less impatient vulture waits decently till its time 
comes to die. Popular sentiment persists in regard
ing the former as the more noble, but there can he 
no question which is the more useful. It is not easy 
indeed to realise to olleself the extent and beneficence 
of the work carried on throughout the length and 
breadth of India, from year's end to year's end, by 
the mighty race of vultures. Every day and all da~' 

they are patrolling the sky at a height whiGh brings 
half a revenue district within 1heir ken. The worn
out bullock falls under the yoke, never to rise again, 
and is dragged off the road and left: or the old cow 
which has ceased to be profitable and has therefore 
ceased to be fed, lies down in a ditch for the last time. 
Before the life has left the old body sOm~ distant 
I pater-roller " has seen it, and, with rigid wings 
slightly curved, is sloping do" n at a rate which 
wipes out five miles in a few seconds, A second sees 
the first and, interpret'jng its action follows with all 
speed. A third p,ursues the second, 'and so on till, 
out of a sky in which you could not have described 
two birds half a~ hour ago, thirty or forty dark forms 
are converging on one spot. When they get right 
over it, they descend in decreasing spirals and settle 
at variot:s distances and wait for the end like 
American reporters. When the end comes, if you 
are squeamish or fastidious, go away. All that will 
corrupt, everything in short but the bones, is to be 
,removed from that carcase within twenty-four hours, 
,and the vultures ha.ve taken the contract to do it. 
Such work cannot be made artistic and the vulture is 
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not an .esthete. That bald head and bare neck arc 
not ornamental, but tht.:y mean business; they arc 
the sleeves tucked up for earnest work. It is a merci
ful and, I suppose, a necessary provision of nature, 
that every creature gets reconciled to its task and is 
able even to take pleasure in that which would he 
painful to others. The vulture enjoys the full benefit 
of this prodsion. It is in fact an enthusiast in its 
profession, and these funeral wakes become scenes 
of riotous and ghoulish glee to which I confess 
that even philosophic reflection fails to impart moral 
beauty. The gourmands jostle and bump against 
each other, and chase each other round the board 
with long, ungainly hops and open wings. One 
has no sooner thrust its head well into the carcase 
than another leaps upon its back with loud laughter. 
Two get hold of opposite ends of a long strip of offal 
and dance before each other with wings outstretched. 
And the cackling an.d grunting and roaring that go 
on all the while may be heard for half a mik'. When 
darkness overtakes the revellers some of them have 
so shamefully over-eatcn themselves t1ut they cannot 
rise from the ground an.d are forced to spend the l~ight 

where they are. They seem to be quite safe, however. 
The jackal is not a fastidious feeder, but it draws the 
line at vultures. These scenes used not very long ago 
to be enacted regularly on the Flats,! where the carcases 
of horses and cattle were skinned and left. 

The vultures that one sees in such numbers on 
Malabar Hill belong to two species, which are easy 
enough to distinguish when once one's attention has 
been turned to the difference between them. The com
moner of the two, the White-backed or Bengal Vulture 
(Gyps bengalens-is) , is a smokey-black bird, with <l band 
of white extending nearly the whole length of each wing 
on the under side. This hand is broken by the dark 
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hody, and that sen'es to distinguish the bird at a g]cmce. 
The other species is the Long-bilk'd Vulture (GYI)~' 

pallescens}. Jerdon confounded it with another specics 
<lnJ. called it Gyps iHdiCllS.5 Its gmeral colour is brown, 
darker or lighter according to age, sometimes almost 
whitey brown; but, however light the und~r parts may 
be, body and wings are alike. The two species are 
ahout the same size and larger than one would suspect 
\\ ho has only sren them at a distance. A good specimen 
will measure Over seven feet from tip to tip of the wings. 
There is OIH' curious difference' in their Imbits. The 
Long-hilled Vulture breeds atways on high cliffs,a while 
iis Beng~ll brother is content to build its nest on any tree 
hig enough to bear thl' weight of such ~~ ponderous 
edili.ce.7 I have seen a single m;mgo tree groaning under 
several nest~. Each nest contains one egg, generally 
white (if dt'an), but sometimes blotched with hrown. 
The bn,eding S_~;bon extends over the greater pa.rt of the 
year and eggs may be found from September to March at 
k,,{st. Most young birds arc hungry '11\0 clamorous, like 
the daughters of the h,)fseie::tch, crying give, giVe, from 
dawn till dusk. Bllt the young vLllture It',]rns Iniience 
early. Its mother leaves it before sunrise and it sits 
hour after hour, motionlc~s and noisC'less, wailing for her 
return. Noon may be on before it descries her, a mere 
f>peck in the ~ky, hut growing bigger every moment as 
she slopes down towards the nest. Ai. bst, with heavy 
fla pping, she Ids herself down, and great is the cackling, 
for though she carries nothing in her beak, the youngster 
knows that she is loaded. Whrtt follows is not polite. 
In plain language shl' disgorges great lumps of meat and 
thrusts them into its mouth. A crow sits close by, 
mindful of the proverb that there's many a slip 'twixt 
the cup and the lip. A vulture cannot feed her young 
in any othrr way than this, for the carcase on, which she 
dimd may be ten miles away. And incicecll ncwer saw 
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a vulture carrying food, or anything else, except a stick 
for its nest, and that in its beak. All other birds of 
prey carry with their feet, but this is impossible to the 
vulture because it is incapable of swooping and cannot 
even rise off the ground without taking a run. Once 
fairly in the air, no bird surpasses the majesty of its 
flight. The question has often been hotly discussed 
whether birds can sail without flapping their wings. The 
difficulty originated of conrse with somebody of that 
unfortunate class who must reason about questions of 
fact instead of looking. He demonstrated that such a 
feat was impossible. The vultures kept on doing it all 
the same, and anyone may watch them. For hours 
together they will sail in circles, or rather in spirals, 
without the slightest motion of their wings, beyond 
trimming them to the \vind, like the sails of a boat. Of 
course there must be a wind. 

There are two oiher kinds of vultures which may 
occasionally be seen in Bombay. One is the King 
Vulture (Otogyps calvlIs), a royal bird, not indeed 
larger than the others, but of nobler aspect and prouder 
character. It appears singlv, or with its mate, and will 
not consort with the herd. When it comes to a carcase, 
the others have to stand by till it has dined.s There is 
no difficulty in recognising this species by its deep black 
colour, relieved only by two pure white patches on its 
thighs and by the bloodred tint of its bare head and 
neck. It builds on some solitary tree and lays a single 
white egg. 

Our fourth vulture is that foul bird known as 
Pharaoh's Chicken, and by other more opprobrious 
nicknames. Its title in science is Neophron ginginianus. n 

It is one of the commonest birds about Poona and 
everywhere on the plains of the Deccan, but seldom visits 
the coast. I have, however, seen a pair on more than 
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one occasion about the Flats. It is a white hird, not 
much bigger than. a kite, with only the quill feathers of the 
wing black. Its bill is long and thin, its naked face yellow, 

.and its tail wedge shaped. Its neck is not bare, but 
clothed with long, rusty-white feathers, pointing back
wards. It does not stand upright, like the tfIJe vultures, 
but carries its body like a duck and steps like a recruit. 
By these signs you may know Pharaoh's Chicken. It 
makes its shabby nest, of sticks, rags and rubbish, on 
trees, ledges of public buildings, or anywhere, about March, 
and lays two white eggs, more or less blotched with 
brown. For the first year the young birds are brown 
all over and look rather like mis.-shapen kites.to 



CHAPTER III 

THE KITES, BUZZARDS AND HARRIERS 

By an easy and natural ascent we pass from the Vul
tures to the Kite. This bird also prefers to be saved tIll' 
trouble of catching its prey, but it has not fallen so far 
from the freebooting traditions of its stock as to relish 

Harriers. 

the idea of sitting down upon a defunct cow for its meaJ~. 
It turns its attention therefore to such corpses as may be 
carried away and con.sumed in private, to wit, rats, mice, 
small birds and even fishes. To find these it must sail at 
a lower level than the vulture, and it has no equal at that 
easy, undulating motioll, which glides down a street, tops 
a house, dips into a lane, rounds a corner, aU with the 
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same effortless grace. There is more steering required for 
these evolutions than for the circling of a vulture, hence 
the Kite carries an expansive, forked tail, a kind of twin 
helm, which it manages with a skill that is perfectly bea
utiful. An the while you may see its head turning this 
way and that, as it scans every corner with its keen eyes 
tor anything that may be "lifted." It does not insist 
that life shall be extinct. Any bird or little animal which 
is sickly, wounded, or young enough to be picked off the 
ground with a swoop, is welcome. Chicks not over a 
month old are particularly eligible, as everybody knows 
to his sorrow who has tried to keep poultry in India. 
When a Kite becomes a confirmed chicken-eater there is 
nothing to be done but to shoot it, which is a pity, for 
they deserve to be protected. The quantity of dead rats, 
scraps of offal, and other refuse which they remove from 
our streets and the precincts of our outhouses in the course 
of the year, must be enormous. The Crows offer their 
services for the same work, and I would not underrate 
their usefulness, but a Crow sitting down to breakfast on 
a dead bandicoot in the middle of the street is itself an 
'offence. The Kite removes the nuisance, and what it 
does with it afterwards is no concern of ours. 

We have two kinds of Kites in Bombay the Common 
(Milvus govinda) and the Brahminy (Haliastur indus), so 
called because it seems to be a bird of higher caste. It is 
smaner than the other and very much handsomer. Its 
head, neck and breast are pure white, while all the rest 
of the plumage is of a rich chestnut colour. Young birds 
are of a more earthy hue and have not white heads, but 
even in that stage they can be distinguished at a glance 
from Common Kites by their tails, which are not forked, 
but rounded. For the avoidance of family brawls nature 
seems to have assigned separate portions to these two 
birds, giving the refuse of the land to the one and the 
refuse of the water to the other. It is not that one eats 
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flesh and the other fish. Nothing that goes overboard 
from a ship comes amiss to the Brahminy, and the Com
mon Kite will snatch fish from the very basket on a 
woman's head. But the one likes to pick its food off the 
water and the other off the ground. So the one haunts 
the harbour, while the other takes charge of the bazaar. 
I do not say that they never invade each other's preserves. 
Both build on trees about the beginning of the 
year, and generally lay two eggs, which are white, 
spotted with reddish-brown. The Common Kites go to 
Poona, with Government, for the monsoon months. In 
Bombay there arealways some that do not manage to get 
away, but down the coast I have looked in vain for a 
Common Kite from the beginning of June till the end of 
August. When they return there is for some weeks, 
much squealing and quarrelling until the boundaries of 
each one's beat are fixed and the usurpations of crows 
and Bra.hminies repelled. The Brahminies do not go 
away. They like water even in the form of rain. 

The Buzzards and Harders follow close upon the 
Kites. This is not exactly Jerdon's order, but one of my 
own which seems suited to that outside view of birds 
that we are taking. The Vultures and Kites are the 
jackals and hyrenas of the bird world. The Buzzards and 
Harriers are a step higher. They like fresh meat and 
will have their prey alive, but, not possessing strength 
or speed to master any very noble quarry I they turn 
their attention chiefly to reptiles and creeping things. A 
Buzzard's idea of life is to sit upon a pole, or on the 
top of a small tree, commanding a good expanse of grass 
land, and to watch for a field mouse, or a lizard, at' 
even a fat grasshopper. If you see a biggish, untidy 
haWk, of a sandy-brown colour more or 1ess dashed with 
whitish, spending the morning in this way I yon may put 
it down as Butastttr teesa, the White-eyed Buzzard, 
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often seen in Bombay. Even it is not common, except in 
famine years, for Bombay contains very little of that 
kind of grassy land which suits it. In the Deccan it is 
everywhere. -

The Harrier is a more frequent visitor to our island, 
and it is not a bird that one can pass without wanting to 
know what it is. There is something stylish in the get
up of a Harrier, and also something unique. It is not 
like any other bird that you meet with on land. On the 
sea you may find something to compare with it, for wide
ly as the anatomist is obliged to separate them, I can 
imagill.e a classification in which the Harriers and the 
Gulls would form one family. They are wonderfully alike 
in the life that they lead and alike in the qualiiies which 
fit them for it. As the unwearied. Gull ranges over the 
ocean and pounces on the careless fish, so the Harner 
ranges from morning till night over hill and plain and 
drops on the unlucky young lark or incautious quail. If 
it alights, it alight" on the ground, but the sole of this 
bird's foot does not seem to require much rest. Long
winged and light-bodied, it skims along the grass and 
skirts the bush, dips to th.e hollow and ri~es to the mound, 
as if it knew some charm to cancel the laws of gravita
tion. The sexes of the common Harrier are so unlike 
that 110 one who did not know would sllspect their rela
tionship. The male is like a Gull even in colour, pale 
blue-grey on all the upper parts and white underneath. 
The female is a dark, umber-brown bird, moWed with 
reddish, the under parts being spotted or dashed with 
reddish on a white or pale ground. The lady is larger 
than her lord, as is the fashion among hawks. I am 
referring to the Common or Pale Harrier (Circ'Us macr'Uf'Us). 
Montagu's Harrier (Circus ci-neracClts)l1 i~ very like it in 
both sexes on a passing view, and either species may be 
seen occasionally in Bombay, for they are very common 
allover India in the cold season. They arrive a.bout 
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October and depart in March or April to colder regions, 
where they will lay their eggs and bring up their young 
on the ground, strange hawks that they are. 

These birds have a relation called the Marsh Harrier 
(Circus cerllginosus) , which leaves thL! dry land to them 
and devotes its energies to swamps, tanks and all shallow 
waters; a bird well cursed of sportsmen, for though its 
chief business is with frogs, it never refuses a wounded 
snipe or duck. \Vhat is almost more irritating is that, 
as it advances, slow-flapping, over rice-field or rushy 
marsh, every snipe takes wing. In the air they have no 
reason to fear it, but they will not risk being surprised 
among the grass. I am afraid that with the ordinary 
Bombay sportsman the Marsh Harrier generally passes 
for a Kite; but it is a smaller and altogether flimsier 
bird, and is also distinctly darker in colour. Besides, the 
top of its head is usually white. Young birds, however, 
want this mark: they are dqrk-brown all over. In old age, 
again, the Marsh Harrier12 assumes ::I. very han.dsome 
dress, in which nobody would recognise it for the same 
bird without an introduction. The shoulders, part of the 
wings, and the tail, are then of a fine, silvery, grey colour, 
and the rest is clark brown, except the head, throat and 
breast, which are light-reddish. Birds in this plumage 
are rare, but once in a year or so I meet one. I well 
remember how the first puzzled me. Like its cousins, 
the Marsh Harrier is a winter \Tisitant 1.0 this country, 
and in times now almost ancient, when the Fl::tts were 
inundat.ed every monsoon and did not dry for mon.ths 
after, it was very fond of Bombay, Things are chang
ing sadly, but Irom Mahaluxmee station northwards and 
westwards there is still ground on whi.ch it can fi.I~d a 
living. . 



CHAPTER IV 

HAWKS, FALCONS AND EAGLES 
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Spa'rrow Ha'wk. 

secllrity of their urban life, offers rare clJancc~ to an assassin 
of the Sparrow Hawk's methods. It. never pursues and 
rarely soars. Noiselessly it glides inl.0Y011f garden, and 
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plunging into the middle of some thick tree, stands bolt 
upright, taking in the situation. If its arrival has been 
undetected, the chances are that a chirpy little company 
will be feeding in some open space, or better still, en
gaged in one of those social squabbles which occupy so 
much of every sparrow's time. Just when they are in 
the thickest of it, the enemy is in the midst of them, 
and has plunged its sharp talons into the nearest. A 
moment more and it is flying swiftly over the trees 
quite callous to the piteous streams of its captive, 
which will not last long. But happily for the little 
birds, the Sparrow Hawk does noi always succeed in 
arriving undetected. Some lively bulbul, or wide-awake 
myna, catches sight of the detested shadow and gives a 
shrill cry of warning, and every little bird dives into 
the nearest bush, where it can dodge the enemy as a 
small boy dodges a big one round the dining table. It 
is remarkable that, though each species of bird has its 
own language, the warning signal of anyone is under
stood by all. It is phonetic and needs no interpretation. 
I am often informed of the passage of a bird of prey 
overhead simply by hearing the cry of "Ware hawk" 
passed from bird to bird about me. The Sparrow 
Hawk is just about the length of a pigeon, but it is 
decidedly a smaller bird. There is more tail and less 
body. The colour of the upper parts ranges from 
dusky-brown to Slate-grey according to age; the under 
parts are whitish, spotted with brown, or, at a later 
age, closely barred with reddish fawn. The wings and 
tail are dusky-barred, and this is generally a conspicuous 
mark if the bird flies overhead. But to try to make 
out hawks by their colour is at the best a short road to 
despair. Naturalists learn to recognise them as David's 
watchman recognised the courier who brought tidings 
of the victory over Absalom :-"His running is like the 
running of Ahimaaz, the son of Zadok." Every bird 
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of prey has its own character, some trick of flight, 
some peculiarity of attitude when at rest, something in 
its figure and proportions which serves to distinguish it 
decisively. The Sparrow Hawk flies with a few rapid 
strokes of the wings and then a gliding motion, and 
this together with its short, rounded wings and long 
tail, distinguishes it from any other commOl~ bird of 
prey. I learn of its presence oftener by the ear than 
the eye. Its sharp. impatient, double cry arrests 
attention among all other bird-voices. The Sparrow 
Hawk makes its nest in a tree in the hot season and lay::> 
three or four white eggs. 

The Falcons have longer and more sharply pointed 
wings than the hawks and their flight is fierce and very 
swift. They resort to no snrprises, lIke the Sparrow 
Hawk, but give chase to their prey in the open sky 
and fairly hunt it down. The Peregrine Falcon, which 
has a peculiar fondness for wild ducks, is not un
common about the coast and doubtless often flies over 
Bombay, but there is only one species which really in
habits the i:;land, and that is the Laggar Falcon (Falco 
jugger) . It finds living cheap and. good in our city, 
for it is partial to a diet of. pigeons. A wild pigeon, 
pursued by one of these birds, once tumbled into my 
house in such a panic of fear that it almost allowed me 
to pick it up. Many years ago a pair of Laggars llsed 
to have their head-quarters, and perhaps their nest, at 
the Universitv Tower, and I sometimes see one there 
stil1.14 They build in January or February, on large trees, 
cliffs, or high buildings, and lay three or four eggs so 
thickly spotted and blotched with reddish-brown 
that sometimes there is little of any ground colour 
visible. " 

There is one other Falcon which mu:.t be mentioned, 
namely, the Kestril, which is very common all over 
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India in the cold season and will be met with wherever 
there is open, grassy ground, like the Bombay Flats. 
It is about the size of the Sparrow Hawk and morc 
ea::ily recognised than most hawks by its colour. The 
back and wings are chestnut, or almost brickred, but 
the quills are black and the tail is gray. The contrast 
is striking and unmistakable. The under parts are 
light-buffy, spotted with brown. The Kestril is also 
distinguished by its peculiar habit of hovering in air 
when looking for its prey of grasshoppers, lizards, mice 
and larks. The Duke of Argyll has devoted fhree pages 
of "The Reign of Law," to an exposition of this perform
ance. A few pairs of Kestrils seems to spend the 
year in India, making their nests on high cliffs on the 
mountains, but the majority of those which we see in 
the cold season are tourists. In Barnes's book the 
Kestril appears as C erclmeis tinnlt1Zcultts) but I am glad 
to see that Mr. Blanford has restored Jerdon's name, 
Tinnunculi!S alaudal'i11s. 15 

To the lay lllind the word Eagle conveys the idea of a 
royal bird of gigantic size and noble aspect, which 
has its eyrie on SOllle inaccessible mountain cliff, from 
which it descends to carry off lambs and occasionally 
babies~ This is the Eagle of the poets: 

He clasps the crag with hooked 11ands, 
Close to the Sun in lonely lands, 
Ringed with the azure world he stands. 
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls, 
He watches from his mountain walls 
And like a thunderbolt he falls. 

I need scarcely ::ay t}lat the naturalist classes a good 
many birds as Eagles which are not quite so grand. 
But even the least noble of them require::: more than 
Bombay can afford. The handsome Crested Hawk
eagle, so common in the surrounding districts, may 
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visit us sometimes, but I have not set!n it. There is 
(me, however, which we may fairly claim, and to mv 
.thinking it is one of the "ery noblest of the race. T 
mean the Sea Eagle (H alil/eills Il'lIcvf!,c1ster). It is ex
(~ee(lingly common on this west coast. and I know of at 
least one eyrie not ten miles from Bombay, so the sea 
on both sides of our island is \vell within its range. It 
needs little description to make it rr·cognisable. Though 
smaller than a vulture, it is larger than any other bird 
of prey that comes our way. Viewed from below the 
'whole bird is snowy-white, with the exception of a 
broad black border on the wings and the tail. The 
hack and upper parts of the wings are of a fine slatey
grey colour. Eu t further even than you can make out 
its colours y'OU may know the Sea Eagle by its IEght. 
\\'hen it sails, as it does most majestically. it docs 
not carry its wings horizontally, like a kite or 
\'ultme, but inclined up", ards , so that the figUTe 
of the whole bird is like a yery fiat V. The Sea 
Eagle li,'es chiefly on sea servents. They are forced 
to come to the surface frequently to breathe and 
are more easily caught than fishes. They are all 
yenomous, but the Eagle does not mind that. The lad 
is that a sea snake is so utterly hel])less out of water 
that, when clutched by the middle and borne away 
through the air, it can do noihing but dangle like a 
string. The Sea F~agle makes an enomlOUS nest of 
sticks in a tree and uses it year after year, till all th(' 
ground under it is thkkly sown with tne bones of 
snakes and fishes. On the mainland the tree sclectetl 
is generally a very high one, but on small, solita.ry 
islands I have seen nests scarcely fiHeen feet from the 
ground. About November two eggs are. laid, of a 
greenish-white colour, and as the young ones grow up 
there is great ado about satisfying their voracious 
appetites. In a nest I visited one January, with only 
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a single young one, I found::, fresh fish 9 or 10 inches 
long and a half-eaten snake. For months aftcr they 
leave the nest the young follow their parents about, 
crying, like the daughters of the horseleach, "Give, 
.give," and the loud and harsh kak, kak, kak, from 
which the bird gets its native name Kakan, may be 
heard all day. 

Another water bird must come in here, though the 
latest investigatioU5 into its inside seem to convict it 
of being half an ow1.1I} I mean the Osprcy, or Fish 
Hawk (Pandion Jzalitaeus). It is not a resident with 
us, but comeo; for the cold season, when it may be seen 
all along the sea coast and on every large river. The 
Osprey is an exceedingly handsome bird in the hand, 
but when seen at a distance it has nothing of the im
posing aspect of the Sea Eagle. In fact, one who has 
not been accustomed to notice birds may ea'lily pass it 
by as some vulgar fowl of the kite sort. In the 
Ratnagiri district I have seldom met a native who 
could give me a name for it. Yet the Osprey, when 
once you know it, is not to be confounded with 
·anything else. There it sits on the point of a fishing 
stake, a dark-brown bird with a white cap, the breast 
and under parts also white, but interrupted by a 
necklace of brown beads ; there is nothing else like it. 
~nd when it flies it is equally peculiar: its wings are 
very long, and it beats the air rapidly with the points 
of them. And if you are still in doubt, the matter is 
settled when it suddenly closes its wings and from a 
height of forty or fifty feet falls headlong into the 
water. That is one of the finest sights I know. With 
a tremendous splash the sea receives the bird and 
closes over it, and a ring of expanding waves starts 
from the spot Where it perished. But a second later it 
reappears, and, lifting itself and a great fish out of the 
heaving water, shakes the drops off its shoulders with a 
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peculiar shrug and hies to a favourite rock, white with 
the remains of many fig}l dinners. This is a marvellou<; 
feat, especially when you remember thal, like all birds 
of prey, th(' Osprey strikes with its feet and not with 
its beak. The fishes which it catches are sometimes so 
heavy that it can scarcely carry them to the nearest 
land. It is often pursued and forced to deliver up its 
well earned booty by its more powerful, but less plucky 
and skilful neighbour, the Sea Eagle. 

I have said that the Osprey is a cold season visitant. 
I have myself seen one, however, in the month of 
August, a.nd I suspect that a few p,tirs remain and rear 
their young on this coastP 
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Very large eyes directed forwarrls, and uncommonly well 
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developed ear,. They make their nests in holes and lay 
white eggs like parrots. Their plumage is pecnliarly soft. 
even the quills, so that they fly noi~elessly. If you want 
more, I may tell you that there is no ambiens mnscle, 
but basypterigoid processes are present. On the other 
hand, the accessory femoro-caudal and the semitt'ndinosus 
and the accessory semitendinosus are wanting. Now all 
this is very important and not to be laughed at. These 
solemn words were not invented only to bamboozle ,the 
unlearned, but represent facts in the plan on which the 
frame of an owl is constructed. And the question on 
which these facts bear is more than curious. Expressed 
in popular language the que,;tion is this. Is the owl only 
L' weak-eyed hawk that cannot bear the light of day, 
or is it n bold and bad parrot which has taken to night
walking and murder? There is a great parrot in Australia 
which has taken, within recent years, to the extremely 
reprehensible practice of killing sh~ep by fastening on 
them and tearing out their livers. However, all such 
questions, fascinating though they be, are outside of our 
present scope. We are concerned with the outward 
aspec.t and habits of the two or three kinds of owls 
which are domiciled in Bombay. 

The Screech Owl is more common in our island than 
in any other part of India with which I am acquainted. 
This statement may surprise people who have lIved for 
twenty yeals in Bombay without seeing one, but the 
Screech Owl docs not ordinarily put. itself much in the 
way of being seen. A dark object, like a Flying Fox, 
passing overhead as you drive home from dinner, and 
a loud, harsh. husky screech, suggesting sore throat and 
lo~s of voice, are all the indications you will commonly 
have of its presence. But SllOUld a pair take up their 
residence in any deserted building, or old ruin, in your 
neighbourhood, then you will know more about them. 
I often wonder what the Screech Owls did before man 
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was created, for they cannot get on without him now. 
If he did not build churches with steeples and belfries, 
and forts and castles with towers, and barns with roomy 
lofts, where would they live? In this Presidency they are 
un.d~r deepest obligations to the Portugese. Under one 
of the remaining walls of an ecclesiastical ruin in BClssein 
Fort, Mr. Phipson 1B and I once noticed the ground glitter
ing with small white bones. We gathered a handful of 
them and brought them home for examination, and could 
scarcely believe in ourselves or each other when they 
proved to consist chiefly of the jaw-bones of muskrats! 
In 11 high niche of that old wall a worthy p:lir of Screech 
Owls had, for who knows how many years, brought up 
an annual family of 3, 4, or 6 insatiable owlets on this 
nutritious food, va.ried only with an occasional house rat 
or field mouse. As is well known, owls swallow their prey 
whole, and after digesting all that is digestible, throw 
up the bones and hair rolled up into little balls Why 
the bones we found were chiefly jaw-bones I cannot tell, 
unless the parent birds were in the habit of snipping off 
the heads of little animals as delicacies for their off
spring and consuming the bodies themselves. 

I need not describe the Screech Owl. It is just the 
same bird as from yonder ivy-mantled tower, 

"does to the moon comlllain 
O,f such as, wandering nea[' her secret bower, 
Molest her ancient, solitary reign." 

Specimens from different parts of the world do indeed 
differ a little, and Jcrdon described the Indian bird as a 
distinct species under the name $trix javanica, but in 
the Fauna of British India, as I am glad to see, it appe[l.rs 
under the name given by Linnaeus to the Barn Owl of 
Europe, Strix jlammeaYl Our second owl is a very different 
character. Repudiating all the austere, exclusive and 
mystical ways of its race, and encumbered with no 
superfluous solemnity, the Spotted Owlet (ClJ;yin't brama)20 
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makes itself one of the most familiar objects of Indian, 
life. It does not wait for the darkness of night, but 
:Jppears before the sun has fairly set, and occasionally 
gi,es us a look even in the middle of the da.y. Who 
does not know the little Pnnchinello, its unfailing viva
city, its inimitable drolleries, and the volubility of its 
eloquence. Often, sitting at the door of my tent at 
dusk and listening to that torrent of squeak and gibber 
and chatter, I have wearied myself wiHfsurmising what 
could be the meaning of it alL It seems to be conversa
tional or controversial, for there are always two engaged 
in it and both speak at once. Perhaps it is a domestic 
quarrel, but the character of the Spotted Owlet almost 
forbids that idea. He is truly in the language of the 
tombstones, an affectionate husband and fond father. 
Rarely will you see him twen.ty yards from his spouse. 
l{ she flies across the garden to another tree, he waits a 
few seconds, then flies across too and sits by her side. 
And never will you see a third in the party, except it 
be their own olive branches, of which there may be four. 
These appear about April, and are the drollest little 
being!:' imaginable. They all Jive happily together in a 
hole in some old tree, and if you tap the tree at any 
hour of the day, a puzzled, round face will appear at the 
hole and ask more plainly than in words what you want. 
Then the owner of the face will dart out and sit on a 
branch and begin bowing to you with sar~astic effect. 
A hole in the roof of the house, or anywhere else, will 
do as well as one in a tree, if it is roomy and comfort
able. Tbe Owlet is. very promiscuous in its diet. I have 
seen it hawking flying ants from its perch on a telegraph 
wire, darting out after them and catching them in its 
feet, and if a mouse or a lizard goes by, it will treat 
that in the same way. Mr. Stuart Baker21 says that it 
kills little bats, not catching them on the wing, but 
pulling them out of their hiding places. 
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Besides these two species it is not unlikely that the 
great horned Fish Owl (Ketupa zeylonensis) may be seen, 
in Bombay about such places as Worlee or Sion, but I 
have never met with it. It is called the Fish Owl because 
it is generally found near water and is suppo:>ed to feed 
principally on fish and frogs and crabs, but I have seen 
one stoop on a hare. It hac! actually clutched thp luxe 
when my appearance diverted it. It h<:ls a gho3tly hoot, 
a hOD, hoD-hoD, far-reaching but corning from nowhere in 
particular. When it sits on the top of a native house. 
uttering this dismal sound, the devil is walking about 
inside, marking ~omebody for death. I know this, 
because, the Hamal told me. 
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House Swift and Red-backed Swallow. 

fowl are excluded from it. Jerdon divides it into 
certain Tribes nccording to the form of the beak. 
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Each Tribe is again divided into Families and sub-· 
families, with which. however, we need not trouble 
ourselves here. The first Tribe is the Fissiro<;tres, or 
gape-mouthed birds. They are rather a heterogeneous 
lot, unlike in many points, but they have one family 
bond, namely, a mouth that gapes from ear to ear and 
gives them a peculiar facility in gulping down the flies 
and flying insects on which they all feed. First among 
them come the Swallows and Swifts, to which I wilt 
devote this paper. I am afraid that the distinction 
between a Swallow and a Swift is not generally present 
to the popular mind; but they are separated by very 
radical differences, of which. however, I need mention 
only those that are most obvious outwardly. One is 
that in the foot of a Swift all the four toes are turned 
forwards. It is, in. fact, like a human hand without a 
thumb. Now observe the consequences. Such a foot 
cannot grasp, B)'go a Swift cannot perch, ergo a twig or 
a telegraph wire offers it no resting place. If it gets 
tired it must go to bed. But a bird that lives on the 
midges iI\ the air can.not afiord to stay by its bedside. 
It must range far and wide. So it cannot afford to get 
tired. Therefore a Swift learns to spend the night in 
its nest and the day on its wings. Wonderful wings 
they need to be anJ are. They are so long that, when 
closed, they extend far beyOIl,d the tail, and they are 
worked quite differently from the wings of even a 
Swallow. As a Swallow darts along, its wings almost 
dose against its sides at every stroke, and it looks like 
a pair of scissors opening and shutting. Now a Swift 
never closes its wings in. this way. It whips the air 
rapidly with the points of them, but they are always 
extended and evenly curved from tip to tip, like a bow, 
the slim body of the bird being the arrOw. I have 
dwelt on this at some length because it is by far the plainest 
outward difference between a Swift and a Swallow, 
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I reckon that two Swifts and at least four Swal
lows may be included among the Common Birds of 
Bombay. First comes our own familiar English Swallow 
(Hinmdo rustica). which spends the winter with us and 
the summer with our families; at least, it is pleasant to 
fancy so, though I am afraid that the line of migration 
does not lie exactly from England to India. However 
that may be, passengers on their way home in the month 
of May are often joined in the Red Sea, or the Mediter
ranean, by a Swallow travelling the same way, which 
spends a night perhaps in the rigging, then tires of such 
sluggish progress and goes on alone. It returns to 
India in September or October, and is tolerably common 
in Bombay all the cold season.22 I nf'ed not describe it. 

Another purely Indian species, sufficiently Jik<:' the 
English bird to be mistaken for it by a careless obsenrer, 
is the Wire-tail Swallow (Hirundv.{ilifera)23 which is also 
found in Bombay and lov~s to course up and down wet, 
grassy ditches. It is a splendid, bird. The upper 
parts are dark, glossy, "steel blue," gleaming ill the sun, 
the top of the head is rich, rusty red, and the under
parts are as white as a shirt front fresh from the 
dh'obie-I mean from a laundry. But its most distinc
tive mark is the tail, which is not long and forked, like 
the tail of the English Swallow but short and almost 
square, with the outermost feather on each side prolonged 
for four or five inches and as thin as a fine wire. This 
bird makes its "clay built nest" in the hot season, or the 
beginning of the monsoon, not so often about the 
dwellings of man as about his other works, bridges, 
for example, m\d wells, and especially road culverts. It 
likes to be neaT water. It usually lays three prettily 
speckled eggs. 

But by far the commonest of the whole family in 
this Presidency is the Red-backed Swallow fHirundo 
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erytltropygia; Jerdon calls it d(wrica).24 It is especially 
abundant about hilly or rocky country. Just at the 
beginning of the cold season, in the morning, one 
come:; upon, them in some places in such numbers that 
the air feels overcrowded and they jostle each other 
on the telegraph wires. The upper parts of the Red
backed Swallow, including the wings and tail, are 
black, excepting only the sides of the head and the 
"small" of the back, which are light, rusty red. The 
undl!rparts are white. The whole bird, especially 
when young, looks dingy by comparison with the 
Wire-tail. The tail is deeply forked. This species 
aho builds a mud nest in th~ hot season, 1II1,der some 
bridge or overhanging rock, or a ledge in any building 
not regularly inhabited; but its architecture is eccent
ric. The egg chamber is globular, and the entrance 
to it is by a neck as ]on~ as the bird has leisure to 
make it. Barnes26 says that the bird goes on lengthen
ing the neck after the eggs are laid. There are 
usually three white egg<:i. 

Our fourth swallow is the Dusky Crag Martin. 
Jerdon called it Cotyle concolor,26 but that has been 
improved upon, and it appears in Barnes as Ptyo·no
progne concolor. The first word ought to be hooted down, 
but cottcolor b good, for the bird is of one colour, and 
that is the colour of smoke. There is a little, round, 
white spot on each feather of the tail, but this is 
hardly noticeable. The Crag Martin loves rocko; and 
makes its nest 27 on them, under some overhanging ledge; 
the material b of course mud, with feathers for a warm 
lining. The season is either just before or just after 
the monsoon, and it lays three or four white eggs. 
speckled with brown. It is common about Malabar 
Hm and spends much of its time flying up and down 
the face of the cliffs under The Ridge. It is not 
remarkable for swiftness or grace of flight. In fact. 
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I should not say that it was remarkable for anything. 
It is a commonplace bird. 

But the most abundant and familiar of this whole 
family in Bombay itself is the Palm Swift (C_vpselus 
batassiensis),28 which in other parts of the Presidency is 
a very rare bird. The reason may be found in its name. 
It cannot live without palm trees. Any palm will not 
do; it requires the Brab, or Tar, palm; for it cannot 
think of any situation for its nest exccpL one of the 
wrinkles on the underside of the broad leaf of thi", 
tree. I have indeed seen a pair trying to accommod
ate themselves about a cocoanut tree, but they were in 
difficulties. As may be inferred, the Palm Swift is OJ. 

bird of small intellect, a feeble creature indeed in all 
respects. Even its flight is feeble for a Swift, and it 
seldom wanders far from home. Consequently it is an 
unknown bird in the Deccan gtm.crally and in large 
tracts of the Konkan, and if ~·Ver you do see it you 
may safely lay odds that there is a Brab palm within 
a mile of you. I have tested this. In Bombay the 
Brab is one of the commonest trees, and therefore the 
Palm Swift is one of the commonest birds. It is a slim 
bird, with long, narrow wings and a thin, deeply
forked tail, which opens out whenever the bird turns 
suddenly in the air. Its colour is a brownish-smokey, 
rather lighter on the underparts. As I have said, its 
flight is comparatively feeble, but it is a true Swift, 
spending the whole day on the wing without apparent 
effort, ann flying much higher than the Swallows 
generally do. Its nest is a small, shallow cup, made of 
feathers workecl up with a whitish substance like isin
glass, which is really the saliva of the bird. All Swifts 
use this substance in the construction of their nests 
and some use little else, producing those clear, semi
transparent, white structures which the heathen Chinee 
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couverts into toothsome soups. The Palm Swift lays 
three \ ... hite egg::, which may be looked for in the hot 
season. You must secure the assistance of a toddy
drawer to obtain them. 

The Common Indian Swift, (C)'jJselus ajJinis)29 as 
Jerdon calls our sixth species of this family, might 
rather be named the House Swift, for it comes nearer 
taking the place which the House Swallow fills in. 
England than any other. I t does not often build 
under the caves of a private honse, but the arched 
entran.ce to Messrs. Greaves, Cotton & CO.'s offices,30 
the central hall of the Post Officc, the porch of the 
old High Conrt, in short, any spacious porch, or 
verandah, or high-arched doorway, will do. The 
Indian House Swift is a sociable bird and will not 
build alone, but founds regular villages, which 
may consist of half a dozen nests or hali a hundred. 
They are large and solid, generally clustered together, 
and so stuck over with feathers on the outside that 
they look like one great, fluffy mass; but each of them 
has its own private entrance at the side. These are 
not only cradles for eggs and young, but dwellings, 
in which the birds live all the year roun,d. Regularly 
every evening the community gathers together, and 
after spending some time in playful evolutions in the 
air, as Jerdon says, "with much fluttering of their 
wings and a good deal of twittering talk," one after 
another swoops, with a "shivering scream," and pops 
into its bed. When there are young to be fed (which 
may be at any season, for they seem to have several 
broods in the year), the parent birds arc coming and 
going all the day. Only two or three eggs are laid 
at a time, which arc white, like the eggs of all Swifts. 
The Common 111,dian Swift is a black, or blackish, bird, 
with the chin and the small of the back pure white, 
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SO it need not be mistaken for any other bird. Its 
tail is short and square. 

r have seen other Swifts and Swallows in Bombay. 
Of the Cliff Swallow (Hirundo jluvicola) r am certain, 
and I think I have seen a Crag Martin31 about Malabar 
Hill which was larger and paler than the common one. 
Then there is that grand bird, the Alpine Swift 
(Cypselus melba),32 which I have shot within a few miles 
of Bombay. But a bird that gets up before daylight 
and goes to bed long after dark and flies all day at a 
hundred miles an bour may be seen any where. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE NIGHTJARS, BEE-EATERS AND 
KINGFISHERS 

nee-eaters 

How shall I describe a Goatsucker? If you are 
walking by day in scrubby ground on some still 
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unrec1aimed part, say, of Cumballa Hill and a brown.
ish bird starts from under a bmh at your foot and 
flies, with jerky strokes of its very long wings, for a 
distance of twenty or thirty yards, and then drop:; 
under a bush again. it is a Goatsucker. You have 
disturbed it in its sleep. Or after sunset, in the dusk 
of the evening. you may come upon it sitting in the 
dust, right in the middle of the road, in some unfre
quented neighbourhood, It will jump up suddenly as 
often as you approach it, and fly before you for a 
little distance, then drop into the middle of the road 
again and squat, looking just like a large frog, or 
toad, dimly seen. This is how it spends the night, 
or rather, I should 'lay, the times of dusk and d:twn, 
for I believe it sleeps at midnight. At intervals it 
~prings up and takes a circuit, pcrfomling somersaults 
and other antics in the air. It is catching moths or 
beetles. Sometimes it perches on 11 bough of a low 
tree, not across it, as any other bird would, but along 
it. Such is a G01.tsucker in the bush. In' the hand 
it is a weird thing, with a flat head and very large, 
lustrous, dc,rk eyes, like those of the heroine in a 
penny dreadful. Its feet are small and its bill is a 
mere apology, but its head is almost split in two by 
the width of its gape. Its soft plumage is very 
beautiful, but hardly describable, It comists of earthy 
and ashy and reddish shade!1, mottled, barred, or 
curiously pencilled with d:1.rker tints. 

This bird is called a Goatsucker from its wicked 
habit of milking domestic goats. In modern books of 
Natural History you will find this habit denied and 
the bird called a Night jar, but they cannot get rid 
of its Latin narr.e, Caprim~tlg!ts, with which it has been 
branded from the days of Pliny, The Goatsucker>., or 
Night jars, belong, of course, to the Tribe Fissirostres.33 

There are half-a-dozen species of them in India, of 
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which one occurs in Bombay. I have only caught 
occasional glimpses of it, but it can be no other than 
Caprimulgus asiaticZls, the Common Indian Night jar. 
Its voice is a strange' sound and has been compared to 
a small stone skimming along on ice. 34 All the members 
of this family lay their egg,;, only two, on the bare 
ground, in the hot season. They an:: of a pale salmon, 
or stone colour, patched and blurred with purplish 
brown. 

The next family of the Fissirostres contains the 
Bee-eaters. Everybody knows the little grass-green 
bird, with a long bill and two long, thin feathers, 
outgrowing the rest of its tail by a couple of inches, 
which sits on a twig, or telegraph wire, and darts 
after passing flies; but I have met many who did not 
know what to call it. It is the common Indian Bee
eater (lVferops vtridis}.35 In Bombay it is to be seen 
everywhere from the end of he rains till the beginning 
of the hot season, but disappears in the interval. Yet it 

j:=; not ranked as a migratory bird, and it is not so in the 
usual sense. It only leaves us during the breeding 
season, because it cannot find comfortable family 
quarters in our island.s6 It makes its nest in a burrow, 
as long as a man's arm, which it digs for itself. Its 
only pickaxe is its own slender' beak, so it seeks some 
river bank, or similar situation, where the soil is soft. 
At such a place hundreds of them will congregate and 
bring Lp their young in company. That business over, 
they disperse again and pursue their useful mission of 
keeping down the flies; for though they are certainly 
fond of bees, they do not confine themselves to that 
diet. The little Bee-eater has always been a favourite 
of mine. Wherever and whenever you meet it, it looks 
bright, happy, sociable aI\d good-humoured. No one 
ever saw Bee-eaters quarrelling. Indeed, they appear 
to be so pleased with each other's society that they 
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always sleep together, hundreds sometimes in one tree. 
They are very particular about their personal appear
ance, taking a dust bath frequently in the middle of the 
road, and trimming their feathers with care. And they 
have a personal appearance worth paying attention to. 
The general colour is a vivid green, but the effect is 
heightened by the most tasteful little touches of other 
bues. The back of the head and neck are reddish 
golden. and there is an expressive black stripe across the 
eye. The chin and throat are of a fine verdigris green, 
bordered by a demi-collar of blac.k. The quill feathers 
are reddish, and each one i~ tipped with black; the 
effect of this is very fine when the wing is stretched o~t 
in the sunlight. 

Another species, which Jerdon calls The Blue-tailed 
Bee-eater (Merops phillipensis) , is pretty common at some 
places on the coast, and I have seen it in Bombay.37 It is 
a larger bird than the common kind and darker in colour. 

The last family of the gape-mouthed birds with 
which we have to do comprises the Kingfishers, of 
which we have two species, perhaps I "honld say three. 
The White-breasted Kingfisher, (Halcyon sniyrnensis), 
most gorgeous of all Bombay birds, is, I hope, familiar 
to everybody. No habit of observation is required for 
noticing it ; it compels notice. Its beak is coral red and 
three inches long, its shirt front spotless white, its vest 
and also its whole head and neck rich chestnut brown, 
its shoulders glossy black, and the rest of its wings, 
back and tail, brilliant blue. When it flies, a broad 
white band opens on its wing.,;. The White-breasted 
Kingfisher is a bird of gardens and hence fond of 
Bombay. Wherever there is anything like a tank, or 
'pond, or even a shallow well with a tree overhanging 
the water, there you will find it. It will even visit a 
garden tub and enjoy a plunge bath. The two condi-
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tions it asks for are shade and water. Doubtless it 
enjoys these jtself, but thai is c. secondary reason for its 
seeking them. The primary reason is that little frogs 
enjoy them and it enjo:vs little frogs, for, though a mem
ber of a fishing caste, it is itself but a poor fisher. It is 
happily not fastidiol15. Water insects, crab,;, anything 
in short that it can catch and swallow, is welcome. A 
friend of mine introduced one into an immense aviary, 
in which he kept a great variety of small birds, and 
forthwith the little amadavats began to disappear 
rapidly and mysteriously. He caught the culprit at last 
in flagrante d.elicto and ejected it. The White-breasted 
Kingfisher lays five or six pure white eggs, during the 
hot season, in a hole in a bank, or in. the side of a 
well. This bird has not a musical voice: few brilliant 
birds have. Its commonest cry is a rattling scream, 
which it utters when flying; but it has also a SIll ill, 
plaintive call, which seems to relieve the monotony of 
sitting alone, watching for fishes 

A far cleverer fisher is the little bird which Jerdon 
calls the Common Indian Kingfisher (Alcedo bengalensis), S8 

but which is now admitted to be identical with the only 
Kingfisher found in England.3o It used to be regarded 
as a distinct spl'cies, chiefly because it grows to a larger 
size in a cold climate; but so does man. It is a little 
bini, about the size of a sparrow, which sits on twig." or 
stones, beside all waters, pointing its long, sharp, black 
beak this way and that way, a" it scans the pools, and 
jerking its pert little tail. When it sees a chance, it 
takes it instantly, popping obliquely into the water and 
snapping up the fish with its little forceps in a trice. 
When it emerges, the fish is across its beak, in which 
position it cannot be swallowed ; so the bird alights on 
a stone and knocks the slippery morsel about in a 
business-like way until it gets hold of it endways with 
the head pointing throatwards. Then the fish dis-
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appears suddenly. The Coml:lon Kingfisher lives almost 
exclusively on fishes from one to two inches in length, 
and whenever these are to be found you will fiQd it. 
There are usually a pair together, which have their own 
preserves and drive off every intruder. They fly from 
pool to pool, straight and swiftly, just above the surface 
of the water, answering to each other in shrill chirps. 
They lay five, six, or seven eggs, in a hole in a bank, 
which they dig for themselves. From March till June is 
the season. The Common Kingfi~her is a lovely bird, 
though less dazzling than the last species. The head is 
dusky, speckled with blue, the rest of the upper parts 
are blue. or greenish blue, brightest on the back, and the 
whole of the under-parts are the colour of bright rust. 
There is a striking crescent-shaped patch of pure white 
on each side of the neck. 

I said that perhaps a third species might be 
included among the Common Birds of Bombay. I meant 
the beautiful speckled bird Jerdon's Pied Kingfisher 
(Ceryte rudis) which is so common, on the Poona river 
and on all rivers and large tanks aI~d backwaters. I 
have seen a pair of them fishing on some .flooded ground 
near Dadar station. This is the cleverest fisher of the 
whole tribe. It will not work from a pe~ch, but hovers 
like a Kestril, ten or fifteen feet above the water, with 
its long bill pointed downwards, and drops perpendicu
larly on its prey. Jerdon says that he never saw one 
plunge into the water and come ont without a fish. 
They always hunt in pairs, cheering each other with 
shrill cries, and stopping now and then to rest on a wall 
and get their breath. Like the rest, they lay their eggs 
in holes from February to April. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE PARROTS 

THE second tribe of the perching birds IS the 
Scansores 
or Climb
ers, which 
comprise 
the Parrots, 
Woodpeck
ers, and 
Cue k oos. 
In an these 
the 011 t e r 
toe of each 
foot is turn
ed back, so 
that two 
toes poiIlt 
forwards 
and two 
backwards. 
T his ar
rangement 
gives the 
foot a pe(.u
liarly firm 
grasp, and 
leads to n. A Prisonm 
difference in gait which everyone has noticed who ever 
kept a Parrot. The Parrot docs not sit upright and 
hop from perch to perch, as a canary does; it clambers 
about the cage hand over hand, or rather, foot over 
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foot; thence the name, Climbers. Except this peculiarity 
in the form of the foot, Parrots have little in common 
with Woodpeckers or Cuckoos, and in all modern systems 
they are widely separated, being, as I have already said, 
ranked in an order by themselves and placed near the 
Owls. They have proportionally a larger brain than 
almost any other birds, and the tongue, which is thick 
and fleshy, is endowed with a very discriminating sense 
of taste. They have also, as a rule, a fine ear. The 
short, curved, bilI is partly covered with a cere of bare 
skin, a feature in which they resemble the birds of prey. 

India possesses a good many representatives of the 
family, but, with a single exception, they all belong to 
one division of it, namely, the Parrakeets, which are 
green birds of moderate size, with long tails. Cockatoos, 
Macaws, true Parrots, Lories, are all absent from India. 
And of the Parrakeets, only one, the Rose-ringed, or 
Common Parrakeet makes its home in Bombay. I was 
once told by a gentleman, whose memory must have 
gone back to the early fifties, that even this was a 
recent settler. He said that when he came to Bombay 
there were no Parrots. Statements of this kind, except 
from very careful observers, must be received with 
caution but it is not impossible that the wild Parrots, 
which now swarm about Malabar Hill, are for the most 
part descendants of escaped prisoners. For Bombay 
has long been a. veritable Botany Bay to this persecuted 
race. Hundreds upon hundreds every season are drafted 
from the mainland to the great slave mart in the Craw ... 
ford Market, crowded together in dark and noisome 
baskets, like :>laves in a dhow. Thence they find their 
way to every lane and alley in the native town, where 
they spend the short remainder of their days in little 
iron and tin prisons with a cold, cutting wire to perch 
on. and nothing to do. Happily, a great many escape 
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through the carelessness of their keepers, and, though 
the short, ragged tail, dirty plumage, and uneasy man
ner, betray them for a time, they soon adapt themselves 
again to wild life. 

This bird scarcely needs description. The female is 
green all over, while the male has a rosy colhr and 
black necktie. The beak is coral rerL The scientific 
name of ihis species is PaZceornis torq'ualus.40 There is a 
much larger bird, Palmomis ettpatria, called by Jerdon 
the Alexandrine Parrakeet,41 because it is the kind which 
Alexander the Great is supposed to have taken back 
with him from India. It is much the same in colour, 
except that the male has a patch of red on each wing 
and all the tints are coarser. It learns to speak better 
than the common one, and a good many are kept ill 
Bombay as pets. Of course they escape too, but they 
have never effected a settlement in the islan.j.42 Then 
there is the lovely little Rose-headed, or, as, Blanford 
aptly names it, Blossom-headed Parrakeet (P. rosa). 43 

The whole head of the male is rosy, that of the female 
plum-blue, and the beak in both sexes is light yellow. 
These are also on sale in the Crawford Market in hundreds 
and I do not know why one never Sees them wild in 
Bombay.44 But the little Blossom-head is nowhere a 
garden bird. It swarms on the coast, rava.ging the 
corn-fields, in spite of little boys on 'I1lutchans slinging 
stones and hurling anathemas. All the Parrakeets lay 
white eggs, usually iour, in a hole, about the beginning 
of the year. A hole in either a tree or a wall will do. 
and I have seen a pair prospecting a little architectunl 
orifice in the dome of the Mahaluxmee temple. I said 
that, with one exception, the Parrots of India belonged 
to the group distinguished as Parrakeets. The excep
tion is the Indian Lorikeet (Loricttltts vernalis),45 that 
quaint little grass-green bird, with crimson back and 
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blue throat, about the size of a sparrow, which is offered 
for sale in pairs under the name of Lovebird. It lives 
on plantains and soft fruits, and sleeps hanging by its 
feet from the top -of its cage. This is one of the birds 
of Bombay, though I daresay few know it. It flies very 
swiftly, and when it alights among foliage as green as 
itself, it is practically invisible; so it escapes observa
tion; but its sharp, triple chirp, always uttered when 
flying, may be heard about the lower road to Malabar 
Point. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE CUCKOOS 

CUCKOO is properly the name of a p:lrticular mig
ratory bird, 
which spends 
the s pri n g 
and summer 
in Europe 
and the win
ter in warmer 
latitudes 
(India, for 
example), 
anci is noto
rious for 
shirking its 
parental res
ponsibili tie s 
and foisting 
its offs pring 
upon 0 the r 
birds to 
bring up. 
But the n~tme 
is applied to 
a whole group 
of birds which 
re::;emble thc 
European 

Pied Crested Cuckoo 

Cuckoo in structure and have the same disreputable 
habit. There are many species of the family in India, 
and all, like the home bird, are better known to the 
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ear than the eye. The most familiar of them all is 
the KOl'l (Eudynamys orientalis, or honorata).40 It is 
a great black fowl J.1most as large as a crow, with 
H much longer tail and a green bill. That is the male. 
The female is of a dn.rk-grecmish dusky hue, spotted 
and banded with white. But the Koel is seldOill 
seen. It 15-

No bird, but a.n invisible thing, 

A voice, a mystery. 

Early in the morning, throngh the hottest hours of 
the day, late in the evening sometimes in the deao of 
night, its land and mellow voice calls to us in a rising 
cfL'3cendo, "Who-he-you? Who-be-yo~l? Who-be-you?" 
And we call it the Brain-fever Bird. We are strange and 
whimsical creatures. An old English poct complains-

For here hath ben the leud cuckow 
I pray to God will fhe her bren. 

But the fashion, has changed now, and the leud 
cuckow has become a favourite of the poets. It is the 
"dr~rling of the spring," a " blessed bird." and i Ls note is 
a "mellow May song, cbat and louu," Meanwhile its 
own cousin in India is the Brain-fever Bird.47 Yet the 
Roel also is a dr-trJing of the spring. It does not 
altogP.ther leave us in winh~l, but at that season, it is 
silent. As the weather grows warm it begins to utter 
its joyful note, an,d its spirits fise with the tenlperature; 
in May it cannot contain itself at any hour of the twenty~ 
four. One is prompted to ask, What is all the excite
ment about? That is easily answered. In May the crows 
are busy building their nests, and it is to them that the 
Koel intends to commit the care of its offspring. The 
crows seem to have a shrewd suspicion that they are 
played upon in some way by the Koel, and they' never 
see the bird without mobbing him, but he dives intq 
'>ome thick tree with loud screams, and dodges them 
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among the foliage, while the silent and insidious hen 
Roel takes advantage of their absence to drop an egg or 
two into their nests. Crows cannot count above three 
at the most, and the new egg is not unlike their own, so 
they never discover the trick, and when the young bird 
grows up and develops its long tail, they are quite proud 
of it. Only yesterday I saw a pair of crows fondly 
feeding a clamorous young Koel, together with its foster 
brother, their own child. It was hungry and clamorous 
too, but the Koel appeared to be the favourite with the 
parents. The European Cuckoo coolly ejects the right
ful occupants of the nest and takes their inheritance. 
Th: youn~ Koe~ is not so. base.48 

! There is another Cuckoo whose voice is more de
pressing to me than that of the Koel, and it is more 
persistent; at least, it cries more in the night. It!' 
Latin'name Cacomantis passerinils (in Jerdon, PolypHasia 
nigra), is particularly happy. Jerdon c'aIlc; it the Plain
tlve CUCk00, and likens its cry to the syJlables, Kaveer, 
Kav.eer, Kaveer. It is also black, or dark ashy, and 
~ong-tailed like the Koel, but it is a little bird. Its 
eggs have been found in the nests of 'wren-warblers, 
blllbuls, and other small birds. It is seldom seen. 

Neither of these two Cuckoos is nearly so common 
in Bombay as on the mainland. But there is another 
species which appears to prefer our island to any other 
part of India. This is the Pied-Crested Cuckoo (Coccys
tes jacobintes),40 a very handsome bird, much like a magpie 
in colour, but smaller and slighter in build. The under
parts and a bar acro'lS the wing's are pure white, all the 
rest of it is glossy black, and an elegant, pointed crest 
gives style to its head. It has a loud, clear, excited 
cry, but is not so addicted to needless reiteration as the 
Jast two. The crows appear to be under some misappre
hension with regard to this bird, and persecute it even 
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more savagely than the Koe!. Almost every specimen 
I have had in my hands has been rescued from an 
Uyengilig mob of crows when it had no strength to go 
further. There is no ground, as far as I know, for their 
hatred, for this species does not interfere with their 
domestic life, but commits its offspring to the Seven 
Brothers. The pied youngster grow') up as one of the 
brotherhood, and is treated brotherly, but its wild 
gypsy nature is stronger than habit and it leaves them 
as soon as it is able to take care of itself. 

That great awkward, black bird, with reddish 
chestnut wings and a long tail, which is known by 
various nicknames, such as Crow Pheasant, or Jungle 
Cock, is classed among the Cuckoos, though it docs 
not lay its eggs in the nests of other birds, but makes 
out: for itself and brings up its own fan~ily respectably. 
It is the Coucal, Ct!nirOrHS rl~fiPen-nis.r.o It is hardly a 
common Bombay bird, but it is very cOmmon in the 
surrounding country and has been seen, I think, within 
municipal limit...;. 



CBAPTER X 

THE WOODPECKER AND THE 

COPPERSMITH 

I HAVE met with only one species of Woodpecker 

in B om
bay, but 
it is Llirly 
common. 
To give a 
des c ri p
tion of its 
colours hy 
which one 
who did 
not know 
it would 
be likcly 
to recog
nise it, is 
not easy: 
but any
body who 
has 0 II C e 
scen a 
Woo d
peeker 
will know 
it again, 
for tItere 
is no other 
bird like 
it. It doe~ 

The Coppersmith 

not perch among the branches of a tree, like the other 
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fowls of the air, but runs up the trunk and boughs like 
:a s(\uirrel, clinging with its strong claws and propping 
itself up with its short, stiff taiL Its head, set crosswise 
on the thin, supple neck looks like the hammer of a gun, 
and it stops at intervals to hammer fiercely at the tnmk 
of the tree. Its blows are delivered with extraordinary 
rapidity and energy; indeed, all its actions are impulsive 
and ha'lty. The Woodpecker's trade is a curious 011e. 
While other birds are hunting for all sorts of insects that 
fly in the air, or crawl on the ground, or hide among the 
[eav('s of trees, it lays siege to those which fancy they 
havt' defIed. their enemies by burrowing into the soli(l 
trunk. Its beak is a regular chisel, square at the point, 
with an edge kept always sharp, on what grind-stone, r 
know not. Its longue, which can be thrust out for a 
distance of three or four inches, is armed at the point 
with strong and sharp hooks, and also smeared, r think, 
with birdlime, so that it forms at once a very searching 
and a fast holding instrument. I remember once watch
ing a pair of Woodpeckers which had diseovered the 
burrow of some fat timber grub and were determined to 
have it out. They first thrust their bilb in at the 
entrance, but evidently the occupant had retired beyond 
the rf.ach of their tongues. Then they tried to tap the 
burrow some inches further down. For a quarter of 
an hour they hammered away with almost painful 
energy, but the wood proved to be perfectly sound and, 
very hard. Then they tried another point and anothcr, 
returning every now and then to the orifice to thrust ill 
their tongues and take the exact direction of the hole. 
At last their patiencc or their strength, wore out, al1d, 

with a cry of ini.patienc~, they darted off in quest of 
something more promising. 

Our ·one Woodpecker is a little bird, scarcely bigger 
than a bulbul, but more stoutly built. It is the Yellow
fronted Woodpecker of Jerdon (Picus lI:aharatte·nsis),lfj a 
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striking and beautifully coloured bird. The head is 
bright yellowish brown, or brownish yellow, the crown 
of the male being adorned with a scarlet crest. The 
throat is white and so are the sides of the face and neck. 
'This gives a peculiar piquancy to the sharp countenance 
of the keen little bird. The shoulders, wings, and tail 
are black, speckled with white, but the lower part of the 
back is pure white. It wears a "stomacher" of bright 
scarlet, but this you will not :::ee unless yon have the 
bird in your hand. Like most of its kind, it generally 
goes in pairs, one following the other from tree to tree, 
with short, sharp, impatient cries. They lay their eggs, 
from February to March, in a deep hole in some dead 
branch of a tree. Of course they make the hole them
selves, working like navvies. The Red Woodpecker 
(Micropternus gularis) having rather a weak bill, saves 
itself this labour by burrowing into the nests of tree 
ants, and brings up its family among them. Nobody 
has yet discovered how it "squares" the vicious little 
ants.5 2 We, in the same situation would be bitten to 
death in half an hour. This species is common in the 
coun.try round about, and is very likely to be found in 
Bombay, but I have not seen it. The great Golden- back 
(Bmchyptermts attranHus)53 may occasionally visit us too. 

When a native coppersmith has roughly shaped 
out a kettle. or handy. the next thing he does is to put 
it on a small iron anvil and hammer it patiently for 
hours. I cannot say certainly what purpose this serves, 
but it is the proper thing to do, and every coppersmith's 
workshop resounds with the monotonous clink of the 
small hammer. And on the very top of a tree near by 
sit~ a little bird possessed with the conviction that the 
proper thing tor it to do, during all the hottest hours of 
the day is to cry, in a sharp metallic voice, took. took, 
took, nodding its head the while and turning from side 
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to side. The likeness between the VOice of the bird ann 
ahe hammel" of the man has struck Englishman and 
Hindu alike, and the name of Coppersmith has taken 
hold of the bird, in the languages of both. But in 
science it is the Crimson-breasted Blrbet (Xantholama 
indica). H The Batbets are pl.l!:ed by Jerdon next the 
-Woodpeckers, which they resemble in some respect,> and 
not at all in others. While the Woodpeckers eat nothing 
but insects, the Barbets live almost entirely on fruit. I 
once kept aCoppersmith for some weeks, and tried it with 
insects of variotls kinds, but it refused them all and 
Hved on plaptains and dried dates. Yet I have seen 
one catching fiying white ants in the air. The Barbets 
also perch, like common birds, instead of clambering 
about trunks. But they lay their eggs in holes, which 
they make for themselves, and then they are true Wood
peckers for the hme, clinging with their feet and ham
mering fiercely with their stout bills. Their holes are 
sometimes several feet deep, and Jerdon says that the}' 
go on deepening them from year to year. 

The Coppersmith is a bird about the size of a sparrow, 
but more d:lmpy altogether, with a shorter tail and 
heavier bill. It., colour is green above, a d'l.rk but rich 
and shiny green, while the under-pHts are whitish, 
coarsely streaked with green. Its forehead and a sort 
of colllr under the throat are bright crimson, bu t the 
throat itself and a p1.tch on e'lch side of the face, round 
the eye, are pale yellow. The bird is gaudy rather than 
nea t. and its figure and gait are clumsy. It flies very 
straight and rather swiftly, but may generally be 
recognised by its figure. Its favourite food is the fig of 
the banhn trce. When a banian tree is in full fruit, 
crowded with crows and mynas, you will not look 
in vain for the Coppersmith, less conspicuous ann 
obtrusive than the others, but holding its own and 
repelling interference with open beak and curious. 
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snarling noises. It lays its three white eggs about the 
beginning of the hot season, in a hole in. a tree, as I 
have already said. 

Everyone who has visited Matheran, or Khandalh., 
during April or May, must know the "Kootroo," which 
"tires the echoes" of every valley with its ringing 
repetition of its own name, Koor-r-r, kootroo, kootroo, 
kooiroo. It is also a species of Barbet, much larger than 
the Coppersmith, and of a bright grass-green colour. 
It abounds on the ghauts everywhere, and further down 
the coast it may be met with even at the level of the sea, 
but only where there are well~wooded valleys. It will 
not live in Bombay.55 



CHAPTER XI 

THE SUNBIRDS AND THE HOOPOE 

THE next Tribe of Perching Birds is the Tem~irostres 
or Thin-
b i lIs, the 
most ill
assorted 
group, I 
t h ink, of 
the wh ole 
system. 
Modern 
classifica
tion has 
5 cat te re d 
it, of course. 
The bond 
of union, as 
the name 
implies, is a 
long and 
slender bill, 
but some 
birds have 
to be in
cluded, by 
r e as on of 
other marks 
of affinity, Sunbirds 

whose bills are neither long nor slender, while the snipf! 
and curlew are excluded because they do not come 
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into the order of Perching Birds at al1."'5 However, we are 
not concerned with the merits of tItis or that sys.tem of 
classification. It is enough to remember that in Jerdon's. 
book andBarnes'salld aU Mr. A. O. Hume's publications. 
certain of the most striking and attractive of our birds, 
namely, the Suubirds or Honey-suckers, and the Hoopoe, 
will be found in this Tribe. 

Sunbirds are not the same as Humming-birds. The 
Humming-bird, "Half bird, half fiy, the fairy king of 
flo\\ers," belongs to the peculiar glories of the New 
World. 57 But its place in the oIel is taken by the 
Sunbird, and there are so many outward resemblances. 
between them that it was natural at first to regard them 
as very nearly allied. Their anatomy, however, shows 
that they are radically different, and we must conclude 
that their outward likeness depends upon the fact that 
they are called upon to fill a similar place in the econo
my of things. \Ye are all moulded by the conditions. 
of our life. Men of the same trade in different count
ries will show similar traits of character, or even a 
similarity of feature, in spite of all national divergences. 
The KoIi women of this coast are distinguished from 
the women of all other castes by a volubility of 
vituperative eloqnence which betrays at once that they 
are "fish-wives," and the barber is the town gossip here 
as in Europe. So the warm-blooded whale, living 
always in water, has turned its limbs into fins and 
assumed the mask of a cold-blooded fish, while the 
Australian Platypus has its snout transformed into a 
bill like a duck, for it lives the life of a duck. Examples 
of this kind are so common in nature that we need not 
be surprised to find Sunbirds exhibiting a likeness to 
Humming-birds in those characteristics which fit the 
latter for their peculiar butterfly life; bat it is, indeed, 
curious that they should even be clad, like them, with a 
radiance given to no other birds. What is the connec-
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tion between a diet of nectar and a vesture of rainhow? 
A poetic fitness I can see, but science is prosaic and 
wants a reason why. I am afraid we shall not SOh'l' 

the riddle l'ntil we know a great deal more than we yet 
do of the meaning of colour. 

Our commonest Sunbird (Arachnecthra zeylon£ca) 58 

seen at distance and in a dull light, is a tiny bird of 
a dark brown colour, except on the breast and 10w('1" 
parts, which arc yellow. But see it at close quartprs 
with the sun shining on it, as its admiring matC' sees 
it! The top of its head glitters with a hue which 
Jerdon defines as "bright, metallic, glossy green," 
while Mr. Oates calls it "metallic lilac." Perhaps one 
looked at it from the front and the other from behind. 
Its throat and the whole of its back glow with the 
tints of an ametllyst, the shoulders and wings are of 
the richest maroon red (Mr. Oates says "dull crim
son.") , an.d the tail is black. The admiring mate is 
herself dressed ill, the beauty of simplicity. She also 
is yellow on the under-parts, but paler than her lord, 
while her head, back, and wings are of a greenish 
dusky colour. Yet the effect of the whole is very 
tasteful and pleasing. They ar;o a lovin.g couple, and 
I thin);: the union is for life; for one seldom sees a 
single Sunbird. Belt59 and other observers have stated 
that Hummil~g-birds frequent flowers lC'ss for the HC'ctar 
than for the little insects in them. I am sure 
this is not true of the Sunbird. It eats plenty of little 
inst'cts, especially spiders, but it seek; flowers for 
their nectar.60 Sometimes it hovers in front of them, 
like a hawkmoth, exploring their recesses with its long, 
tubular tongue; oftener it clings with its minnte, 
black feet, throwing its lithe body into all manner of 
<lcrobatic attitudes, while it thrust" its slender, curved 
,bill into each tube in turn. And "between whiles" it 
skips about, slapping its side with its tiny wings, 
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spreading its tail like a fan, and ringing out its cheery 
refrain, ching-ching, cllilwe, chikee, chikee, as if it could 
not contain all the happiness that filled its liUle frame. 
Suddenly it darts off to another tree, followed hy its 
faithful mate, both traversing the air in a succession of 
bounds and sportive spirals. I am glad that Sun birds 
are never caged, but cannot help wondering why. I 
once caught one with a butterfly net and kept it for 
two months, feeding it principally on syrup. 

The Sunbird's nest is one of the most wonderful 
examples of bird architecture in the world. 1 t is 
suspended from the very end of some down-hanging 
branch, often in an exposed situation by the wayside. 
The foundation is a pear-shaped bag made of various 
fibres, with an opening on one side, near the top. 
Over the opening there is a little porch to kC'ep out 
sun and rain. Having finished this the bird turns 
ragman and scours the country for scraps of rubbish. 
Fragments of bark, moss, lichens, whithereu petals of 
flowers, tags of white silk from the nests of red ants, 
the conglomerated pellets of chewed sawdust with 
which woodboring caterpillars conceal the entrances to 
their burrows, anything in short that looks old and 
shabby, is pounced upon and brought home and care
fully stuck about the outside of the nest, with shreds 
of cobweb, until the birds feel that they have made 
their future home a thoroughly disreputable object, 
like nothing so much as the unsightly collections of 
rubbish which one orten sees gatherecl about the ruins 
of the deserted web of some large garden spider. And 
this, in fact, is just what you are meant to take it 
for. Finally, the nest is well stufIed inside with silk 
cotton, and the hen bird settles down to her maternal 
duties, cosy and secure, with her chin resting on the 
window sill, so that she can see lhe passers-by. There 
are just two eggs, of a greenish white colour, with brown 
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spots gathered in a ring round the larger end. But 
as a rule, I think, only one of the two is hatched. There 
are probably two broods in the year, and nests may be 
found at any season. They last long after the birds have 
done with them and are common objects on the trees. 

Another species of Sun bird, which Jerdon calls 
the Purple Honeysucker (Arachnecthra asiatica)61 may 
frequently be met with in BomDay, though it is not 
nearly so common here as in the Deccan. The founda
tion colour of this kind may be said to be black, but it 
glitters all over with a sheen which ranges from green 
to purple. The female is very like that of the last. 
I have seen a third species in Bombay, the rare and 
splendid Arachnecthra lotenia (Laten's Sunbird)62, which 
Mr. Oates63 seems to say is not found further north than 
Ratnagiri. o~ It is very iike the last, but is larger and has 
a noticeably longer and more curved bill. Two other 
very lovely species are found on the hills, but they have 
no right to a place in this paper. We have, however, 
one other bird which is classed by Jerdon with the Sun
birds and called a Flowerpecker (Dicamm 1Ilini11lltm),05 
but it has none of the splendid colours of the Sunbirds. 
It is, indeed, a bird of the humblest aspect, of a uniform 
grayish-greenish colour, only paler on the -nnder-parts, 
with a very short beak and tail and nothing striking or 
remarkable about it, except this, that it is quite the 
smallest bird to be seen in Bombay. By this it may be 
recognised, and by its fussiness, for it- appears to be 
charged with an importance quite out of proportion to 
its size. It is always hustlin.g about and uttering its 
one note, chicl~, chick, chick, in a very loud voice. It is 
said to feed upon minute insects and fiowerbuds, but I 
do not recollect that I ever saw it eating anything ex
cept the soft, yellow berries of the so-called "Mistletoe" 
(Loranthlls), which burdens and half kills all our mange 
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trees. Of course it must sometimes ('at other things, 
but I do not think you will find the bird far from the 
plant. 

By its nest the Flowerpeckl:'r is a Sunbird. I can 
remember still the delight with which I first beheld that 
truly exquisite piece of workmanship. In its general 
plan it is the same as the nest of the Sunbird, a purse, 
with the entrance at one side, hung at the end of a 
branch; but there is a difference in the idea that the 
two bird" work up to. The Sunbird, trusting to bare
faced fraud, almost courts observation, while the simple
minded Flowerpecker seeks concealment. It discards all 
snperfluities, builds a compact little structure of silk 
cotton and other fibres, hardly larger than a duck's egg, 
and hides it among overhanging leaves. I am sure also 
that it chooses a site, if possible, ncar to a colony of 
vicious red ants. It. elude:-; their notice in some of those 
mysterious ways known to birds while their pres('nce is 
a protection against prying crows and squirrels. The 
nest is usually built in March or April, and the eggs, of 
which there arc two (I once found three), are pure white, 
just like little sugar comfits. 

It is a wide step from the Flowerpecker to the 
Hoopoe, a bird about the size of a Myna, or Starling, 
which in the Fauna of British India appears in the 
company of Hornbills and Kingfishers. If I could get 
anybody to support me, I would advance the theory 
that it is a species of land snipe. I ts beak is morE! than 
two inches in length and very slender, and just as the 
snipe thrusts its sensitive forceps into soft mud for 
aquatic worms, so the Hoopoe probes the dry land and 
draws Ollt "ant-lions" and other subterranean grubs. 
The leg'i of the snipe are long, for it has to wade in 
water, but those of the Hoopol:' arc very short indeed, so 
that it is obliged to carry its body very level in order tu 
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keep its tail off the ground. This, together with its 
erect neck and prim gait, gives it the appearance of 
being a very precise sort of person, which no doubt it is. 
It is always exquisitely dressed, in a suit of reddish 
fawn with the skirts, (called in bird language, wings 
and tail) of some black material, with broad white bars. 
which flash out with beautiful effect when it. starts to 
fly. On its crown it wear" a crest, which is us ally, 
folded down and projects behind, giving its head and 
neck the appearance of a toy pickaxe; but at times, 
when it is startled, al~d always in the act of alighting, 
the fcathers start up'in.to a lovely corona of cinnamon 
red bordered with black. The Hoopoe is found all 
over India and may be seen occasionally all Cumballa 
Hill and perhaps in other parts of Bombay. It breeds 
during the hot season, in holes, in trees or walls, but 
I do not think its nest is likely to be found in Bombay. 
It lays half-a-dozen white eggs, or more. In spite of 
the dainty appearance of the bird, its nest gives off an 
abominable stench, the caUse of which does not appear 
to have been well ascertained. The object may be to 
keep unwelcome visitors at a distauc.e. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE SHRIKE AND THE KING CROW 

WE come now to a mixed multitude of little birds 
which have 
not gaping 
mouths, nor 
long and 
slender bills, 
uor any other 
peculiarity, 
which arc, in 
s h 0 r t, just 
ordinary 
" dicky birds. JI 

euvier divi
ded these into 
two Tribes, 
dis iinguished 
by their beaks 
and their 
food. Those 
wit h stout, 
hard bills, 
w h ic h e ,l t 
see d s, he 
called COtti
l'ostres,' and 
the in sec t 
eaters with 
weaker bills, 
Dentirostres, The Butcher Bird. 

because they have generally a tooth, or notch, near the 
point of the upper mandible. The division is a natural 
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one on the whole, or would be if we could get rid of 
certain awkward birds which do not fit well into either 
section; the crows, for example, which eat everything 
and have bills neither very stout nor thin. Jerdon takes 
the Delltirostres first, and divides them into a number of 

families, the Shrikes, Thrushes, Flycatchers, and so on. 
These appear to form a natural flight of steps which 
has only been spoiled by recent attempts to improve it. 

The Shrike stands at the hCfl.d, as it should. They 
sa.y that its palate is :egithognathous and its deep 
plantar tendons are passerine, and, if this is true, the 
fact must be respected but I cannot help feeling that 
it is a pity, for, if the Shrike only had a desmognathous 
palate and a different set of tendons, it would be a 
miniature hawk, which is manifes1.ly what Nature meant 
it for. Its strong, hooked and t(lothed bill, and its 
sharp talons are, ill proportion to its size, as powerful 
weapons as those of a Harrier or Buzzard, and it is a 
bolder and fiercer marauder than either of those. Its 
manner of life i.s the same as that of a Buzzard. It 
sits upright on the top of a bush, or low tree, com
manding a good expanse of open, grassy land, and 
watches for anything which it may be ablr to surprise 
and murder, a large grasshopper, a small lizard, or a 
creeping field mouse. Sometimes it sees a possible 
chance in a flock I)f little birds absorbed in searching 
for grass seeds. Then it slips from its watch tower 
and, gliding softly down, pops into the midst of them 
without warning, and, forget.ting all about the true 
nature of its deep plantar tendons, strikes its talons 
into the nearest. No oiher bird t11at I know of makes 
its attack in this way, except the birds of prey. The 
little bird shrieks and struggles, but the cruel Shrike 
hoJds fast and hammers at the victim's head with its 
strong beak until it is dead, then flies away with it to 
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some thornbush which is its larder. There it hangs it 
up on a thorn and leaves it to get tender. Hence its 
popular name of Butcher Bird. This is no fable. I 
have seen the bird do it. 

The Red-backedfl6 Shrike (Lanius erythronottts) is the 
only kind commonly to be met with in Bombay. The 
large grey species (L. lalttora) and the handsome little 
Bay-backed Shrike (L. lzardwickii, or vittat1ls) both so 
plentiful in the Deccan, do not like our moist climate. 
Occasionally, indeed, 1 have seen a young Bay-back
or a Brown Shnke, about the sea face ncar the Church 
gate Street Station; but these were stragglers.a7 Even 
the one species we have will not bring up its family in 
Bombay. It leaves us before the weather gets hot, 
and stays away till the rains are over. Its return in 
September is announced by much harsh, sad screeching. 
By this it may be recognised, and by its conspicuous 
white shirt front, long tall and grim black eyebrows. 
The top of its head and its shoulders and upper back 
are of a nne grey colour, but the lower part of its back 
is reddish. Its tail and wings are black. Though its 
usual cry is raucous and somewhat dolorous, the Shrike 
has a flexible voice and is not a bad mimic. I remem
ber one particularly talented individual which lived in 
a friend's garden and used to entertain him with comic 
dialogues between bulbuls, lapwings and other birds. 
The Shrike makes a deep large cup-shaped nest in the 
thorniest bush it can find, and lays four or five hand
some, spotted eggs. The usual season is from May to 
August. 

Next come the Drongo Shrikes. A Drongo appears 
to be connected on the father's side with the true 
Shrikes and on the mother's with the Flycatchers. 
Or it may be the other way: at any rate it has 
kinship with both families. The King Crow is a 
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Drongo. It may seem to be superfluous to describe a 
King Crow, but I have met persolls who supposeu that 
it was some large and royal sort of Crow, so I wiII 
describe it. A King Crow (Dicruylts macrOcerClIS, or 
ater) is a shining black bird, not the size of a starling, 
with a long, deeply forked tail, which perches on a 
telegraph wire, or a dry twig, and makes sallies into 
the sky after dragonflies or bees. It has nothing to 
do with Crows, Sa\'e to vex their lives. The occasion 
for that is generally its nest, which it builds on some 
outstanding branch of a conspicuous tree, scorning 
concealment. Round this it establishes a "sphere 
of influence," and the Crow, being a notorious poacher 
and damaged character, is forbidden to enter that. 
But the Crow is always sounding the depths of our 
patience with the plummet of insolence, and it will 
try the experiment of flying lazily past the King 
Crow's nest or even alighting on a neighbouring tree. 
Then the little bird gives a fierce, shrill scream and 
shoots out like an arrow from a bow. Its aim is true 
and its beak is sharp and its target is the back of 
the lawbreaker. The Crow is big enough to carry 
off its puny enemy and pick its bones, if it could 
catch it, but who can fight against a "bolt from the 
blue"? The first onset may, perhaps, be dodged, but 
the nimble bird wheels and rises and plunges again 
with derisive screams, and again and again piling pain 
and humiliation on the abject fugitive till it has gone 
far beyond the forbidden limits. Thrn the King sails 
slowly back to its tree and resumes its undisputed 
reign. Over the length and breadth of India this 
bird is found, and wherever it is found it tal~es the 
first place by sheer force of character and high spirit. 
I ts cheery voice is one of the first sounds that greet 
the dawning of the day. It has not much of a song, 
though Jerdon says he has heard it profanely called 
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the Scotch Nightingale. It makes a little cnpshaped 
nest on any moderately high tree, usually about April 
in this part of the country, and lays three whitish 
eggs with claret-coloured blotches. In other parts of 
India there are several species of Drongos besides the 
common one, but the only other that I have ever 
seen in Bombay is Jerdon's White-bellied Drongo 
(Dicmrus cllJrttlescens). It is white from the breast 
downwards and a little smaller than the King Crow. 
It has a charming song. 

This is the proper place to mention a few birds 
which are allied to the Shrikes and may occasionally 
be seen in Bombay. One is a medium-sized bird, 
with a slate-coloured, or blue-grey, back, passing into 
white on the under parts. The male has the head, 
throat and breast deep black. The underparts are 
narrowly banded with dusky in immature birds. This 
is the Black-headed Cuckoo-shrike (Volvocivora sykesii).6R 
It attracts little attention except in the hot season, 
when it constantly utters a loud not unmusical, excla
mation. I have found its nest not far from Bombay, 
in June; a little nest, fixed in a fork of a thorny tree, 
scarcely more than big enough to hold the three 
brown spotted eggs. 

Then there is the 18rge Cuckoo Shrike (Graucalus 
macei) , a bird nearly as big <IS a pigeon, of a pale, slaty
grey colour. The under parts are greyish white, narrowly 
banded more or less distinctly with a darker shade. It 
eats large insects of any soft kind and also Banian figs 
and other fruit. As it passes, with a peculiar undulat
ing flight, from one tree-top to another, it calls attention 
to itself by a loud shrill cry of a single note. I have 
seen and heard it frequently on Malabar Hill. 

Perhaps I should also mention the Woodshrike 
(Tephrodornis pondiceriana), a plain, brownish-ashy bird 
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about the size of a bulbul, which is very common in 
thin, open jungle, but is not often seen, I think, 
in Bombay. They are insect hunters and go in 
pairs, or :imall flocks. As they fly from tree to tree 
one calls to another, in sweet, whistling notes "Be 
thee cheery?" 

Last and least, but not to be paRsed by without 
notice, is the Minivet (Pericl'ocotltS peregriJtus) , a dainty 
little bird, reminding one of a Longtailed Tit, both by 
its appearance and habits. They go about the trees 
in flocks of half-a-dozcn, cOllversing in a low cheeping 
voice, and accomplishing a diligen t search for little 
cat€'rpilJars and other insects among the foliage. Each 
flock is generally led by a male, black-throated aJld 
scarlet-breasted. The bevy of plainly attired birds 
that follow him may be either females or youngsters.60 

They are not all his wives, for he is monogamous. 



CHAPTER XIII 

FLYCATCHERS 

THE PlycatcllCr<i arc a distinct and important branch 
of that standing army of birds which m>.tllfC keeps to make 

Paradise and Fantailed Flycatchers. 

war upon the insect hordes that threaten to cat her up. 
Their duty is well defined and they keep to it. They hunt 
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for no caterpillars among le~es, nor tap trees for grubs, 
nor rummage about the ground for beetles and worms. 
There are others whose office it is to do all these 
things. The Flycatchers concern themselves only with 
things that fly, and they catch these on the wing. 
The King Crow and the Bee-eater, as we have seen, do 
business in that line too, but they take their stations 
on high places and pursue their quarry into the sky. 
The Flycatcher haunts sylvan shades and darts about 
among the branches, snapping up its tiny prey. 

Indian Flycatchers may be divided into two sorts, 
the plain and the fancy. Of the fancy we have two 
species in Bombay. The first j;; tile Paradise Fly
catcher (Tchitrea paradisi), which wears two streamers 
of white satin ribbon in its tail and looks like a 
meteor as it flits from tree i.o tree. Its body and wings 
arc white too, exquisitely white, hut its head ancI 
throat and distinguished crest are glossy black, with 
green reflections. It is a bird that would catdl the 
eye of a blind man, and everybody who has roamed 
about Matheran or Mahableshwar must be familiar 
with it, but I daresay some will be surprised to hear 
that it is a Bombay bird. The fact is that the white 
plumage is the livery of the male only, and even he 
docs not attain it until he is well advancecl in years. 
Before that the upper parts of his body and his wings 
and tail, including streamers, are of a rich c1Jestnut 
hne. At an earlier stage he wants the streamers, and 
the female never has them. A young bird, in fact, 
Or a female, though handsome enough in its chestnut 
suit and black hat, looks like a sort of Bulbul, l\nd 
attracts little notice. And, as we knt)W, ladies and 
children gen('raHy form the majority of a community. 
Besides this, I beliel'c that the Paradise Flycatcher 
only visits us lor a ~llCrt time durine; the cold season. 
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I have never heard of its nest being found on this coast. 
For these reasons it is little known as a Bombay bird. 

From a Mahomedan tradition we learn that the 
Paradise Flycatcher belongs to that unhappy class 
who are spoken of as having "seen better days." At 
one time it was a truly glorious bird, clad from tip 
to toe in dazzling white and adorned with a magnifi
cent tail of snowy plumes. But it gave way to pride 
and got sa puff€:'d up at length that it presumed to 
compare itself with the Birds of Paradise and claimed 
a place among them. For this it was shorn of its tail 
and uttprly disgraced. It repented, however, and 
Allah was merciful and allowed it to retain two of the 
feathers of its tail, but he blac1cened its face that it 
might never forget its shame. 

Our second fancy Flycatcher is the Fantail, Jrrdon's 
Lwcocerca pectoralis. This is quite another style. It 
is a little bird of a squat figure and smoky brown 
colour, with white eyebrows and a merry face, but no 
particular points except tlte lengtll and breadth of its 
tail. But there is not a jOllier spirit among creatures 
clothed in feathers. With wings dropped after the 
manner of a turkey-cock, and tail not Obtrusively 
stuck up but held gracefully and spread like a ha1£
open fan, it waltzes and pirouettes among the lower 
branches of a shady mango tree, 

So buxom, blithe and debonnair, 

that I always feel prompted to stop and ask it, "Pry
thee, why so gay?" Every few seconds it executes a 
wonderful flourish in the air to capture a fly, or let 
off its tinkling little song. In March or April it 
chooses a fork of sam!:' under-branch of a shady tree, 
and toils merrily with its mate to fit in a dainty 
little cup of flUe grass or fibres, comp:J.cted and 
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draped with cobwebs. The whole thing, when finish
ed, is not much bigger than an egg-cup, and as the 
bird sits on her three ring~spotted eggs,7U her head 
projects on one side and her tail stretches away on 
the other. But the site is so well chosen, with just 
a few leaves to come in the way of the prying eye, 
that you may look long before you find that n€'st. 

Of the plain Flycatchers (plain in form, I mean, 
not in colour), there are many species in India, and 
some of them are very brightly attired. Blue is the 
most fashionable colour, and one common kind has a 
red breast, like a robin. J erdon calls it Tieken's 
Blue Redbreast (Cyornis tichelli). I should not he 
surprised to meet with this71 or some of the others in 
Bombay, but the only species of which I can say that 
it is found in our island is the Southern Brmvn Fly
catcher (A lseollax latirostris). It is just "a tiny 
brownie bird," and no description of it would be of 
much assistance in identifying it at a distance. But 
just as you may recognise a man by his figure ancl 
walk when you cannot see his features, so you may 
know a bird without the help of its colour. And the 
Brown Flycatcher has more character than most. Its 
very way of sitting, bolt upright, on the undertwigs 
of a tree, and the ceaseless, nervous movement of its 
little tail, and the nimble little sallies after flies, all 
declare it, and, at closer quarters, its great black 
eyes, too big for its little head, are unmistakable. H 
is a creature of habit, frequenting the same corner of 
the garden day after day, and sitting on the same 
twig. But it comes to us for the eold season only, 
like M.P. 's and Commissions. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE ROCK THRUSH AND THE BABBLERS 

THE Thrushes come next after the Flycatchers. The 
home Thrush is not found here, nor any bird very like 
it, but its kindred are very numerous a.nd naturalists 

The Seve'lt Brothers. 

call them all Thrushes. They are mostly much biggpr 
birds than FlycatchpJ's, and an' mOre liberal in t1wir 
diet, many of them being fond of fruit as well as 
insects of all SOIts and snails and worms and "creeping 
things" generally. Many arc musical. Somp feed chiefly 
on the ground, while others keep to the trees. In these 
matters every caste has its customs, and yon will 
never understand birds unless you Hate them. The 
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first species ot Thrush that we have to notice is the 
Rock Thrush (Petrocossyphlls cyaneus in jerdon),72 so 
called because its custom is to live about rocks. Gardens 
and groves have no attraction for it; fields and 
meadows are positively repulsive. But 011 the 
seashore you will find it, sitting on the rocks, 
quite happy in its own way. In the Deccan, but not 
in Bombay, it comes about houses and may often be 
seen perched on the ridge of the roof. Somebody has 
made the suggestion that it may be the "sparrow" of 
Scripture, which sitteth alone on the housetop. Some
times, in sultry weather, it comes in and sits among 
the rafters, fancying it is in a rocky cave. It is a 
solitary and silent. bird, as we know it; but in April, 
when the prospect of going home begins to make its 
spirits gay, it will suddenly break out into a charming 
song. I forgot to say that the Rock Thrush is about 
the size of a starling and of a uniform, dark, indigo-blue 
colour. It is not by any means uncommon in Bombay. 

Next come t.he Babbling Thrushes, which spend much 
of their time on the ground and rummage among fallen 
leaves. We are not accustomed to speak of Autumn 
in India, but there is a time of year in tbis country 
as much as in any ot.her, when each tree puts off its 
old clothes and gets a new suit. The only difference 
is that tropical trees for the most part manage the 
mattcr more decently than those of cold countries. They 
do not strip themselves before the new suit is ready 
and stand naked till it arrivcs. They undress and 
dress at the same time, as respectable veople do. In 
this t.ransaction avaricious Mother Earth plays the part 
of Moses. She receives the "old clo" and opens a 
shop, and her customers are numerous and beggarly. 
The earthworm sneaks up from the ground and draws a 
rotten leaf clown into its burrow, the white ant.s swarm 
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everywhere, barg·aining for remnants; earwigs and 
vagabond cockroaches wander about, examining every
thing and taking nothing. In such a crowd it goe5 
without saying that there will be no lack of sharpers, 
pickpockds, and cut-throats, making victim~ of the 
ignorant and unwary. These are called centipedes, 
scorpions, predacious beetles, wolf-spiders and so forth. 
In short, the carpet of dead letl ves which is spread in 
every forest, grove, and neglected garden, affords a 
habitation and livelihood to a vast and very varied 
multitude of creatures, which have this special 
interest for us to-day, that there arc many kinds of 
birds whose sale business it is to look sharply aftel 
them. Among these are many species of long-legged 
ground Thrushes. and foremost among them is the 
Babbler. The Babbler is 5eldom spoken of in the 
singUlar. The natives call it Satbhai, the Seven Brothers; 
in other parts it is known 'lS the Seven Sisters. You 
cannot think of it except as a member of a small party. 
It may be a family party, father, mother, and grown-up 
children; but I do not think so. I believe it is simply 
a social party. Among animals there is not the same 
diversity of individual characters as among men, nor 
the same variety: all the individuals of one species are 
cast pretty much in the same simple moulds. But for 
this very reason each species exhibits more distinctly 
some one or other of the elements that go to make up 
the complex human character. Every virtue and every 
vice ill the moral catalogue may be found typified in 
some beast or bird. So I hold. And if this be true, 
then the phase of character which is expressed by th(> 
Babbler is jolly-goodfcllowism. Not being acquainted 
with the method of distilling spirits, it does not pass 
the flowing bowl, but a large portion of its life is 
devoted to al fresco eating parties, in which the excite
m .. nt of finding the viands is combined with the pleasurt' 
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of consuming them, and the utmost convidality prevail:;,. 
These parties are not too large for true sociality. They 
consist of about half-a-dozen, whence the popular name 
of the bird. There is no distinction of host and guest: 
all are equal. They begin under some tree where the 
leaves have fallen thick, and proceed as humour leads. 
Each helps himself to what he can find, turning over 
the dead leaves and pouncing on any tempting morsel 
that tries to hurry away. If one is lucky and lights on 
a particularly fat lot, his neighbours come to his aid, 
and there is a good-humoured squabble over the parti
tion of it. There is a regular flow of small talk, a 
good deal of mirth and laughter, occasionally an eager 
dispute, but never a quarrel, "Fighting?" says Phil 
Robinson, "Not at all; do not be misled by the tone of 
voice. That heptachord clamonr is not the expression 
of any strong feelings. It is only a way they have." 
They will figllt for each other, but not with each other. 
Woe to the sparrow-hawk that thinks to make a prey 
of anyone of that party. Only a rash young fool would 
attempt such a thing, and it will be tanght wisdom. 
But, though the Babblers dine together, they do not 
live together. Each pair llIakes its nest apart, affecting 
great secrecy and deluding the egg-collector with mingled 
impudence and wiles. The nest itself is an artless and 
shabby affair, made of twigs and stuck into almost any 
situation in a small dense tree. There are usually three 
eggs, of an intense colour between green and bh:.e. You 
nlay find them in the hot season. But I find I have not 
described the bird. It seems an insult to such a well
known public character to describe him. For the benefit 
of strangers, however, I may say that the Bombay 
Babbler (MalacocirclIs somervillei) 78 is an earthy-coloured 
bird, tinged with reddish about the tail. It is nearly 
the size of an English Thrush, with less body and 
more tail. It carries itR tail a little raised, as ground 
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birds generally do. Its wings droop, its feathers are 
loose and puffy, and altogether it reminds you of old 
Jones, who passes the (b.y in his pyjamas. But it is 
a. shrewd old bird and has a wicked white eye. The 
Poona Babbler is bigger ,md wants the reddish tinge 
about the tail, the Mala.bar Babbler has a hoary head, 
and sO on; for there are many clans of them. But they 
are all of one blood: you cannot Illistake a Babbler. 

There is a little bird, about the size of a Robin, which 
is s:lid to be related to the Babblers and must be descri
bed here. for you may often see it in Bombay, though it 
would rather you did not. It seems to be suspicious of 
man and tries to keep a bush between you and it, eyeing 
you through the leaves. A bush, I say, for the White
throated Wren-Babbler (DlIlIlctia albogttlaris), 74 as Jerdon 
calls it, is a bird of bushes and hedges. It is not the 
custom of its caste to go into trees. It is a plain bird, 
of a light brown colom. but not difficult to recognise, if 
you catch a fair sight of it, by the contrast of its pure 
white throat and its reddish buffy under-parts. It 
makes a curious nest, a regular ball of coarse grass, 
with a hole in one side. The first I ever found was in 
a Bombay garden and was not made of grass, but of the 
curly paper shavings in which eau-de-cologne bottles are 
packed. How the bird came by this material is a question 
on which the imagination may exercise itself pleasantly. 

Besides these there are several Thrushes which, 
tlJOugh they do not like to reside in Bombay, belong to 
this part of the country alld are too pretty and too inter
€stinlj to be omitted altogether. Among them is the 
White-winged Ground Thrush (Geocichla cyanotis) , most 
cOmmon and least seen of all the beautiful birds that 
haunt the cool shades of Matheran.75 As you walk along 
any quiet path you may hear it whisking the fallen leaves 
about with its beak, and if you bear yourself gently, it 

, -~: _, • It 
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will let you come very near. Its back and wings are 
slaty or It'aden-blue, but the rest of its costume is of a 
fine, golden fawn colour. The sides of its face arc white, 
with two dark cheek stripes, by whkh you may know it 
among a hundred. Though generally so silent, it can 
sing sweetly and would make a charming cage-bird. 

There is another rainbow-tinted creature to which 
good Jerdon has done injustice by his clumsy and point
less name--the Yellow-breasted Ground Thrush (Pitta 
bengalensis).76 Its nqtive name, NoU'l'Itng, or "Nine 
colours," is better. The crown of its head is golden 
olive ond black, its mantle ~Teen, lower back pale blue, 
chin and throat white, breast yellowish fawn, tip of tail 
bottle green, Ul~der tail coverts crimson, legs and feet 
pink. This bird seldom leaves the ground, even making 
its nest at the root of a bush.77 

Then there is the Idle School Boy (MyiopltonttS 
horsfieldi).7R better known to the ear than the eye for few 
birds have been endowed with so rich a voice, and it 
would be world-famous as a songster if it could only 
learn a tune. It is always practising, but makes no 
progress. It is as large as a Blackbird and almost 
blacker, but its forehead and shoulders are brilliant 
cobalt blue, and its back and breast slightly spattered 
with the same. It loves mountain streams and water
falls and batters snails upou a smooth rock as the dhobie 
does shirts. 



CHAPTER XV 

THE BULBULS 

WE come now to the short-legged Thru~hes, which 

h a \' e little 
business on 
the ground 
hut li\'e 
among trees 
and feed 
lUU eh on 
fruiL The 
Orioles and 
Bulbllis are 
included in 
this group, 
and the tin.t 
place be
Ion g s by 
r i gh t to 
every body's 
familiar 
friend, th!: 
Common 
Bulbul. 
This is not 
the Bulbul 
of Lalla 
Rookh, Whe- Common and Red-whiskered Bulbuls. 

ther that musical creature has any existence in Persia 
I cannot say, but the Bulbnl of Tndia is not a musi
cian. 70

• It is only a happy bird, to which natnre has 
given a cheery voice and a merry heart, and it 
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twitters with the artless joy of a child but it cannot 
sit and compose a song. Yet it is second only to the 
parrot as a favourite with those castes of natives who 
keep pets at all. Easily reared, easily fed, easily 
tamed, it has almost every quality that goes to make 
an engaging PBt. It is spirited and pngnacious, too, 
and serves sporting Mussulmans as a pocket edition of 
the fighting cock. They carry it about perched on 
the finger, with a thin cord tied about its middle, and 
challenge rival Bulbuls, betting ot course on the result; 
else where '" auld be the fun? In Hyderabad mnch 
money is won and lost over this sport and a famous 
fighting Bulbul has been sold for Rs. 500. Natives feed 
all soft-billed birds on flour of parched gram made 
into a paste with ghee. If you are a poor man, water 
will do instead of ghee, except for song birds, which 
require their throats oiled. As a staple food I do not 
believe there is anything better than this, but you will 
make your Bulbul happier if you give it fruit of all 
kinds, pudding, rice, anything in short that comes to 
your own table. In a state of natnre it feeds largely 
on berries and knows of many kinds for which we have 
n0 names. 

The Bulbul looks a plain creature at a distance, but 
it is really a very handsome bird. Its face and the 
whole of its nne crested head are glossy black. The 
rest is of a rich smoky brown colour, but each feather, 
especiaUy on the upper part of back, has a pale edge, 
which n:akes a very effective pattern, like the scales 
of a fish. The "under-tail coverts," as they are called 
in polite society, are crimson. This is the only bit of 
colour about the hird's costume, and corresponds to a 
gentleman's necktie. 

For all I have said, the Bulbul is a silly bird. Being 
of a social and domestic disposition, it always has a wife, 
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and would like to have a family, to which end it collects 
thir~ roots and twigs and makes a neat, if not artistic, 
cup-shaped nest. But as it sticks the thing in any 
wayside bush and visits it fussily many times a day, the 
crow knows exactly where it is and takes the eggs, one 
by one, as they are laid, if they have not been taken 
already by a snake or hy the big red-throated goblin 
lizard.8o The Bulbul is sorry, but not discouraged. It 
makes anothpr nest and lays three eggs more, which 
are taken like the first. So it plays the part in nature 
of a domestic hen, providing fresh eggs for others to 
eat. But sometiines a nest, h:ckily placed, escapes 
detection, and the Bulbul becomes a happy father. The 
eg~s are pinkish white, richly spotted and blotched with 
claret colour. The scientific name of this poor bird, 
I am ashamed to say, is Pycnonotlts hamlOrrhotts. 81 

First couo-in tn the common Bulbnl is the still more 
sprightly Red-whiskered Bulbul (Otocompsa Jocosa in 
Jerdon), whose crest rises to a sharp point and curves 
forward a little over the beak. It is a very perky little 
head-dress, and milliners might take a hint from it, but 
the girl would need to have an appropriate nose. It 
would not suit a Roman. The Red-whiskered Bulbul is 
the bird that enlivens all our hill stations with its 
vivacity, but it is not so common in Bombay as the 
other. It is of a glossy hair-brown hue on the upper 
parts and whitish on the under, but the checks (or ears) 
of the male are crimson and those of the female pure 
white.S

!! A dark brown gorg('t, or necklace, which does 
not quite meet in front, makes the wbite of the throat 
more conspicuous. The head and crest are black, and it 
has the red patch under the tail which belongs to the 
livery of the family. Its nests and eggs are very like 
those of the common Bulbul and may be found at any 
time of the year. 

,.' I "''''_ 
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In the preface to these papers I mentioned that I 
once bought a pair of Persian (or Sind) Bulbuls"':l in the 
Crawford Market, one of which escaped, bnt appeared in 
the garden next day with a companion. I have since 
heard that this bird is often to be seen now on Malabar 
Hill. and I have seen a pair myself across the harbour, 
so I suppose it is in a fair way to become one of the birds 
ofBombay.84 This bird is very like the Red-whiskered 
Bulbul, but the checks arc broadly white, not red, and 
the patch under the tail is yellow. Next there is a 
second cousin, which Jerdon calls the White-browed 
Bush Bulbul (L'(oS luteohtsl. 85 This is a clumsier bird 
than the other Bulbuls, uncrested and clad in an 
unresthetic garb of brownish-greenish olive', passing into 
dusky greenish-yeUowish white on the under parts. There 
is no bright colour about it, not e"en nnder its modest 
tail,~1i but its eyebrows are conspicuously white. It goes 
about the garden in pairs and every now and then utters 
a loud, abrupt, rattling, but mellifluous snatch of a song. 
This bird is not found generally throughout India, but 
affects certain localities, and one of these localities is the 
island of Bombay. Nowhere have I found it more 
common. Its nest a,nd eggs are very like those of the 
Common Bulbul, but it is a much deeper bird and will 
neither build where any crow may find, nor betray its 
secret by coming and going when an enemy is looking 
on. It usually builds on a swinging branch near the 
ground. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE ORIOLES 

THERE are yt:t two birds to be described which 
}'rdon calls 
Rnlbuls, 
though 1 can 
sre nothing 
bulbuline 
about them 
and am in
clined to 
agree with 
those w 11 0 

wovld P II t 
them with 
tht' Orioles. 
But Jerdon 
had to invent 
English 
names for 
more than 
a thousand 
birds, and it 
is little 
won.der if he 
was some
times hard
pressed. The 
one which r The lora's Nest. 

will mention first, because it is on.e of the very commonest 
hirds in olir gardens, is the beautiful little lora (Iol·a 
zeylonica, or tl:pllia as it is called now), 87 a black and yellow 
bird. about the size of a tomtit. The;' top of its head, with 
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all its back and upper parts, is as black as a Il('wly brmhecl 
boot, with a white band across the wing. In sharp 
contrast with this, the whole uuder parts, froll! chin to 
tail, are bright gamboge yellow. This is a dandy 
costume enough for any bird, but the IOTa has concealed 
finery besides. At that seaSOn when "the young man's 
fancy lightly turn:;; to thoughts of love," yon will see the 
male lora spring up into the air and hover for a moment, 
and all at once the long, whitf' downy plumes that keep 
its ribs warm will start out on each ;;ide. Then, like a 
white puff ball, dashed with black and gold, it will slowly 
descend, quivering and glittering in the rays of the 
morning sun. This is not flirtation, nor fickle courtship. 
The bird is making love indeed, but to its own true
hearted spouse; for I belieye that these birds, like all the 
Bulbuls, when once unitt-'d. rem;lin tn1(;' to c?och other till 
death do them separate. The spouse is almost as lovely 
as her lord, but not sa striking, for the top of her head 
and b:l.ck are green instead of black. So are his for the 
most part during the cold season: the glossy black back 
is part of his summer suit, They go through life 
together, and if you watch him as he hops from twig to 
twig, hunting every leaf for caterpillar::;, you may notice 
that, every time he utters his low whistle, there is a soft 
echo from another tree. The lora has no song, but 
scarcely any other bird ha!i such a variety of sweet notes. 
Its voice is heard in every garden, and if you catch sight 
of it you cannot mistake it. A little bird, like a tomtit, 
in black and yellow, followed by its mate in green nnd 
yellow, can be nothing else than the lora, The nest of 
this bird is a beautiful piece of work, a little cup, the 
size of a small after-dinner coffee cup compactly woven 
of fine fibres and bound all round the outside with white 
cobwebs. A pair built in my garden last August, in a 
little fork, embowered in leaves, at the end of a low 
branch of a tree not four yards from my verandah. He 
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disco\,l~red the place first, and with much low cheeping 
and fi;J,pping of his win.~s, invited her to come and see it. 
She seemed to appro\'c, but could not quite make up her 
mind for some days, though 11e often brought her in and 
wpnt through the funniest little pantomime to show her 
what a cosy and delightful site he thought it. At last 
she agreed and they set to work furnishing, but so slyly 
did they come and go that I could not watch the prog
ress of the work. After a week, however, I could sec 
from one particular point the finished nest. Another 
werk and her tail was projecting over the edge of it, and 
1 kupw that two or three little speckled eggs were under 
her. Every morning he would slip in and take her place, 
while she went to stretch her wings and get a little fooel, 
r was looking forward to the pleasure of watching the 
llpbringing of the family, but just about the time when 
the eggs should have hatcherl. some evil beast, or hlack
guard crow, fonnd and devoured them. That nest i" 
now ill my mllseum. 

Whatever the true affinities of the lora ma:v he, I 
think there can be little question that the bird which 
Jerdon calls the Green Bulbul (Phyllomis jerdulli)88 is 
more an Oriole than anything else. It will always be 
known, however, as the Green Bnlbul. The Green Bulbul 
is too little known among bird fanciers. Not only is it 
beautiful, exquisitely beautiful, but it is a bird of talent, 
and it is a wag. Disguised, in the hue of the foliage 
among which it lurks, it plays bo-peep at the other birds 
and mocks them all in turn. Now it lS a King Crow, 
now a 5unbird, now a 5parrow Hawk. You stare into 
the tree and see neither King Crow, nor ~unbird, nor 
Sparrow Hawk; but the c.rimson eye of the little mocker 
is fixed on you, as, with head turned to one side he 
watches your perplexity. Not till he flits across to 
another tree and begins the same game there will YOu 
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find out who has been fooling YOll. For this reason few 
even of those who take an interest in birds know how 
very COmmon the Green Bulbul really is. But I cannot 
account for its being so little sought after as a ca~e-bird, 
They are occasionally to b::- ,;cen for sale at tht' Crawfurd 
Market, and lance had a young one which I took from 
a nest. It was progressing WE'll and would soon han' 
been able to feed itself, when a vile tree snake got 
through the bars of the cage and killed it. I cannot 
think of any bird that would make a more charming pet, 
or a more ornamental. Its forehead is touched with 
gold, its chin and throat are veh·et black, its llloustachr:-; 
are hyacinth blue, and the tip of its shoulder is touched. 
with the same: all the rest of it as green as a field. of 
young rice with the dew on it.89 The Green Bulbul 
makes a loose, cup-shaped nest, usually at the pnd of a 
branch of some large tree, and lays two or three eggs, 
which are white with claret-coloured spots. I think 
March or April is the uKlm1 season, but I have only once 
myself found a nest. 

Of the true Orioles, or Go1denOrio1es there are s(:'\'eral 
species in India, two of which may be secn in Bombay. 
They are all splendid birds, more gorgeous than the 
Green Bulbul, and larger, being nearly the size of a 
starling. The commonest is the Indian Oriolc (Oriollls 
k1l.ndoo) , which is of a uniform, bright beautiful yellow, 
excepting on the eye-brows, tt.c points of the wings (the 
quill feathers) and part of tht' tail, which are black. The 
beak is pink and the eyes are red. The female is tinged 
with greenish, and the young are very green and altoge
ther a little' 'dowdy" compared with their parents. Tll[' 
Indian Oriole's nest is a loose cup, or bag, hung in a fork 
of a high tree, It is made of fine grass and fibres and any 
other materials that the bird finds serviceable. Jerdon 
found a nest tied about with a long strip of cloth, three-
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quarters of an inch in width, which had been stolen from 
the dirzie in the verandah. The theft was not actually 
proved, but there was strong ground for suspicion. 
There are usually three eggs, white with dark claret
coloured spots. But you are not likely to find an 
Oriole's nest in Bombay. These birds leave us at the 
beginning of the hot season and go to drier climes inland 
to bring up their young. They return in September, 
with their families, and are very noisy on first arrivaL 
The usual note of the Indian Oriole is a rich mellow 
Whistle, which Jerdon spells peeho. The French name 
of the bird, loriot, seems to me to give the sound better. 
It has also a harsher cry. 

TIle Black-headed Oriole (0. melanocephalus or ceylon
msis. ---the two arc prob:J.bly the same bird)90 differs from 
the other in having the whole head black. The yellow 
of the body is of a coarser shade, or, if yeu prefer the 
word, a richer. To my mind the whole bird is less 
tastefully got up, but it is a glorious bird. This species 
is very common on the whole coast during tll ecoId 
season, and no doubt in Bomba.y toO.91 I cannot speak 
with certainty, because it is easily confounded with the 
other unless you get a fair sight of it. All the Orioles 
are great fruit-eaters and frequent banian and peepul 
trees with the mynas and coppersmiths. But they also 
gobble up great, hairy caterpillars and other large, soft
bodied insects. 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE ROBINS AND CHATS 

WE have now done with the Thrushes and come 
to a group 
of birds 
bound toge
ther by cer
tain well
marked £a
mily f e a -
tures. 
They are 
small birds, 
usually 
dressed in 
black and 
white, or 
brown and 
white, al-
ways neat, 
but llever 
gaudy. 
They are 
all afflicted 
with some 
form of 
St. Vitus's 
Jance in the 
muscles 0 f 
the tail; 
the yare 

The Magpie Robin. 

either twisting it, or throwing it up Over their backs, or 
Joing something else than letting it hang down decently. 
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Lastly, they are all groundlings, collectors of crickets 
and beetles and other small hard-backed insects that run 
upon the face of the earth, but taking little interest in 
caterpillars, or flies of any kind. and seldom touching 
fruits. In all these respects they differ from the Thrushes. 

I feel that the one which ought to head the list is the 
Indian Robin; but you must not let your though ts run 
on the bird which is begging for crumbs at our windows 
in the old country. Mr. Phil Robinson, speaking of 
the difficulty of getting up anything like a Christmas 
feeling in this land of regrets, complains that the very 
Robin instead of wearing a red waistcoat, wears a red 
sea t to its trousers. This is true if not expressed with 
prudery: but it is not the only difference between the 
two birds. The Indian Cock Robin (Thamnobia fttlicata )93 
is a jet-black bird, with the exception of the rusty patch 
above mentioned and a narrow band of pure white 
across the wing, which scarcely appears except when it 
flies. Nevertheless it is by nature a Robin, making a 
friend of man, sitting on his house top, coming into his 
verandah, or even singing to him from his own window 
sill. You will not find it in orchards or shady gardens, 
for it has a prejudice against perching on a tree; but 
wherever there are old stone walls, humble human 
habitations, ruins, rocky wastes, or stony fields, there it 
is at home with its smoke-coloured mate, running a 
few steps on the ground, perching on some point of rock, 
tossing up its tail till it almost touches the b3.ck of its 
head, and throwing out snatches of cheery song. No 
more description is needed. Everybody knows the 
Indian Robin. In March or April it makes its nest in a 
niche in a wall, or in some recess ill a pile of stones, never 
very far above the ground; and there it lays three dingy 
looking eggs, of a greenish white colom, speckled with 
brown. You will not find the nest very easily, for the 
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Robin is cunning, like all birds that build near the 
ground, and will not cOme or go in sight of an enemy. 
And in that connection man is an enemy. 

A larger and marc imposing bird is the Magpie 
Robin (Copsyclms sautaris) , which is also black, glossy 
blue-black, on the upper parts. but from the breast 
downwards pure white. There is a broad white band 
across the wing and two-third of the tail is white. In 
short, it is coloured very like a magpie. The female is 
like the male, except that the shade of black is duller 
and runs to a smokey gray on the throat and breast. 
This bird is like the common Indian Robin in all its 
ways, except that, though it feeds on the ground, it 
perches on trees and is particularly fond of cool shady 
gardens. For this reason it is a better known bird in 
Bombay than the common Robin, though not nearly 
so familiar in the Deccan. With the exception of one 
bird, which haunts the deep iorests of the ghauts, the 
Magpie Robin is the finest songster that we have in 
Western India. In March and April, when the Thrush 
and Blackbird are singing to our friends as they lie in 
t.~eir beds, the Magpie Robin at the same hour is pour
ing forth a continuous torrent of far-reaching song from 
the top of some palm or old mango tree. And we 
scarcely say, "Thank you." Whether it is that we leave 
our ears at home wben we come out here, or that we 
leave our hearts at home and the ear counts Jor little 
without the heart, I do not know; but it is a melancholy 
fact that there are many Englishmen in this country on 
whom the music of its birds appears to be wholly lost. I 
have been assured by a man who had spent many 
years in India that the birds here never sang, but only 
cawed, or Shrieked, or jabbered. When I told him that 
skylarks, scarcely distinguishable from the "embodied 
joy" of English fields, were singing every morning in the 
blue sky above the very road by which he went to his 
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work, he scoffed at me. He had never heard a skylark 
in India. There are of course more birds of song in 
this country than in England, because therc are more 
birds altogether, and because the sun that cheers them 
is brighter and the sky that inspires them more blue. 
As to the quality of their songs, comparisons are odious 
and unprofitable, because We cannot invest Indian birds 
with the associations which endear those of England. The 
yoice of the Blackbird, heard in bed in the cold silence 
of a spring morning, will sink into one's heart in a way 
which is impossible in this country, where.we are not 
much given to lying in bed of a morning, and where the 
cawing of crows, the crowing of cocks, the yelping of 
pariah dogs, and a medley of other unmusical noises 
come in at the open windows with the first streak of 
dawn. Nevertheless, if you do chance to be awake 
while the crows are still asleep, the song of the Magpie 
Robin is rich and sweet, and wonderfully power
ful for sO small a bird. It will go on till eight or nine 
o'clock, but does not sing, like the Nightingale. during 
the early hours of the night. As the Magpie Robin 
perches on trees, so it also builds its nests high, in any 
commodious hole or recess in a wall or tree. A favou
rite place is under one of tbe large ridge tiles at the 
corner of your roof. There are generally, I believe, 
four eggs, which are of a pale greenish colour, spotted 
or blotched with brown. Look for them in April or May. 

The Stonechats and Whinchats are for the most 
part lovers of sandy wilderne<;ses, and though several 
species are common on the arid plains of Guzerat and 
the Deccan, they avoid the coast. There are two, 
however, which may be mentioned here. One is what 
Jerdon calls the White-winged Black Robin (Pratincola 
caprata),93 a dapper little black-and-white bird, which 
balances itself on the point of a reed, Or the topmost 
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twig of a bush, and jerks its tail about and utters little 
warbling Robin-like notes. All who cross the harbour 
in search of snipe must know it very well, and on the 
outskirts of Bombay you may fall in with it. It builds 
its nest in similar places to the Common Robin. The 
other is a sandy-coloured bird, with black-and-white 
tail, which Jerdon called the Wheatear (Saxicola 
cenanthe). It is not the true Wheatear, however, but a 
spurious imitation. and is stigmatised in "The Fauna of 
British India" as the "IsabellineChat." On cold weather 
mornings you will sometimes find it perched on railings 
about the Esplanade.94 

The Redstart95 is another bird everyone ought to 
know, which fits in here. It is common in Poona and 
all over the Deccan, and very familiar, coming about 
our houses and sometimes hopping in at the door. On 
the coast it is not so common, but you may meet with 
it anywhere, and it is a distinguished looking bird about 
which one naturally wants to know. It is in fact a 
globe-trotter, coming to India for the cold season from 
its home in Cashmere or Turkestan; and it has the ague 
in its tail. By the peculiar shivering of that organy ou 
may recognise it. I t is a little larg'er than an English 
Robin, and of a dark-brown, or almost black colour, 
which passes into a rusty-red on the lower back and the 
whole hinder part of the body and the tail. 

There is another little fairy creature which few notice, 
except those who are curious about birds, but I must 
mention it, because it was in Bombay that I first made 
its acquaintance. I mean the Bluethroat (Cyanecula 
suecica).96 Near the house in which I live there was a 
field of Lucerne grass, irril?ated from a well with a 
Persian wheel, and here I used to notice the happy little 
bird enj oying the pleasures of solitude in the rivulets 
that ran in the cool shade of soft green leaves. It is 
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quite a Robin in its figure and gait, but quiet and re
tiring in its disposition, and simple but neat in its suit of 
olive-brown. But its throat and breast are bright azure 
biul', and by this you may know it. This is full dress, 
however. Immature birds and females show scarcely a 
trace of it and are not 50 easily recognised.D7 This bird 
comes to us for the cold season only, and is not uncommon 
across the harbour wherever there are cool shades and 
running waters. 08 



CHAPTER XVIII 

THE WARBLERS 

IN the days of Imperial Rome there Wl:re, I sl1ppOse, 
almost every
where large 
communities 
of hum b I e 
brickmakers, 
who mad e 
chea p bricks 
for poor folks' 
houses; and 
other sorts of 
obscure, bu t 
ne c e s s a r y, 
people; but 
Tacitus does 
not mention 
them, so far 
as I recollect. 
There are 
birds which 
fill a similar 
place in the 
feathered 
common
wealth. The 
Wren-Warb
lers and Treer 

Tanoy Bird and Wren-,earbler. 

Warblers do an inestimable amount of useful work and 
appear to enjoy as large a measure of contentment and 
happiness as their betters; but there is nothing about 
them to catch the imagination of the historian and 
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they will never be famous. I have been perplexed as 
to how I should deal with them in these papers. To 
attempt to describe each species is out of the question, 
for there are many, and they are mostly solike each 
other that even the title "ornithologist" does not 
qualify one to distinguish them at a distance. If you 
can distinguish them with certainty when you have 
them in your hand. you will fully deserve the title.
Jerdon was all in confusion about them. With the aid 
of the large collection now in tht' British Museum they 
are supposed to have been successfully unravelled, and 
those who please may study them in Mr. Oates's book.99 

The best I can do here is to try to help the ordinary 
lover of birds to know a Wren-Warbler and a Tree
Warbler when he sees them, and to particularise a few 
species which have enough of distinctive character to 
separate them from the crowd. 

To begin with the Wren-Warblers,-they are small, 
dingy birds with long tails, which go about among 
bushes and rushes and reeds, exterminating little 
insects. They enjoy this life so much that they moved 
the envy of Charles Kingsley, and you may· almost 
recognise them from his description--

I would I were a tiny, browny bird from out the south, 
Sitting among the alder holts and twittering by the stream. 

I would put my tiny tail down and put up my tiny mouth, 
And sing my tiny life away in one melodious dream. 

But you must not suppose that the said "melodious 
dream" is a high class composition from a musician's 
point of view. These little birds are not without a 
humble conceit of their vocal powers, all the same, and 
the following inimitable passage from Richard Jefferies 
will refresh everyone who has witnessed their perfortn
ances:-"He got up into the willow from the hedge 
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parsley somehow. without being seen to climb or fly. 
Suddenly he crosses to the tops of the hawthorn and 
immediately flings himself up into the air a yard or two, 
his wings and ruffled crest making a ragged outline; jerk, 
ierk, jerk. as if it were with the utmost difficulty he could 
keep even at that height. He scolds and twitters and 
chirps, and all at once sinks like a stone into the hedge, 
and out of sight like a stone into a pond." 

All I have said above requires abatement if applied 
to the Tailor Bird (Orthotomtts sutorius), which is 
nevertheless a Wren-Warbler by nature and feature. 
But it is a bird of some character and holds its tail up. 
It is such a prominent feature of the bird life of our 
gardens, that, if I cannot make it recognisable, these 
pages may as well cease. But before describing it let 
me remove a popular error by stating that the Tailor 
Bird is not called by that name because it make a 
curious nest, nor because it comes out of an egg, nor for 
any other senseless reason. More than twenty years 
ago I was shown the cup-shaped nest of a Flycatcher, 
as a great curiosity, and was informed that this Walli 

the nest of the fam ous Indian Tailor Bird. It did not 
occur to my informant to ask why the maker of that 
nest should be called a tailor rather than a potter or a 
watchmaker; and I have discovered since that his 
kind is common. Therefore I take this opportunity to 
explain that a Tailor Bird is called a Tailor Bird because 
it sews. When its nesting time approaches, which is 
during the monsoon, it searches for a shrub or bush, 
with large, soft leaves, and drawing two of them toget~ 
her, proceeds to stitch them to one another roond their 
edges. At that season the silk-cotton tree is bursting 
its pods and scattering its wIlite clusters, so the tiny 
tailor has seldom any difficulty in finding cotton, which 
it spins into thread with its deft little ieet and beak. 
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But if it can get ready,made thread, so much the better. 
Jerdon tells of one which regularly watched the dirzie in 
the verandah, and as soon as he had left his seat for the 
day, pounced down upon his carpet and carried off his 
ends of thread in triumph. The bird's needle is its 
sharp beak. Piercing a hole in the leaf, it passes the 
thread through and knots it at the other side, and so on 
till it has joined the two leaves by their edges all round 
and made a neat pocket, or purse, with its mouth at the 
top, or a little to one side. Then a soft padding of 
cotton inside makes it ready to receive its treasure of 
three or four pretty little eggs. They vary a good dral 
in colour, but are generally white, thinly spotted with 
light-red. I have often seen a nest made of a single 
large leaf, and on the ,other hand, where broad-leaved 
plants are scarce, the bird will use more than two; but 
the fewer leaves the less tailoring. a<., the bird knows. 

Last monsoon I was standing in the verandah of a 
friend's house in Bombay when I saw an eager Tailor 
Bird tugging desperately at a coir mat. I felt sure 
that it must be in straits for something to make its nest 
of, and knowing that my friend had a kind heart for the 
deserving poor. I brought the case to his notice the same 
evening. He promptly stuck a bunch of clean cotton 
wool in the trellis, and almost before I was out of bed 
next morning the bird had noticed it and was carrying 
off large beak-fulls. He practised a certain amount of 
guile, but was easily tracked to a low, dense bush in the 
garden, where, with such charitable assistance, he did 
not take long to make his wife a very cosy house. It 
may encourage others in doing good to know that in due 
course a fine family was reared and sent out into the 
world in spite of the crows. 

The Tailor Bird is green, or greenish-brown, on the 
upper part, with a golden tinge on the forehead. The 
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under parts. are white. "When the neck is stretched, a 
'narrow dark mark appears on each side of it. as if the 
bird had been trying to cut its throat. In figure and 
gait it is very like the Jenny Wren at home, but. in~ 

stead of the apologetic stump which that bird holds 
up behind, it has a long and elegant tail, with the two 
centre feathers prolonged beyond the rest. It is no 
musician, but has a remarkably loud and clear voice, 
and is constantly saying wwhit, towhit, towhit, or else 
towhee, tOlvhee, tote,lIee. 

There is another kind of Tailor Bird, which Jerdon 
calls the Dark Ahsy Wren-Warbler (Prinia socialis). It 
is remarkable for laying red eggS. They are meant to 
be thickly spotted with red on a white ground, but of
ten the spots are so thick that there is no ground colour 
left. This bird is larger and has a longer tail than the 
other, and is of a dark, ashy-brown on the upper parts. 
The under parts are buffy, or reddish-white, and the 
two colours, dark and light, are sharply separated on 
the sides of the neck. This is the feature by which I 
recognise the bird most easily. It is not nearly <;0 

common in Bombay as the true Tailor Bird. As a 
tailor, ladies say it is not such a neat worker. 

Another species which is everywhere in Bombay is 
the one which Jerdon calls the Common Wren-Warbler 
(Drymoipus inor·natus).lOO Its scientific name is a happy 
one. "Inornate" describes the bird in a word. It is a 
typical member of the group, a tiny, dingy, homely, 
long-tailed bird, with nothing striking about it. }affe
ries' account of the song fits it exactly. It is not a 
tailor, but it constructs a very ingenious and beautiful 
nest, woven of fine grass and worked into three or four 
high reeds, or stems of upright shrubs. 101 The nest is 
always well concealed by foliage, but after the monsoon, 
when the leaves have fallen, it comes into view. Old 
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nests of this kind are often to be seen in Bombay. There 
are few prettier eggs tha.n those of this unornamented 
bird. They are of a pale blue-green colollr thickly 
marked at the larger end with spots and blotches and 
fine lines of chocolate-brown. There are four or five of 
them. 

The Tree-Warblers differ from the Wren-Warblers 
in this, that they p,'tss their li\"es in trees and not 
among grass and low bushes. There are other differen
ces too. The Wren-Warbler is flimsy and feeble, 
loose-jointed and fluffy-feathered, encumbered with a 
long pendulous tail and fitted with little wings that just 
serve to carry it in a jerky W":l.y from bush to bush. 
The Tree-V;arbler is a shapely bird, slim but firm, wiry, 
athletic, with a well-proportioned tail and wings that 
will, when the season arrives, take it from continent to 
continent. For all our Tree-Warblers are foreigner:;. 
One of the commonest makes its nest in Sind, but 
others go to the Himalya.s or Cashmere, Central Asia or 
Europe. In the cold season they turn southwards 
again and diffuse themselves over every corner of India. 
Many reasons have been assigned for this strange "mi
gratory instinct," as it is called, which affects so many 
species of birds. No philosopher, as far as I know, has 
bestowed as much thought upon this same instinct as it 
manifests itself in Viceroys and Governors, members of 
Council, wives and other species of the ge1l1f.s Homo. 
To me the matter appears to lie in a nutshell. When a 
place becomes too hot, or too cold, or too wet, the 
inhabitants feel a very natural inclination to leave it 
and go to some place which is more comfortable. And 
they do so. Not all; some humble creatures, muskrats, 
for example, and frogs and toads and husbands and 
some others, cannot get away. Others are kept back 
by a love of home, or a disinclination for change. But 
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those that can go generally do go, and so it grows into 
a fashion. Among birds a fashion SOOn acquires a 
hereditary force and we can it an instinct. In the casa 
of the Tree-Warblers there is a simple and all-sufficient 
reason for this annual journey southwards, which 
that if they remained they would starve. Birds that 
live entirely on small, soft-bodied insects, cannot afford 
to spend the "'inter in a climate in which the lower 
fomls of life almost cease during that season. But in 
the tropics there is no time of the year when spiders, 
and little insects of many kinds may not be had. So 
to the tropics they go, as Jacob and his family went to 
Egypt. And in every green tree, at almost any hour 
of the day, you may see them hopping from twig to 
twig, flitting, clinging, looking under spray and leaf, 
ceaselessly and silently. For they hardly make a sound, 
except a low tik at intervals. 102 They hold no intercourse 
with each other: even 1amily ties seem to be sundered 
for the season. I have said that th~re are many 
species, bnt the differences between them seldom amount 
to more than this, that one is greenish-brown and 
another is brownish-green, and another i'5 a little 
yellowish on the under-parts, or has a pale eyebrow, or 
a. faint bane'! on.. the wing, or is half-an-inch longer or 
half-an-inch shorter. Some few are' marked more 
distinctly, but they belong to a side-branch of the family. 
Among these is the English Whitethroat,lOS which spends 
the winter with us, and the Blackcap,lo4 a much larger 
bird with a black cap. I believe that both these may 

. II b . B b 105 occaSlOna y e seen 1Il om ay. 

Among the long reeds that grow near water about 
the Flats there is a plain brown bird, larger than a 
sparrow, which has an invincible objection to being 
seen. And it would succeed 'without difficulty if it 
could keep quiet; but it feels impelled to say chuck 
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eVCIY few seconds, in a land, cmpha tic tone of voice. 
Then, when yon 10fJk for it, it gets a dense bush, or 
clump of reeds, between itself and you, and as you 
move round the one side it mows round the othtr and 
says chuck. It is a most exasperating bird. I have 
spent hours trymg to get a sight of it, with little enough 
success, but I believe it is the Large Reed Warbler 
(Acrocephlilus stelltorelfs), which also belongs to a different 
branch of the great family of Warblers. There is a 
lesser edition of the same, A crocephalus dU11letorll1n, 
which may be met with in Bombay also during the cold 
season. 



CHAPTER XIX 

THE WATER-WAGTAILS, PIPITS 

AND TITS 

WHEN I was a boy the Wagtails had a peculiar 
fascination 
for me and 
the feeling 
has not ctllite 
faded away 
yet. There is 
something so 
original and 
droll ahout 
their idea of 
life! To hold 
a lung tail 
horizont ally 
behind yon 
and wa IS 
it vigorously 
and incess
n.ntl)" to 
spend your 
days near 
cool waters, 
rll1111ing 
about on the 
ground- not 
hopping like 
a sparrow 

Wagtail and Tree Pipit. 

but runlling with alterniltc steps -- and catching 
somethings in thE' air, this is the \Vagtail's notion 
of the way to be happy. And it is happJ': the vivacity 
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and nimble eagerness of aU its motions leave no doubt 
ahout that. No other bird behayes in this fashion. I 
feel sure that there must be s(lme department of insect 
life which other birds ha Vl: missed, or despised, and 
which the ·Wagtails have appropriated. There are green 
caterpillars on the tender shoots and little birds to seek 
for them, there are grasshoppers in the grass and mynas 
to chevy them, there are beetles and earwigs under the 
fallen leaves and babblers to dislodge them, there 
are midges in the air and swallows to hawk them, 
there are grubs in the rotten bough and woodpeckers to 
dig them out; but besides all these it appears that there 
are minute winged things on moist ground in great 
abundance, which rise like snipe when startled, and 
these arc the game of the ':Vater-wagtail. It runs and 
tums and twists and leaps into the air, and you cannot 
see what it is after, but yeu distinctly hear the snap of 
its little bill, like the pop of a distant snipe-shooter's 
gun. It follows the cattle in the pastures and runs in 
and out among their feet; they are its beaters, which 
drive the game for it. Or it hunts by itself in cool 
places, on the shady side of the house and wherever 
large trees keep out the sun. 

I am thinking of the Grey Wagtail, which often 
wanders far from water, but not from coolness and 
shade. It is by far the commonest species we have and 
a very familiar bird throughout the cold weather. In 
the costume which it wears at that season the upper 
parts an. bluish-grey, but its forehead and whole face 
are white. On its breast there is a black patch, exactly 
like a child's bib, and below that again it is white. In 
summer it dons a different costume, in which the throat 
and breast and the back of the head and neck are all 
black, but we seldom, if ever, see this, because at that 
time it is in Siberia or thereabouts. There is a difficulty 
about the name of this bird. There are in fact two spe-
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des of Grey Wagtails, quite distinct from eacn other, 
but very difftwlt to distinguish, so much alike are they 
in their winter plumage. In the early seventies Mr. A. 
O. Hume was very much extrcised about these two birds, 
and at that time he was very innocent of any leaning 
towards Buddhist principles in the matter of taking 
animal life. He engaged an his friends and helpers in a 
ielzad against the whole race of Grey Wagtails that 
he might determine to which species they helonged. I 
never heard the number of the slain, but some survived, 
and I believe that by far the greater number of those 
which visit us are of the species known in Europe as the 
White Wagtail (MottlcilLI fllba).106 In Jerdon's 1)ook this 
and the other are lumped together under the name Mota
cilla dllkhunellsis, the Black-faced vVagtail, a most un
fortunate name for a bird whose must striking feature, 
when it comes to us, is its clean white face. 

Then there are the Yellow and Green Wagtails, 
birds with olive or slaty backs· and yellow breasts, 
perplexingly like each other in their winter plumage. 
The two commonest kinds are described by Jerdon un·. 
der the names-the Grey-and-Yellow Wagtail (CaZobates 
sulphurea) 107 and the Indian Field \Vagiail (Budytes 
t'iridi,~).lOB All these come to us in September and re
main till nearly May, disporting themselves in all open 
plat:es. They are always to be found among the tents on 
the Esplanade, enchanting the children, and those whose 
h.earts are still child-like with their pretty familiarity. 

There i~ only one other species which I need mention. 
It is a permanent resident and is very common all over 
the Deccan, but not so often seen in Bombay, because 
it is more a water bird than the others and will not 
yvander far from its river or tank. It will have nothing 
to do with salt water. The srecies I mean is, of course, 
the Pied Wagtail (M ot!lcilla lItaderaspatana). It is a 
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larger bird than the others and is coloured very like the 
Magpie Robin, shining blacl~ 011 the upper parts, with a 
broad white patch all the wing, and pure white from the 
breast downwards. Its tail is half black and half 
white. It has also a broad white eyebrow, which the 
Magpie Robin has not. It is a very sweet singer and is 
sometimes caged. While all our other Wagtails are 
migratory, the Pied Wagtail not only remains with us 
the whole year. but sticks to one spot. One reason for 
this appears to be that it is always engaged in bringing 
up a family. Barnes mentions one pair which made 
five nests, or at least laid eggs five times, in less than 
half a year, and r once found a large series of old nests 
of all ages on the beams of a bridge. Any ledge, or 
shelf, or niche near to water will do. An old boat affords 
endless eligible sites, and I do not believe you will 
find a discarded hulk on a liver anywhere in the Deccan 
without a pair of Pied Wagtails in possession, singing 
and swinging their long tails and driving off all rivals. 
There arc usually three or four eggs, of a greenish-white 
colour, spotted and splashed with brown. 

The Pipits are birds midway between the Wagtails 
and the Larks. Their tails are long, but not very long, 
and they wag them a little. In plumage they resemble 
Larks. There are many kinds in India, most of which 
love stony hills and barren plains. One species, how
ever, which Jerdon calls the Indian Titlark (Corydalla 
rujztla),109 meets us almost everywhere, often consorting 
with the Wagtails. It IS a permanent resident, making 
its nest on the ground like a lark. I ought also perhaps 
to mention the Indian Tree Pipit (Pipastes agilis),110 so 
called because, though it lives and feeds on the ground, 
it always flies up into a tree when frightened. In its 
tastes it resembles the Wagtail, seeking moist and cool 
places, and the shade of trees, but in its character it is 
quite the reverse of that restless creature. It is a quiet 
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bird, seldom llttNing a sound, walking softly and picking 
up little insects gently, while its tail wags slowly lih a 
mechanical toy. It is of a sociable disposition, and you 
will often see half-a-dozen feeding under the shade 
of one tree. In the country which lies opposite our 
harbour, 'where the roads arc often avennes of fine trees, 
you may meet scores of these birds in a morning's walk. 
They let you come very near and then all fly silently 
into the tree above them. They will not hop ahout 
there, but sit silently for a little and then fly down 
again. You will recognise them more easily by these 
traits than by colour or shape, for there is nothing 
striking about the Tree Pipit. It leaves us as the hot 
season comes on and goes to bring up its young on the 
Himalayas. 

The Larks ought to follow next, for they arc in many 
respects very near to the Pipits, but in the arrangement 
which Jerdon adopted they were widely separated on 
account of their stouter bills and more vegetarian habits. 
Of the soft-billed, insect-eating, birds, there is only one 
family luft, that of the Tits, and in that family there is 
only one bird which Bombay can claim. That is the 
White-eyed Tit (Zosterops palpebros'lts) ,111 a bright little 
creature scaroely larger than an Amadavat, of a clear 
green colour passing into canary-yellow on the breast. 
I t gets its name from a narrow ring of white round each 
eye, which gives a peculiar expression to its face. In 
the cold season flocks of these birds wander about the 
trees, uttering a soft cheeping note, and, though I cannot 
say I have actually seen them in Bombay, they are so 
often seen just across the harbour that they c.annot 
possibly pass us by.112 In the rains the flocks break up 
into pairs and make their neat little nests and lay their 
pretty blue eggs, bllt not on the coast. I suppose the 
rainfall is too heavy here. 
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The Indian Grey Tit.lU that dapper little bird, with 
black head and white cheeks, which makes itself so 
familiar in our gardens in Poona, does not appear, to 
come below the Ghauts. The pretty Yellow Tit1l4 easily 
recognised by its foppish little hlack-and-yellow crest, is 
not vNy rare on the coast, but I have not seen it in 
Bombay. 



CHAPTER XX 

THE CROWS 

WE have now done with the Dentirostres and come 
to the Coni-
rostres, 0 r 
Conical Bills, 
ellvier's next 
tribe. The 
difference 
between these 
two tribes is 
one that pre
sents itself to 
eve r y boy 
who k e e p s 
pets. The 
t. soft-billed" 
birds, of 
w hie h the 
Robin or 
Nightingale 
maybe taken 
for an exam
pIe, m us t 
be fed On 

artificial 
foods repre
senting as 

Black and Grey-necked Crows 

nearly as possible, the insects which are their natural 
diet. They seem to be delicate and difficult to rear, 
bnt it is only bec'ause you cannot give them exactly the 
kind of food that their constitutions require. They are 

-'t!',' ,.' .... 
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like sailors fed on salt pork and ship's biscuit, who must 
have a little lim!! juice regularly, or else they will get 
scurvy. So these birds will get ill unless you supply 
tl,em with li~'ing insects occasionally, and I( Every 
Boy's Book" gives directions to jtn'enile bird-fanciers 
for breeding meal-worms and maggots. The "hard
billed" bin1s, on the contrary, need little else than 
good seed and tresh water, for that is their natural 
diet. For this reason the birds of that tribe are more 
commonly kept as pets. Of course there are many 
birds which do not fit quit.e neatly into either division, 
The Starling, for example, has not a very stout bill and 
will eat anything, But this difficulty meets every 
system of classification. Nature has not done birds up 
in bundles and labelled them, and on whatever prin
ciple we attempt to sort them, we soon find that thE're 
are many which seem to belong to one lot in some 
respects and to another lot in others. I ha"e followed 
the arrangement ad opted by Dr. J erd OlJ, as I said at 
the beginning, because his book is the only readable 
account of Indian birds which yet exists, and it is not 
likely to be superseded in our time.1l5 He divides the 
Coltirostres, as far as India is concerned, into four 
families, the Crows, the Starlings, the Finches, ancl the 
larks. 

To begin with tne first, there is surely little for me 
to say about th.e Common Crow, It speaks for itscH. 
We all know enough about it. And yet this is llot true, 
for in another sense we never know enough about it. 
The subject is inexhaustible. In any company in India, 
if conversation flags, bring the Crow upon the fapt's and 
it will start into animation again. Zoologically consi
dered, the Crow is merely a bird of the corvine family, 
which is found abundantly throughout the peninsula of 
India, and is, as the phrase goes, "too weU known 
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to require description." But then its chief point is that 
you cannot consider it zoologically, except, indeed, as 
YOll may consider man zoologically. There are said 
to be men of science in Germany who ha.ve succeeded in 
purging their minds completely from all taint of senti
ment and unreason, and can tbi nk of man with scientific 
precision as one of the many species of the mammalian 
order QuadrHtllana. But to most of us this is impossible. 
We think habitually of man and animal as contrasted, 
and the Crow takes its place in our minds with man, not, 
indeed, as a kind of man, but as an appendage to him, 
one of the conditions of his life, an clement of Ids social 
system. This is the peculiarity of the Crow. It has 
separated itself from the category of birds which live in 
the fields and woods and belong to nature. It lives in 
towns and belongs to man in the sense in which we con
trast man and nature. Like the Mahar outsidE' an Indian 
village, whose perquisite is the hides of all the cattle 
that die in the village, the Crow lives outside the bunga
low and claims the refuse of all food eaten within it, 
But If you do not provide a reasonable amount of refuse, 
the Crows will come inside and help themselves, as the 
Mahars will poison cattle if enough do not die of them
selves; for tbere is no right to which the Crows cling more 
tenaciously than the right to be fed by the man whose 
compound they dean. Sometimes Crows feed on fruits 
or hunt for worms in ploughed fields, or gather to catch 
the winged white-ants which issue from the ground 
before rain. But that is as boys gather blackberries or 
trespass in a field and eat raw turnips. Crows will not 
look to nature, for a living. A "wild" Crow, living in 
a forest or field and foraging for itself, is a thing I have 
not seen. 

Of course I am referring to the common, or "grey
necked" Crow. The black Crow, which Jerdon calls the 
Indian Corby, is different. Though it oIten haunts our 
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back premises in company with the others and snatches 
a share of anything that may be going, it is still a wild 
bird, and you will often find it at 110me in the jungles, 
far from all human habitations. It is very abundant 
on shady country roads, feeding on the fruit of the ban
ian tree or the peepul, and when the traveller sits down 
in a cool place and lights a fire to cook his mid-day 
meal, the black Crows see the smoke from afar and come 
to wait upon him. They kill lizards and spit frogs on 
their black beaks, and I am afraid that eggs and young 
birds form no small part of their di~t. Compared with 
the grey-necked Crow, the black species is 110t common 
in Bombay, but it gets commoner as you go south and in 
some places quite replaces the other. It is known to 
science as Corvus macrorhJ'nclzus. l1facrorhynchus is a 
formidable-looking word, but only means Big Beal.;:, The 
common grey-necked Crow has got the name of Corvus 
sple1tdells; whether from the glossy blackness of its 
wings, or the splendour of its impudence, I will not 
pretend to say. It was once more aptly named (orVlIS 
imtlldicltS, find one could wish that name had remaincd. 

Crows are fond of sleeping together. Near almost 
every village there is a large tree which is the dormi
tory, and to this they gather from long distances as 
evening comes on. \Vhen the total eclipse of the sun 
occurred in January 1898, the Crows of Viziadroog, 
where I was encamped, were quite ta ken in and ail 
gathered. together ill the sleeping-tree. When day re
appeared, almost before they had got their heads tucked 
Ill, they all started into the air with a simultaneous 
shout of surprise and indignation. They seemed to 
think that a practical joke had been played upon them. 
I do not know why they sleep together. It may be for 
safety, for, though Crows have not many enemies, there 
is a large horned owl which wrings their necks at night. 
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I esteem the horned owl for that. It may seem unchari
table in me, but I confess that I cannot extend to the 
Crow those feelings with which I regard all other birds. 
I have never felt a qualm of conscience about taking a 
Craw's life. It is not their depredation», nor their 
impudence, nOr their rowdy noises: I could endure all 
these. \Vhat I cannot forgive is the constant and 
ruthless massacre of innocets that goes on where Crows 
are allowed to have their own way. They watch every 
little bird to find out if it has a nest, they count the 
days till the first young sparrow flutters out on its 
untried wings, they pounce upon it and caTrY it to thc 
nearest trct' and hold it under one foot and pick it to 
pieces, absolutely callous to the shrieks of the parents as 
they flutter round, distracted but helpless. For this J 
shoot the Crow without remorse. 

Though they sleep togather, the Crows do not brc ed in 
company. Each pair makes its nc:)t apart, in a mango 
tree if there is one at hand. The nest is a clumsy-look
ing structure, but very strongly put together, and in the 
centre there is a neatly-made ballow, the shape of a 
finger bowl, lined with coir, or with horse-hair stolen 
from a mattress, or with whatever material can be had, 
not excepting brass wire from old sodawater bottles; 
for in Bombay the Crow population has multiplied to 
such an extent of late years that the competition for 
nesting materials has become terrible. In Marine Lines, 
as the season advances, tbe Crows patrol the road, cr the 
garden-walks, waiting for sticks to fall, or thE'Y get up 
into tile trees and tug at twigs which are still green and 
will not come off. It is not many years since a pair 
Hving in the Fort discovered a real El Dorado in an 
optician's shop. They worked that mine so stealthily 
and cleverly that before they were discovered they had 
succeeded in abstracting about Rs. 400 worth of spectacle 
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frames, which they had worked up mto a very superior 
nest, combining durability and lightness like a "helical 
tube." The museum of the Bombay Natural History 
Society contains a ponderous I11:St made entirely of iroTI 
wire, taken apparently from the ruiTIS of railway fences yo 
There are generally four eggs, of a dull bluish-green 
colour, blotched with brown. They arc laid in MR.Y, so 
that, if all goes well, the youngsters will have arrived at 
the most expensive age just When the monsoon comes, 
bringing frogs and all manner of plunder. But if all 
dot's not go well th(' mother and her naked infants st<1nd 
a chance of being washed out of bed together some 
stormy night. In Canara the Crows will not risk this, 
and have their nests at the ('nd of the monsoon. The 
eggs of the Bl<1ck Crow are somewhat largor than those 
of the common kind, and its mst is usually made earlier 
in thE season. 

Though Crows are not gregarious, like Rooks, I am 
certain there is such a thing as Crow society, with its 
accepted rules of propriety and etiquette. When two 
Crows quarrel, the neighbours always arbitrate, and I 
1Ia\"e seen them helping the weaker party by pulling oft 
the other. They hold assemblies, which certainly have 
a definite common purpose. We cannot guess what that 
purpose is, but how should we? Conld any intelligent 
Crow guess the purpose of a meeting of our Municipal 
Corporation? Sometimes also they combine clamorously 
to punish some member of the community. I believe 
this is for an offence against propriety. Crows arc great 
sticklers for propriety. 



CHAPTER XXI 

THE MYNAS 

THE European Starling is common enough in the 
north of India, but does not roam so far south as 
Bombay. Its place i:; taken, however, by a group of 
birds which, though yeTY differently dressed, cannot 

Brahminy Mynas. 

disgllise their relationship to the starling, for the family 
features are too plain. In the air they have the same 
direct, businesslike flight; on the ground tl],e same 
parade-step; they have the same flexible voice and talent 
for mimicry; they make tb~ir nests in holes and lay blue 
eggs. Of cours~ I __ ~f9-n ~2~J~~~t~ which, among all 
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classes of natives WIlD keep pets at all. are favourite cage
birds for many reasons, but chiefly because they ca.n be 
taught to speak. The performance is rather like a Punch
alld-Judy dialogue, and you need to be told what the bi.rd 
is saying before you can recognise it. But that matters 
little; it amuses people who CCln find little interest in the 
really amusing traits of the bird's natural character. 

For the Myna has a character. I ollce had a Myna 
and a canary in cages which hung at my window. A 
ruffianly crow came in olle day and pfrched on the top of 
the canary's cage. Of course the silly bird fluttered all 
round the cage, clinging to the bars, and gave the crow 
the chance it wanted. It caught a leg in its powerful 
beak and tric.d to pull it througb the bars. But the 
canary's body could not pass through, so the poor bird '5 

leg was literally torn out by the roots, and it died in a 
few minutes. I suppose the crow swallowed the leg, and 
shortly afterwards it returned, thinking to have a leg of 
the Myna for its next course. I was in the room, but 
it did not see me; 50, after glancing round the room 
with a proprietary Hir, it bounced 011 to the top of the 
Myna's cage. But the Myna, sitting on its perch, knew 
it was quite safe and felt no agitation; so it Was free to 
take an interest in the crow, and its interest fixed instantly 
on an ugly black toe which hung down through the bars 
over its head. It caught that toe in its sharp beak and 
made an exampl{' of it. I tell you, it was exhilarating 
to observe the suddenness with which that crow jumped 
to the conclusion that it had urgent business elsewhere. 
Here is the difference between a Myna and a call'try. A 
canary cannot learn that it is safe inside a cage. The 
name of the common Myna, given it by Linnreus himself, 
is Acridotheres tristis, which means the sad grasshopper
hunter. Grasshopper-hunter is admirable, but why it 
should be called sad is a puzzle, for no bird seems to be 
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more uniformly in good spirits. Jenlon suggests an 
explanation in its sober suit of qm.ker brown, the "sad 
colour" of our forefathers. The whole ot its body is of 
this colour, getting gradually paler on the underparts. 
Us head and throat and breast are glossy black, but the 
black passes into the brown without striking contrast. 
All is sober and unobtrusive, yet the Myna never looks 
otherwise than wen-dressed. When it flies a white bar 
opcns out on the wing, and its tail is also bordered with 
white. I ts beak and legs are yellow, and there is a small 
patch of bare yellow skin behind each eye. No bird is a 
more characteristic feature of Indian life than the Myna. 
I t is everywhere, in town or village, field or garden, 
sometimes walking after cat tlc and catching the grasshop
pers they startle, sometimes patrolling a field on its own 
account, nodding its he?d at every step. It is always 
among the scarlet flowers of the Coral Tree when they 
are in bloom. Mynas are eminently sociable. They go in 
pairs, or small p:.trties, talking a great deal. They sleep 
in company like Crows, and jabber incredibly while 
getting to bed. In the heat of the day a Myna likes to 
retire to some cool, dark nook, in a shady tree, and enjoy 
a siesta, or carryon a gentle soliloquy. Keeky, keeky, 
keeky, it says to itself, then chttrr, chufr, !wk, kok, kok. 
Each time it says kok it points to the ground with its 
beak and bobs its head. What the exercise means is 
more than I can tell. It is so hard to undertsand a 
bird. A caged Myna lightens its captivity by practising 
all the sounds which it hears. But it is not necessary to 
cage a tame Myna. If you get it young enough it will 
become a member of the family and live about the house 
like the cat. Mynas make their nests in holes and la.y 
four or five blue eggs. They have tWO or three broods 
in the year, generally in the monsoon, when grasshoppers 
are cheap and plen.tifl1l. In the jungles they will appro
priate holes made by woodpeckt'rs and barbets, or find 
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hollows in rotten boughs, but in a town there arc always 
enough of suitable holes to be had in walls and roofs. 
They do not build in chimneys like Starlings, because 
there are no chimneys. 

There is another species of Myna called by Jerdon 
Acridotheresjltsc1IS,ll7 the Dusky Myna, which is so like the 
common one that it is not usually distinguished, except 
by naturalists, but if you get a near view of it you may 
recognise it at once by a little tuft, or crest not on the 
crown of its head, where birds generally wear their crests, 
bu t on the bridge of its nOSE. It also wants the little 
patch of yellow skin behind the eye, and its general hue 
is more dusky. This is more of a jungle bird ,than the 
other, and therefore avoids Bombay, but it is common 
enough on the other side of the harbour. The pale 
Bank Myna (Acridotheres ginginianus) , so common in 
Guzerat, is not found here. 

Next we have some charming birds belonging to 
another branch of the Myna family. They are smaller 
and daintier birds than the Common Mynd, and walk 
less on the ground, for they live chiefly on fruit. The 
commonest is the Brahminy Myna (Tememlchtts pago
darttm) , a good name, for it is a high -caste bi rd. It is 
smaller than a Starling, but looks more stoutly built, 
being fuller about the neck and shorter in the tail. Its 
back and wings are ashy-brown, while the throat, breast, 
and all the underparts are of a soft reddish-fawn, or 
terra-cotta colour On its head it has a crest of long, 
narrow, silky black feathers, which lie gracefully on the 
back of its neck, except when it raises them to express 
surprise. Its beak is blue at the base and yellow at the 
point. With this exception there is nothing gaudy about 
the bird, and you almost need to have it in your hand to 
know what a beauty it is. The way in which the soft 
colours pass into each other and are shaded off on the 
margins of the wings and tail cannot be told in words. 
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The Brahminy Myna is a regular frequenter of the Coral 
Tree and the Silk-cotton Tree when in flower, and of the 
Banian and Peepul when in fruit. It is not llncommon 
in parts of Bombay. It breeds, like its relations, in 
holes, and lays blue egg~. There arc usually game at 
the Crawford Market, for it is a favourite rage-bird. It 
has a sw;;et voire and a little song. 

The Grey-headed Myna (Temellltclms malabadclts)ll8 is 
very like the Brahm/ny, but all its colours are paler and 
it has no black on the head. Its crest is striped grey 
and white. I do not think it ever lm.'cds in tbis part 
of the conntry, but in the cold season, or just after the 
rains, it haunts the Banian tree;; in little fiock:;, picking 
hoIrs in the bright red fruit. It is a quiet bird, and you 
must look for it if you wish to see it. Both this and 
the last fly like Starlings, staight and swiftly. 

The best-known of all the tribe among bird-fanciers is 
the BE'nga.l My no. , 110 a big, rCl.thcr coarse, glossy black 
bird, with an orange-yellow beak and two" cars" of bare 
yellow skin. But it is only a Bombay bird in 
the scnse that it is never absent from the Crawford 
Market. Scarcely any bird in India is hE'ld in highE'I 
esteE'ffi as a talker, for it has a rich voicE' of great 
variety and compass and is really a clever mimic. A 
friend of mine came into possEssion of one which had 
taught itself the whole series of noises with which a 
Hindoo lets the world know that he is scouring his teE'th 
and (' leansing his mucous membranes generally, and it 
used to rehearse these. in the morning. It had to be sent 
into exile till chotee hazree was over. 

There is yet another bird which, though not usually 
called a Myna, must go with them. Unfortunately it 
lacks a good English name. Up-country it is commonly 
called the Jowaree Bird, for it is an incorrigible plunderer 
of ripening grain. Jerdon calls it the Rose-coloured 
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Starling (Pastor roseus). This bird spends the summer 
and brings c.p its family somewhere in Syria, or Mesopota
mia, but almost before the rains arc over it returns and 
overruns India in vast hordes, driving the farmer to des
pair. On the coast we know it best as the most rowdy 
habitue of the Coral Tree and Silk-cotton Tree, already 
mentioned. These two trees, botanically so different, 
unite in filling a very curious place in the economy of 
nature. Soon after the monsoon is over they part with 
every leaf and stand out bare, gaunt and thorny. Then, 
after an interval, they hang out a signboard of scarlet, or 
crimson, flowers at the end of every naked branch, to 
invite the weary wayfarer to stop and have a drink. For 
each separate blossom is a flowing bowl, and the liquor 
in it is as delicious to a bibulous bird as "sherris sack" 
was to Falstaff. Every tree becomes a pUblic-house and 
a scene of revelry and riot. The Crows are there, of 
course, and the King Crows and th(:' Mynas, and even the 
temperate Bulbul and the demure Coppl'rsmith, and many 
another, and here and there a Palm Squirrel, taking his 
drink with the rest, like a foreigner. But the rowdiest 
element in all the motley rout is the jolly company of 
Rosy Starlings. They drink and swagger and babble and 
brawl, from before sunrise till the heat of noon-day sends 
them off to sleep. But the days of riot are soon over. 
By Marc.h the birds are getting their new costume for the 
fashionable season in their Syrian home. And a beautiful 
costume it is. The head, with its long, silky, crest, and 
the breast and wings and tail arc glossy black, but the 
back and all the underparts, from the breast downwards, 
are of a pure rosy-cream colour. 



CHAPTER XXII 

THE WEAVER BIRD 

AFTER the Mynas come the Fringillidre, or Finches, 

seed eating birds 
which form so large a pro
portion of our cage pets. 
Jerdon divides them into 
several families, among 

a-. ...... ___ ...;;::;.;:::;..::::...:.o:...;...,;,,;~which he gives the first 
p1ace to the Weaver Birds. 

There are several species in India, but we know only one, 
Ploceus baya,120 the Weaver Bird par excellence and the 
head of the clan. And we know it by its works: of 
itself few of us know much; most of us nothing. It is 
like Cheops, whose pyramid we gape at. Yet it were 
surely worth while to learn something of the marvellous 
littlo workman who weaves champagne bottles of grass 
and hangs them upside down on the trees so securely 
that two monsoons will not wash them away. That 
workman isa commonplace little bird, about the size of a 
sparrow and marked very like a sparrow. It easily 
passes for a sparrow and does not care, but on a 
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near view the two are easily distinguished, for a 
sparrow is grey and brown, whereas the prevailing 
tone of a Weaver Bird is yellow. Its underparts 
are all of a dull yellow tint, and the featl:>crs o£ the 
back and wings are bordered with brownish-yellow. Its 
very bill is yellow. As the hot season advances the male 
gets itself a wedding suit in which, I confess, it is rather 
a dandy. The crown of its head and its breast then 
become bright yellow and its face becomes black. But it 
resumes its humble, work-a-day costume at the end of the 
rains. 

\Veaver Birds are more than sociable. They not only 
feed together in large llumbers and sleep together in 
thousands among the mangroves that border all our large 
creeks, but they like to make their nests and bring up 
their young in company. At that time they become 
especially jovial and noisy. The books all say that tbe 
Weaver Bird has no song, and I will not maintain that 
its voice is musical, or that it makes any pretence to be a 
soloist; but it is grand at a chorus. When a glOIiotls 
company of Weaver Birds join in song, tho likeness to an 
afterdinner performance of '. He's a Jolly Good Fellow" 
is most striking. Or sometimes I compart'it to a party 
of British soldiers returning home from a festive meeting 
whom the spirit of patriotism makes \'ocal. 

To come to those wonderful nests. The birds usually 
begin operations in July or August. They are whim
sical in the choice of a site. One essential condition 
is that the nest must hang from the end of a drooping 
branch, with nothing directly under it, and, as a Palm 
Tree affords many such situations, a palm tree, especially 
a Date Palm, is often fixed upon by a whole company. 
In the museum of the Bombay Natural History Society 
there is a brancl:> of a Brab Palm with fourteen nests 
attached to it. Where palms are scarce a thorny Babul 
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or Bore tree, drooping over a tank, is a favourite site for 
a colony. But you may find single nests, or groups of 
nests, in all sorts of situations. J erdon says that in 
Burma the eaves of a thatched bungalow ate often fringed 
with nests. He counted over a hundred hanging from 
the roof of a single bunga.low in Rangoon. One thing to 
note is that there is never the slightest attempt at con
cealment. The Weaver Bird will not elude its enemies; 
it defies them. Having fixed on a site, the birds go to 
work with a will, making their own yam and weaving 
from dawn till evening. Several kinds of material are 
used. The best is very thin strips of cocoanut leaves. 
The bird notches the edge of a leaf with its beak, and 
then by main force tears off a long, thin fibre, scarcely 
thicker than darning cotton. Any kind of rank grass 
can be treated in the same way of course, and is much 
easier to rend than a pabn leaf, but the fibres are softer 
and not nearly so strong. Grass nests are, therefore, 
always more bulky and less closely woven than those 
made of palm leaf. The process of building is as follows, 
The fibres are first wound and twined very securely about 
the twigs and leaves at the end ,of the branch, and then 
platted into each other to form a stalk or neck, several 
inches in length. As this progresses it is gradually 
expanded in the form of an inverted wine-glass, or a bell, 
till it is large enough for the accommodation of the 
family, and then the mouth of the bell is divided into 
two equal parts by a strong band woven across it. This 
is a critical stage in the progress of the work. For now 
the birds can sit on the cross-band and judge how the 
nest swings. If it is badly balanced, they bring lumps 
of clay and stick them on one side or the other till the 
defect is remedied. At least this is jerdon's explanation 
of the curious patches of clay which are generally found 
inside of Weaver Birds' nests. The native theory is that 
they are wall brackets, in whicb fireflies are stuck for the 
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illumination of the nest. Th.is is one of those things 
which one cannot help wishing were true. The scientific 
spirit which we of this century worship, with its relent
less demand for whole burnt offerings of sentiment and 
oblations of proof, is a spirit of a dry wind, withering the 
garden of the soul. But nobody really know,;, except 
the Weaver Bird itself, why those lumps of clay are 
stuck on the walls of the nest. One thing certain is that, 
for some reason or other, the birds often get dissatisfied 
with the nest at this stag'", and give it up and begin 
another. In every colony of nests there are several of 
these bells with a band across the mouth. In them 
the cock-birds will sit in rainy weather, each chatter
ing to his spouse as she broods on her eggs. But if 
the nest, when it has reached that stage, pleases 
them, they proceed to finish it. The hen sits on 
the cross-band while her matE. fetches fibres. He 
pushes them through to her from the outside and she 
returns them to him. So they weave, closing up the 
bell on one side of the cross-band so as to form a 
little hollow for the eggs, and prohnging the other 
into a long tunnel or neck. The rim of this neck is 
never bound or hemmed. It grows thinner and more 
flimsy to the end, which is frayed out, affording no firm 
hold to an enemy. The most daring squirrel will not attempt 
to clamber round it and get into the nest, especially if 
there is a well beneath. The mother and her young in 
their water-tight and wind-proof chamber will swing in 
perfect security from every foe but man. There is a 
curious difference of opinion about the number of eggs 
laid by the Weaver Bird. Jerdon 3ays two, or at the most 
three, and is supported by Hume and other good authori
ties; but the late Mr. Barnes protests that he has examined 
scores of nests and never found fewer than fOUf, and 
sometimes as many as six. I have never been a plunderer 
of nests, but from such experience as I have I should 
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be inclined to agree with Jerdon. It is not impossible 
that the nests in which Barnes found five or six eggs 
were chulTImeries occupied by more than one family.121 

. 11- used to be the fashion to speak of beasts and 
animals as being endowed with some mysterious faculty 
called ,. ins tinct," which was a sort of compensation to 
them for the want of reason. When a bird made a Won
derful nest it was supposed to be working by this faculty, 
without using its intelligence. I think this way of 
speaking or thinking, is pretty well exploded now, and I 
should like to explode it a little more. It is quite true 
tllat the lower animals have by inheritance the knowledge 
of many things which we have to learn for ourselves; but 
the difference is one of degree not of kbd. So when a 
bird does a clever thing you may be sure it is a dewr 
bird. The Weaver Bird is nO exception. If taken young 
it may be taught almost anything. Jerdon quotE'S the 
following account of its performances from Mr. Blyth:
"The truth is that the feats performed by trained Bayas 
are really very wonderful, and·must be witnessed to be 
fully credited. Exhibitors carry them about, we believe, 
to all parts of the country, and the usual procedure is, 
when ladies are present, for the bird, on a sign from its 
master, to take a cardamon, or sweetmeat, in its bill 
and deposit it betw;)en a lady's lips, and repeat this 
offering to every lady present, the bird following the look 
and gesture of its master. A miniature cannon is than 
brought, which the birds loads with coarse grains of pow
der, or man: commonly with small balls of powder made 
up for the purpose; it next seizes and skilfully uses a small 
ramrod, and then it takes a lighted match from its master, 
which it applies to the touch-hole. We have seen the
little bird apply the match five or six times successively 
before the powder ignited, which it finally did with a 
report loud enough to alarm all the crows in the neigh-
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bourhood, while the little Baya remained perched on the 
cannon, apparently quite elated with its performance." 

Jerdon also says that the Weav6r Bird is very ready 
to make its nest and bring up a family in captivity if it 
is only allowed room enough. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

THE AMADA VA TS AND THE J'vIUN lAS 

FROM "Amidavad," the 
come small 
birds, "spot
ted with red 
and white no 
bigger than 
measles, " of 
which "fifty 
in a cage" 
make an 
a dm ira b Ie 
chorus. That 
was mar e 
than two 
hundred years 
ago. I do not 
know whether 
they stilI come 
from Ahmeda
bad, but the 
name has 
stuck to them 
and they still 

learned Dr, Fryer tells us. 

come more, White.-baclled and Brown M'ltnias 
than "fifty in 
a cage" sometimes, to people our aviaries. They need 
110 description, for everybody knows them. They are 
the tiniest of cage-birds, and lJave red beaks: whence 
they ilre sometimes called Waxbills. The Munias are 
twice as large, though still very small, and have black, or 
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slaty, bills. But they are all one brotherhood, and will 
live together in amity, though you pack them so thick 
that some have to find a perch on the backs of others. 
So you will find them packed in the cages at the Crawford 
Market. But they are not unhappy, like most of the 
birds there, for their wants are small. Give them dry 
seed and clean water and they will look on the bright 
side of things. It is to this happy disposition 
that they owe their popularity as pets, for they have no 
accomplishments and are as silly and uninteresting as 
birds can be. The common Amadayat has, indeed a 
little piping song, which is sweet, though feeble, and the 
Brown Munia sometimes warbles a love-sick ditty to its 
mate, hopping absurdly with its legs straddled out, but 
you must put your hand to your ear to catch the- sound. 
And the rest confine themselves to a note of one syllable, 
which they repeat about thirty-five times in a minute 
when th-::y are in good spirits. But it is a pleasant note, 
and I think a cage-full of Amadavats and Munias in the 
verandah always adds to the cheerfulness of the house. 
The common Amadavat (Estrelda amandava) is found in 
mosi parts of India, bat I doubt its right to be called a 
native of Bombay.122 There are always some in the island, 
and I have seen a pair making a nest at Tardeo, but I 
suspect they are all escaped prisoners, The male Ama
davat has two suits in the year. In summer it is a 
sparkling gem, splashed all over the face, breast, and 
back with crimson, which, however, keeps its brilliance 
only in the light of the sun. In caged birds it becomes 
brick-red. In winter the crimson feathers are mostly 
doffed and both sexes dress alike. 

There is another lovely Amadavat, which Jerdon calls 
the Green Waxbill (Estrelda formosa),123 It is light green 
above, pale yellow beneath, and prettily banded on the 
sides, This is certainly not a Bombay bird, though 
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common enough in cages, together with some beautiful 
foreign species, which need not be mentioned here. 

Of the Munias there are at least two species which seem 
to be really resident in Bombay. The commonest is 
Jerdon's White-backed Munia (Munia striata) a black
and-white bird with a bluish beak. The "small" of its 
back and its underparts, from the breast downwards are 
white. All the rest is very dark brown, almost black 
i.n parts, Then there is the Spotted Munia (M. undulata 
or pwnctulata) , of a rich brown colour, passing into 
chestunt on the face and throat. The under parts are 
white, or greyish, with zebra stripes on the side. Young 
birds are of a dull earthy-brown colour .1U Two other 
species may be described here, because they belong to our 
Presidency and are common in cages. One is the Black
headed Munia (M. malacca) , a handsome bird, which 
has its home in Canara and Malabar. Its head, throat, 
and breast are glossy black, and its back wings, and tail 
bright chestnut. Below the breast it is white. The 
other is the Plain Brown Munia (M. maZabarica), which 
may be found wild in Bombay, for it is everywhere, and 
in the Deccan is one of the commone9t of small birds, 
making its silly nest in every wayside bush for schoolboys 
and crows to do what they like with. It is the utterest 
simpleton of a not-talented family. Its nest is construct
ed, after the Munia fashion, of fine grass, in a globular 
form, and should contain, I believe, about half a dozen 
pure white eggs. But the Brown Munia is "promiscuous" 
in family matters. It will lay eggs in a neighbour's nest 
instead of its own, or because it has none of its own, and 
its neighbour will never be so unneighbourly as to object.125 

Sometimes two or more families will chum together, and 
others will use the nest as a dormitory, leaving an egg, 
perhaps, as payment. So it happens that any number 
of eggs may be found in a Brown Munia's nest, some 
fresh, some "cooking," and some beyond even that. Theo-
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bald found twenty-five eggs in one nest. In an aviary, if 
you provide little nest-boxes, these birds will behave in 
the same happy-go-luckY way. I do not understand 
how they succeed in keeping their place in the world and 
escaping extermination, but they are making nests and 
laying plentiful eggs all the year round, so I suppose that 
the doctrine of chances secures a certain percentage of 
offspring. The Brown Munia differs from the other species 
in having a pointed tail and not holding it up. It is a 
light coloured bird, pale-brown when fresh caught, but 
inclining to French-grey if kept out of the Sun. Its tail 
is black, and its breast and underparts are almost white. 

r once saw a professional bird-catcher on Malabar 
Hill trapping Munias. Nothing is easier. I ha.ve trapped 
a good many myself. If you put out a cage with a few 
birds in it, every passer-by of the same species will come 
down to inquire after their heaItll, and if you put an empty 
cage beside the other, and scatter some seed in it, they will 
hop in quite goodnatured1y. All you want" is some contriv
ance to close the door upon them. When they find tllem
selves prisoners they are not the least discomposed, but 
make themselves at home and behave in a friendly manner 
to the former occupants. 

There are many kinds of foreign Munias, and some 
species from other parts of India., which find their way to 
the market and thence to the aviaries, but those I have 
mentioned are all that we have to do with here. 



'CHAPTER XXIV 

THE SPARROWS, BUNTINGS AND LARKS 

THE House Sparrow is one of the common birds of 
Bombay. It 
is a hand
somer bird 
here than 
it is in Eng-
land. Its 
colours are 
brighter and 
better dcfi-
ned.126 On 
this account 
an ill-advised 
attempt wa>,; 
made to raise 
it to thC:' rank 
of a distinct 
species, and 
it appe;,rs in 
J erd 0 n as 
Passer i'ndi
cus. No good 
com e s of 
these unneces
sary distinc
tions, The 
Sparrow is a 

" 

;. > 

Black-headed Bunting and Finch Lark. 

cosmopolitan, and its name in science is Passer domes
ticus. It is, a vulgar little body, which tries to 
be a gentleman and attains to being a gent. In 
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dress it cLffects ~martness and in manners gentility. In 
the company of ladies it becomes a masher. Neverthe
less, I like the little Sparrow out of doors. But in this 
country yuu cannot keep it out of doors. It comes in and 
makes up its mind that it will have its nest in the corner 
of your ceiling. And when a Sparrow makes up its mind 
nothing will unmake it except the annihilation of that 
Sparro\','. Its faithful sponse is always, and very strongly 
of the same mind as itself. So they set to work to make 
a hole in the corner of the ceiling-cloth, and they tear and 
tug with an energy which leavp.s no room for failure. 
Then they begin to fetch hay. The quantity of hay 
which a couple of Sparrows will carry in a day is almost 
miraculous. Mo!:>t of it tumbles dOVv"11 in their efforts to 
stuff it into the hole, for they always bring larger loads 
than they can manage. I remember a pair which 
made a hole direcUy over one of the picture'> on 
my drawing-room wall, and I declare solemnly that yOlt 

might have fed a horse on the hay which I removed daily 
and hourly from behind that picture. 1his savours of 
exaggeration, perhaps, but I mean a hack-victoria horse. 
At such times the House Spar!"ow requires an antidote, a 
"Gem Airgun" or something of the sort. I once saw, 
with unfeigned satisfaction, a pair of Sparrows making 
their nest in the top of a street-lantern near to the 
Victoria Station. They had no idea that lamp was 
lighted every night after they had gone to bed, and, when 
they arrived each morning and found yesterday's work 
reduced to ashes, they did lIO doubt what a brave Sparrow 
always does in such circumstances: they looked adversity 
in the face and began again. I hope they ale at it still 
That was ten years ago. 

There are several near rela iions of the House Spar
row which have not attached themselves to man, like 
it, and one of them, the Yellow-throated Sparrow 
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(passer i/avicoUis) is cornmou enough in Bombay. 127 

It is a more elegant and shapely bird than our house 
pest, but an unmistakeable Sparrow. Its colour is 
a pretty, uniform, pale ashy-brown, with a double 
white band on the wing and a touch of dark chestnut 
on the shoulder. The underparts are a little paler 
than the upper. It gets its name from a patch of 
pure yellow on the throat, but you must get near it 
to see that. It makes its nest during the hot season 
in any convenient holE', often outside, but never inside, of 
a house. The end of a hollow bamboo affords exactly 
the sort of accommodation it requires, for which rcason 
you will find it haunting scaffoldings. plague huts, and 
other forms of temporary architecture. When the hen 
is on the eggs the cock sits within hearing and chirps by 
the hour with the true Sparrow accent. The eggs are 
usually three or four in number and of a greenish-white 
colour, thickly blotched and clouded with brown. 

We have one Bunting which almost takes the 
place in India of the Yellow-hammer at home, swarm
ing about fields and hedges and singing with more 
cheer tnan music. But it is with us only in the cold 
season, being a Greek, or Syro-Phrenician, by birth. 
On a careless view the Black-headed Bunting (Euspiza 
melanocephala)128 may pass for a Weaver Bird on 
account of its yellow front, but it is a larger and 
noticeably longer bird, and its colours are different. In a 
mature bird the whole head and face are black and 
contrast with the bright yellow of the breast. The 
shoulders and upper back are rich chestnut. In the 
Deccan the Black-headed Bunting visits the bajree 
and jowaree fields in hordes and takes toll from the 
poor farmer. Ma.ny are trapped and brought to 
Bombay for sale. They are handsome but uninteresting 
pets. 
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The Red-headed, or Chestnut-headed Bunting 
(Euspiza luteola) is another species which is not unlikely 
to be met \vith in Bombay.120 

The Larks ,"onstitute our last group of little seed
eating birds. After them we pass on to pigeons and 
game-birds. In a former paper I rderred to the sort of 
man who holds the dogma that in India birds do not 
si!lg. Of course that man never saw a Lark in this 
country and does not helieve it contains such a thing. 
He disputed the point with me once from dinn.er till bed
time, propping himself with pegs as he went along. As 
a matter of fact the Indian Skylark (Alauda gulgula) 
which is scarcely distinguishable fro111 the English bird in 
colour and not distinguishable in habit or song, is found 
throughout this country wherever there is an acre of corn 
land or open grassy ground. I have pleasant recollec
tions of standin~ on the Flats in Bombay and watching 
it "float and run in the golden lightning of the sunken 
sun" till it was out of sight, and then listening to the 
shower of melody which it continued to pour down. I 

'suppose it is less common there nOW. Town sweepings 
and refuse are not conduch'e to Larks.lso 

There are two other species of Larks found through
out the Presidency, which may easily be confounded with 
the true Skylark. The chief difference is that they have 
both a sharp-pointed crest rising from the crOWn of the 
head. Jerdon calls one of them the Malabar Crested 
Lark (Alauda rnalabarica)131 and the other the Small 
Crested Lark (Spizalauda deva .)132 

They both soar and sing, but I am ashamed to say 
that I know very little about their song, or I should be 
ashamed if I had not noticed that Jerdon and Barnes and 
Oates all seem to avoid saying anything definite on the 
subject, from which I infer that they knew no more than 

I 
I. The fact is that when the Lark is singing it is 
generally out of sight, or too high up to be distinguished 
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clearly, so it is not easy to be sure which species you are 
listening to. It seems to follow that there cannot be a 
very marked difference in their songs. The Small Crested 
Lark at any rate is very highly esteemed by natives, 
especially Mahomedans, both as a songster and mimic. 
They keep it in a very small cage, wrapped in folds of 
cloth which keep out every ray of light. I suppose the 
idea is that a hermit's cell is the nearest approach to 
heaven, but it is a curious answer to Shelley's question-

What object are the fountain~ 
Of thy happy straiu, 

What fields or waves or mountains, 
What shapes of sky or plain? 

It succeeds. Withdrawn from all terrestrial distractions, 
the birds sing as they do when they arc "ringed with the 
azure world." 

Besides these we have two birds of the Lark tribe 
which are not exactly Skylarks. They do not sing 
at heaven's gate, but they try to keep up the traditions 
of the family l)y soaring to a little height and then 
closing their wing and warbling, or whistling, as they fall. 
Jerdon calls them Finch Larks. The commonest is the 
Black-bellied Finch Lark (I'yrrhttla1Ida grisea),133 a happy
little dust-colomed bird with a very squat figure. The 
breast and underparts of the male are black and there is 
a black cross on the throat. You may disturb this bird 
at its dust bath on any of the roads that cross the Flats, 
The other species is the Rufous-tailed Finch Lark 
(Ammomancs phoenicma) , a large, dark brown bird, easily 
recognised by a rich rnsty red colour about the tail. It 
also has a noticeably squat figure, too broad for its size. 
It goes in pairs and may be seen anywhere in the open 
region between Tardeo, Worlee, and Parel, All the Larks 
make their nests on the ground or rather lay their eggs on 
the ground, for their is sometimes not much nest. They 
usually choose the hot season, when the ground is dry, 
and their dingily-speckled eggs are hard to find. 



CHAPTER XXV 

THE PIGEONS AND DOVES 

EVERY system of cb~sincation puts the pigeons and 
doves in an 
order by 
themselve s, 
for they are 
distin
g uished 
from all 
other birds 
by not one 
but many 
family 
f eat u res, 
which can-: 
not be mis
taken. 
Thdr beaks 
are swollen 
and soft at 
the base, 
but hard at 
the point. 
Their eyes 
are 1 a r g e 
and lust
rous, and 
set far back 
in the head, 
wIlieh is Ittr!le Doves 

small. Their bodies are compact and sbapely, their tails 
neither very long nor very short, their wings generally 
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fitted for swift and strong flight. They rarely carry any 
meretricious ornament, snch as cre:;ts, or trains, or fancy 
plumes, but they are all beautiful and some of them 
exquisitely loyely. Yet their loveliness is not that of 
golden orioles and kingfishers, but rather of clouds and 
distant hills and soft sunsets. Nor is their beauty in 
their feathers only; their eyes and their feet, and even 
their beaks, match their plumage and complete the effect. 
I think also that all the motions and attitudes of pigeons 
are more graceful than those of other birds. But these 
are outward features. There are also inward characters by 
wllich the tribe' is not less markedly distinguished. They 
are all vegetarians, some feeding on grain :md some on 
fruit, but refusing animal-food in every shape. It is 
said, indeed, that they sometimes eat snails, but, if this 
is true, I believe .they must have swallowed them by 
mistake for seeds, Such mistakes will happen to all of 
us. I knew a person whose fate it was once to mistake 
lizard's eggs for small white "sweeties." . But let us 
leave that subject and get back to pigeons. They drink 
like horses, and not by sips as other birds do. They all 
lay whitt' eggs, never more than two in number, and 
make simple, flat nests of twigs, which they generally 
place in trees or bushes, but sometimes in holes. They 
never sing, nor chirp, nor screech. Their voice is a 
plaintive moan, or coo, verging sometimes on a mellow 
Whistle. But their highest distinction lies in the strength 
of their social affections and thc purity of their domestic 
life. In these rcspects they are far ahead of the majority 
of the human race. Polygamy and polandry are alike 
unknown among them.134 They are all monogamous, and 
as far as my observation goes, a pair onCe united remain 
true to each other till death do them separate. Their 
arts of love and courtship are strangely like our own, and 
after they are married they are always assuring each 
other of their affection by pretty tokens of tenderness. 
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They are also devoted to their rhiklren. 1 had a pair 
of pigeons of which hie hen died suddenly leaving two 
naken and helpless infants. 1 thought they must die 
but the father took the whole care of them on himself 
and hrought them up successfully. 

After all this, it is painful to say, what is nevertheless 
true, that pigeons appear to have been designed in a 
special degree for the food of other creatures. Being, as 
I have said, strict ,eget.arians, their plump bodies are 
both wholesome and tasty. In this opinion hawks and 
cats are at one with man. And having no means of 
protection and no resource in danger, except their swift
ness, they are fair game. But they hold their own and 
multiply, for, though they lay only two eggs at a time, 
they go un making nest on nest all th" year through--ln 
warm countries at least. A pair of domestic pigeons, if 
provided with two nest boxes, will have eggs in the 
second befo~e the young are out of the first. 

The whole tribe may be divided for our purposes 
into three groups, namely, Pigeons, Turtle Doves 
and Fruit Pigeons. Vie have one of each in Bom
bay. The Blue Rock, parent of all dome.,tic pigeons 
is one of the commonest birds of Bombay. It differs 
from the Blue Rock of Europe in having the lower 
part of the back ashy instead of pure white, and, as this 
difference is constant, our bird has been separated under 
the name C olmnba intermedia, but it is in all other r{'speets 
the same bird. 1 t has been less affected by domestica
tion than any other bird or beast whirh man bas taken 
under his care, except the Guinea Fowl. I do not reier, 
of course, to fancy Pigeons-·Pouters and Fantails and 
the like. 1 regard these as monstrosities, like the Japa
nese fishes with spare heads and tails. The ordinary 
domestic Pigeon, which is kept for practical purposes, 
differs from the original stock in scarcely anything but 
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colour. Accordingly it "reverts" to a state of nature 
without difficulty, and many white and parti-coloured 
pigeons may be seen about the Fort, which have deserted 
some dovecote for a life of greater freedom, or perhaps 
eloped with some blue lover. But the great majority of 
the birds are pure Blue Rocks that have never known the 
care of man. The race is found in every part of India, 
beeding on cliffs, or in the sides of wells, or under railway 
bridges, and plundering the peaficlds for mile!:! around. 
They are attracted to Bombay by two things, plentiful 
house accommodation and the benevolence of pious 
Hindoo grain merchants. 

'¥e have also one Turtle Dove, the species which 
Jer<1on calls the Plain Brown Dove (Turtur cambayensis ).135 
Ii is a humble little bird, of an earthy brown colour, 
passing into slaty-gray on the wings, and tail, and tinged, 
on the head, neck and breast, with that tender tint, pecu
liar to doves, which the natural history books call "vina
ceous," like a faded claret stain on the table doth. On 
each side of the neck there is a miniature chessboarcl in 
recl and black. The feet are red. That this kind of 
dove should be found only in Bombay is a very curious 
fact, which I do not know how to account for. laO Indio. is 
rich in species of doves, some of whicb are widely distri
buted and some rather local. All over the plains of the 
Deccan two species divide the land. The large, pale-gray 
Ringdove (Tltrtm r'isoria)137 swarms in the open country, 
and the little Turtle Dove above-mentioned frequents the 
stations and gardens. In Poona it is the "common or 
garden'Dove, walking in tlw middle of the paths and 
uttering its broken disyllabic coo from the prickly-pear 
hedges. But you may go down the whole west coast, 
from Bombay soutllwarcls to Malabar, without meeting it 
or the Ringdove either. Their place is taken by the 
beautiful Spotted Dove, with its mournfully sweet voice. 
On t.he mainland and islands just across our harbonr it is 
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very plentiful; but I have never seen it in Bombay. The 
do,·es I have met with about Cumballa and Malabar 
Hills aU belong to the species so common in Poona. I 
do not know whether it ever breeds in Bombay. Else
where it makes its nest in a prickly-pear, or any otl'er 
thick bush, if you can apply the word nest to a flimsy 
platform of sticks, so thin that the two white eggs can be 
seen through it from below. 

The name at the Plain Brown Dove in ]erdon is 
TUYillY Cil 111 bayen is , but in later books T. senegalensis. 
The Spotted Dove is T. sllratensis,138 These names 
are historical monuments, indicating the places from 
which the first specimens of these doves found their 
way to Europe. 

The fruit Pigt'ons are green birds, which try to be 
parrots, but nature has stamped them doves. They live 
entirely on fruit, which they swallow whole, not having 
parrot beaks to carve it with. A very wide gape and a 
most capacious and elastic throat make amends to some 
extent for this defect, but still the Fruit Pigeon is obliged 
to do without mangoes and guavas. It finds compensa
tion in the many varieties of wild figs which every forest 
in India produces in such liberal profusion. When a fig 
tree fruits, it fruits all OVer and all at once, offering a 
feast to the whole country such as a Rajah gives when an 
heir is born to his throne; and as mendicant Brahmins 
gather from distant provinces to the Rajah's feast, so the 
Fruit Pigeons from afar flock together to the tree while 
it lasts, and gorge themselves twice a day, first about 8 in 
the morning, and again about 4 in the afternoon. Then 
is the time to shoot them, for they are excellent eating, 
especially if their tough skins have been taken off before 
cooking. It is difficult at first to see them, for they are 
verdant like the foliage among which they sit strangely 
.,ilellt and motionless, but after much peering among the 
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leafy boughs you may catch sight of a tail oscillating 
slowly like a pendulum. There is a solitary green bird, 
sitting like a wooden figure. You fire and two fall and 
a dozen fly off. If you are as other men you will pro
bably utter loud and naughty words, for if you had known 
there were so many birds you might easily have had a 
second shot at them as they flew. But if yon are wise, 
you will rule your spirit and be still. For there may be 
a score of pigeons in the tree yet, and others will come in 
small parties from time to time, so that, "With patience, 
you may make a wry respectable bag before the feeding 
honr is over. Then remorse will have its turn, perhaps, 
as you gather up the fallen and see what perfect loveli
ness you have destroyed for the sake of your stomach. 
Body and wings are vivid green, becoming almost yellow 
on the breast and under parts, head and tail are pure 
dove gray, a slanting yellow bar lights up each wing, and 
the shoulder is finished of{ with a splash of lilac. The 
feat are orange yellow and the eyes carmine with a narrow 
outer ring of the most intense bluE'. This is Jerclon's 
Southern Green Pigeon (Crocopus chlorigaster),130 which is 
the common species of the Bombay Presidency. My 
reason for counting it among the Birds of Bombay is 
that I believe it has been seen about Malabar Point; and 
indeed, where Banian and Peepul trees are so plentiful, 
it is not likely to be absenL140 



CHAPTER XXVI 

POULTRY AND GAME BIRDS 

THE next great Order of birds, of which tbe domestic 
1/loorgJzee is for ever the type, is by no means so 
homogeneous as the Pigeons. Indeed, the variety of 
forms and fashions in which it e}.hibits itself has no 

Bttsh QHaits 

parallel except among fashionable womankind. Some 
of the Pheasants have tails twice as long as their bodies; 
the Quail bas a tail, but you must search for it if you 
wish to see it; the Peacock has an average tail, but tbe 
feathers of the back above it are developed into a train 
four feet long. Head-dresses are as various. The Pea
cock wears a corona of peculiar, racket-shaped feathers; 
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the domestic Cock a fleshy comb and wattles; the Turkey 
an extensile red nose, while some of the Pheasants have 
beautiful crests. To come to colour, that mixture which 
is known as "game" is very much in vogue. It consists 
of light upon dark shades of brown, in bGrs or borders, or 
little splashes, or fine wavy lines, a sort of tartan, always 
the same in character, but varying in detail with each 
clan. This is the costum~ of Quails and Partridges and 
many others through life. and it is characteristic of the 
young of all. or almost all. But the aristocracy of the 
race, the Peafowls and Pheasants and Jungle Cocks, when 
they come of age, are apparelled with an extravagance of 
splendour which no other race of bird can approach, 
except the Humming Birds. This finery is usually the 
peculiar badge of the male. The other sex is attired with 
modesty, though always tastefully and often beautifully. 
This is doubtless connected with another point in which 
these birds differ from Pigeons. namely, that they are 
nearly all polygamists. To win a harem and keep it is 
for them succesS in life. To this end the young bealt 
must dress and strut nnd dance and bow and scrape and 
practise all the arts that enslave the female heart, and he 
must fight too. Almost all the birds of this order are 
armed witb spurs on their legs and practise the art of 
fence from their very chicken-hood. If one has a harem 
it follows that many must do without wives. These are 
the unsuccessful, which go about alone, moody and resent
ful. trying to sow dissension in tIle homes of the more 
lucky, sometimes getting thrashed for theIr pains and 
sometimes thrashing the master of the bouse and taking 
possession of his wives. who are nothing loth. This 
form of social life has also been tried among men, but its 
influence on character has not proved elevating. It does 
not tend to produce good fathers nor worthy sons, as 
David found out and Solomon too. And among gallina
ceous birds the father does not take much interest in his 
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offspring. The mother retires into solitude and brings 
them up herself. Fortunately they need far less care 
than the young of other birds generally. Born on 
the ground, they get on their own legs as soon as they 
leave the egg, and they do not open their little .mouths 
to be fed, but pick up food for themselves, the mother 
showing them the way. So they are very soon able to 
shift for themselves, though tiley follow the mother 
for months. Under these conditions a mother can 
manage a mnch larger family than if she had to feed 
each one with a spoon, nnd the mothers of this order 
are usually like the old Woman who lived in a shoe, 
as I remember her represented in. my early picture 
books. But there is usually only one brood in the 
year. 

Gallinaceous birds are not musical; in fact, there 
is a defect in their voc;].l organs, so that they cannot 
modulate their voices. They utter clucks or clicks, 
or a long shrill note, dislocated in the middle, which is 
called a crow. Jerdon quotes the observation that 
there is an analogy in many points between this order 
and the Ruminants among beasts, namely, the cattle and 
sheep and deer. Certainly the gallinaceous birds 
appear to be even more distin.ctly designed for food 
than the Pigeons. There is no race of birds that man 
persecutes more persistently. 

This a very long preface, but in truth there is little 
else to be said, for the gallinaceous order is almost 
unrepresented among the wild birds of Bombay. From 
a sporting paper that once flourished amongst us it 
appears that, in the early years of tlle century, when a 
Griffin arrived it was considered a good joke to lend him 
a couple of pariah dogs, with ears and tails cropped, and 
send hjm to Old Woman's Island (i. e. Colaba) to shoot 
Partridges; but I do not know whether the point of the 
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joke was that there were partridges in Old Woman's 
Island or that there were none. There are none now. 
On the other side of the barbour the Painted Partridge 
(Francolinusp ictm) is still found and would be plentiful 
if 50 many Were not snared during the breeding season 
for tbe Bombay market. I caught one once on Cumballa 
Hill, or rather my dog did, but it had evidently escaped 
from the hands of the executioner. The Grey Quail and 
the Rain Quail spread everywhere during the cold season, 
but there is sc..'lrcely an acre of ground left in Bombay 
on which they could find a living. There is one bird, 
however, of that family which can stilI make itself happy 
among us. I mean the Rock Bush Quail, as J erdon calls 
it (Perdicula asiatica), though it is rather a miniature 
Partridge than a Quail. It is a globular bird, about the 
size of a cricket ball, and nearly the same colour from 
the point of view from which it is generally seen. That 
is when you put up a covey out of a bush, and it explodes 
like a shell, the fragments flying in all directions. They 
do not fly far, but drop into bushes again and crouch 
for a while in silence. Then one and another utters 
its soft call-note, and is answered from different direc
tions, and the covey is soon united again. They live 
habitually in bushes and hedges, but come out into the 
open to feed early in the morning and again in the 
evening, moving softly with no visible feet. You may 
watch them if you keep very stilI, and it is a pretty 
sight. Seen at close quarters the Bush Quail is rather a 
handsome bird, with fat cheeks and a round good
natured face. Though the general colour is rather a dull 
brown, each feather is prettily freckled with black and 
buff. The male is much darker above than the female, 
but his under parts are white, banded with black, and 
his chin and throat are bright chestnut. Nobody shoots 
the Bush Quail, which is not worth much for the table; 
but it is snared by natives, and you will often find them 
tor sale in the Crawford Market. It lays six or seven 
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pale creamy eggs, about the end of the rains, under a 
bush or tuft of grass. 

There is another group of small game birds known as 
Bustard Quails, or Button Quails, which has cos1 the 
c1assificators (this word is not in the dictionary, but I 
cannot dispense with it) no small perplexity. They 
mostly want the hind toe (the birds I mean, not the 
classificators) and have other peculiarities, on account 
of which they are given a whole Order to themselves in 
"The Fauna of British India." Jerdon puts them at 
tlw end of the game birds as a Family. They are quiet, 
shy birds, that live solitary lives in fields and scrub 
jungle, creeping about among the grass and feeding on 
seeds and insects. If YOll chance to tread on one's toes 
it will start out of the grass and fly swiftly for a few 
yards and drop again. And this is all yOll will ever see 
of it. But you may Ilear it. In the morning and 
evening, and even at dead of night, it gives vent to 
some feeling in one of the strangest sounds ever uttered 
by bird. Jerdon describes it is as "a loud, purring 
call." To me it suggests a nail drawn across the teeth 
of a sonorous comb of endless length. If it proceeds 
from the lungs of the bird, then the mystery is still 
unsolved how the quantity of air which must be required 
to keep up such a sustained effort can be compressed 
into so small a body. One of the eccentricities of the 
Bustard Quail is that the female makes all the noise. 
The male, as far as I know, is silent. He is smaller Lhan 
she, and though I cannot say whether he is literally 
henpecked, there can be little doubt that he is 'sair hauden 
doun.' He has to stay at home and mind the babies 
while sne goes gadding about and fighting with her female 
neighbours. This is not scandal, but a fact. She differs 
from him in having a good deal of black on the head, 
throat and breast. The general colour of both is reddish 
brown, marked with a game pattern of fine, black, cross 

" 
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lines, with buff edgrs to the feathers. I am speaking oJ 
the species which Jerdon calls the Black-breasted Bustard 
Quail (TurniY taigoor). There are two ot.hers, but t1us 
is the one that makes the curious noise described above, 
and the only' one, I think, that is likely to be fonnd in 
Bombay. I once came upon its nest in June, not far 
from Bombay. It was a most artistic structure for a 
Quail to build, completely domed over with fine grass, with 
only a little hole at one side for the owner to go in aIld 
out by. I did not catch the bird, so it may have 
been one of the other species, but there is not much 
difference. 



CHAPTER XXVII 

THE PLOVERS 

WE come now to the Fifth Order of birds, namely,' 
the Gralla-
torlJs. 
lator 
one 
goes 
stilts, 
t his 
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means 
who 

on 
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Order 
includes all 
those long
shanked 
birds which 
bare the i r 
legs and 
w a 1 k abol't 
in 5 hallow 
waters, and 
also man y 
which do not 
go into water 
but walk 
upon dry 
ground 0 n 
stilts. It 
must be 
admitted that Rcd-l£'atil-xl Lapwing 

this Order comprises a very mixed lot. differing from each 
other in habits and manner of life as well as in outward 
form and inward structure. Long-Ieggedness is almost the 
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onlycomrnon feature. They are divided into five Tribes and 
these again into many Families. The First Tribe contains 
the Ostrich and Emu and other giant fowls, whose wings 
are reduced to stumps for growing feathers to ornament 
ladies' hats. These are the Cursores, or Runners, of some 
authors. Next Come the Bustards, Floricans, Plovers, 
and all that lot, which also run well, but can fly too. 
Like the Ostrich, they have no htnd toe. As they never 
perch on trees, or anywhere else, a hind toe wOllld be a 
superfluity. They aU lay their eggs on the ground, and 
the young run as soon as they are hatched. In this 
Tribe there are some which must be noticed here, The 
Lapwing, Peewit, or Plover, which has the misfortune to 
lay fashionable eggs in England, is not found here, but it 
has a near relation which is one of our most familiar 
birds. It has no crest, but on its cheeks there are two 
bright red lappets, like the wattles of a cock, and Jerdon 
calls it the Red-wattled Lapwing (Lobivanellus goensis),ul 
It is a greenish-brown bird with a good deal of black and 
white upon it. The head is black, with the throat, down 
to the upper part of the breast. Below this the under 
parts, with the lining of the wings, are pure white, as 
you see when it flies. But why should I describe the 
Lapwing? It needs no description and wants no intro
duction. It introduces itself to you; impresses itself on 
you; dins itself into you. Where it sprang from I cannot 
tell. but there it is in the air, circling round and round, 
now far, now very near, now high, now low, now seeming 
to go, but wheeling round and coming swiftly back 
again; for it will not go. And all the time it is 
reiterating, with piercing emphasis, that mysterious 
taunt, "Did you do it? Did you do it? Pity to do it." 
What does the creature mean? I have done nothing. 
Suddenly its mate springs into visibility and joins it. I 
have a suspicion, strong suspicion, ·that somewere on the 
ground, not far from my feet, there are four stone-
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coloured eggs, with black blotches on them and like 
pegtops in shape, arranged in a cross with their points 
inW'lrds. But it is no use looking for them. The Lapwing 
is such an accomplished liar that it will throw yon off the 
scent one way or another. The poet has said it, 

"The lapwing lies, 
Sa ys here when it is there." 

It is altogether a wonderful character. It seems to 
do without food and sleep. As regards food, you never 
finu it wllere there is anything to eat, and as regards 
sleep, the natives have a saying that it sleeps on its back 
with its legs turned up, for it says, "If the sky should 
fall, I will catch it on my feet"; bnt I suspect the ('hief 
point of this saying is that it cannot be contradicted, for 
nobody ever caught a Lapwing asleep. 

There is another kind of Lapwing, with yellow in.stead 
of red wattles on its cheeks. Otherwise it is very like 
the common one, but somewhat paler in colour and with 
less black on it. There is a syllable less in its cry. It, 
however, likes a dry climate, and I have not often seen it 
on. the, coast.142 

The Grey Plover143 and the Golden Piover1H are small 
compact birds with very large eyes, quite different in 
their aspect from the Lapwing. They are found all 
over India in the cold season and wander a great 
deal, so one might fall in with a flock on the Flats or 
above WorIee or Colaba; but it is not likely. The Ring 
Plovers, or Sand Plovers (.&giaZitis),145 have more right 
to a place in our list, for they are regular shore birds, loving 
sandy beaches, and they swarm all along the coast in the 
cold season. On the Esplanade you will meet them in 
scores, especially in the morning. I dare say they gener
ally pass for "snippets," but comprehensive as that genus 
is, it cannot be stretched to take in the Ring Plovers. 
They are true Plovers, three-toed and swift running, with 
broad head, large eyes and stout bills. They live in 
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small parties, running nimbly before you on the sands, 
or getting up and flying ahead with a swift and sinuous 
flight, not far above the ground. There are several 
species of tllem, which it would be useless to describe 
separately here. They are all small, sand v-coloured 
birds, with a dusky collar from which they - get their 
common name. The one which frequents our Esplanade 
is the Indian Ring Plover (iEgialitis philijpensis)Yo 

In December last year (1899), when the famine inland 
drove many strange birds to Bombay for a living, a flock 
of forty or fifty large Plovers appeared on the Esplanade 
and remained for some weeks. They attracted much 
attention and were productive of letters in the newspapers. 
These belonged to the species which Jerdon calls the 
Black-sided Lapwing (Chettusia gregaria).H7 It is a grey
isI1 brown bird, with wings and tail partly white and 
partly black. It is said to be common in the Punjab 
and north-west. 

One bird of the Plover connection remains, which, 
t.hough rather rare in most parts of India, seems to like 
Bombay and is too striking and handsome to escape 
notice. I mean the Oyster-catcher, or Sea Pie. Why it 
should be called an Oyster-catcher I cannot guess, for I do 
not think it feeds on oysters, and oysters do not need 
mllch catching. But the other name, Sea Pie, is good, 
and is almost sufficient to recognise it by. Its breast and 
under parts, with the lower back and a broad band on 
the wings, are pure white, and all the rest is pure black. 
It is a large bird, not so big as a Curlew, but bigger than 
a Lapwing. All the books speak of it as a winter visitant. 
and Mr. Blanford says that it breeds in Northern 
Europe and on the Caspian, but I have seen a flock of 
fifteen or more, not far from Bombay, on the 29th of 
June, looking v(~ry much at home. So there may be 
something still to be discovered about their habits. The 
name of this bird in science is Hmfflatopus ostralegus.H8 



CHAPTER XXVIII 

THE SNIPES AND SNIPPETS 

HAVING done with the Plovers we come to the fowl 
of the waters, 
and I am 
much per
plexed how 
to deal with 
them. The 
monsoon has 
scarcely 
ended when 
the salt pans 
and still 
flooded rice 
fields on the 
other side of 
the harbour 
are ali ve with 
long-legged 
waders and 
web-footed 
swimmers of 
many sizes 
and shapes. 
Snipe and 
Curlew, Stint 
and Sand- Snipe and Snippet (i. e. Common Sa1tdpiper) 

piper, Heron and Cormorant, Duck and Teal, seem to have 
arrived by one train, and having no home to go to, are 
wandering about in search of refreshments. Strange birds 
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are in that crowd sometimes. Not far from Hog Island149 I 
have seen a Flamingo in the same field, I think in which 
I shot a Merganser another year. Are all these to be 
reckoned as birds of Bombay? Five or ten miles are 
nothing to them, and there is not one of which it can 
safely be said that it will not be found On our island. 
But to describe half of them would defeat the very 
purpose of these papers, whirh is not to perplex, but to 
help the sedentary Bombayite, who is not a naturalist 
nor a sportsman, nor a murderer under any name, sa 
that he may recognise the birds that he sees as he 
takes his morning walk, drives to office, sits in his 
garden, or enjoys a sail in the harbour. The best 
way perhaps to accomplish this in the case of the 
waterfowl will be to notice chiefly the family feature by 
which one may know to which clan to refer any fowl 
he may see, and only to describe separately those species 
which are likely to attract attention, either by their 
commonness or on some other account. 

Snipe are shot on the Flats every year, but these 
papers are not for shoot.ers, and the chief peculiarity of 
the Snipe is that it is rarely seen except by those who 
seck its destruction. It feeds in secret, where grass amI 
rlJshes grow in soft mud or shallow water, and Cloes not 
fly till forced. Then it flies indeed. This constitutes 
its value for purposes of "sport." Those who are not 
sportsmen do indeed see it sometimes under other 
couditions, when it reclil~es on a bed of toast, with its 
poor beak thrust through its own ribs and its footless 
legs poilltiug at the ceiling. To recognise it then you 
need only look at its beak which is 2t inches long and 
perfectly straight. No other bird of the same size has 
such a bea.k. The Jack Snipe is a much smaller bird, 
and its beak is only 11 inches long, but Jacks are not 
often seen on Bombay tables. 
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The word "Snippet" is not in the dictionary, but it 
is a word of very common use in India and may be 
defined as including any bird which purports to be a 
Snipe and is not a Snipe. There are many such, and 
since they are much easier to shoot than a real Snipe they 
find their way more readily to the market and to the 
table!> of those who buy their game. The butler calls 
them "Ishnap" and he gives the same name to Snipe, for 
he ignores the distinction. But, as I have already said, 
yon may know them by their beaks; and you may know 
them by their flavour too, for beak and flavour are cause 
and effect in this Case. The long beak of the Snipe is 
soft and sensitive at the point, being a pecnliar instru
ment, wherewith the fastidious bird, probing the spongy 
mud, feels and draws out the tasty worm. Thus it 
grows fat and very savoury. The Snippet's bill is a pair 
of forceps merely, with which it picks up al1y vulg<Jr fare 
that offers, small crab, or snail, or water-flea; and they 
impart to it their flavours mingled. Not that Snippets 
are to be despised. Some of them. are very good eating. 
But they are not Snipe. 

The majority of Snippets are either Sandpipers, 
Greenshanks, or Redshallks. There are three kinds of 
Sandpipers, of which the smallest is the commonest. 
Jerdon says it is the least common, but he knew little of 
this coast. detitis hypolettc1ts, the Common Sandpiper, 
is a very familiar bird here, found beside all waters and 
not to be mistaken for any other when once you know it. 
It seems to fancy itself a Wagtail, and since nature has 
not given it a tail worth wagging it wags it whole hinder 
end, constantly and vigorously, tripping merrily about 
in its own company, for you never see a flock of Sandpip
ers. When it is frightened it skims away, just over the 
surface of the water, holding its wings bent like a bow. 
It is of a greyish brown colour above, but white on the 
under parts. On each quill feather there is a round white 
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spot, and when thc wing is spread in flight these spots 
arrange themselves into a white band. Of all our 
cold season birds the Sandpiper is the first to arrive. 
I have seen it in July. 

The Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis gtareola) is quite a 
distinct bird from the last, not only larger and much 
darker, but different in its character. I would put it in 
a different genus if I had the disposal of these matters.lOO 
It is also solitary, but is seldom found at the seaside, or 
near any open water. It seeks small ponds and ditclles 
in secluded places. When disturbed it rises into the 
air <md flies clean away, with a shrill note of alarm. It 
is of a clark, smoky colour on all the upper parts, except 
the lower beck and tail, which are wllite, with narrow 
black bars on the tail. The underparts, are white, streak
ed on the neck and bre::tst with dusky bL'o\yn. The 
third species, which Jerdon calls the Green Sandpiper and 
s:tys is the commonest of ail, does not appear to be so 
fond of the sea coast as the others and is not a striking 
bird iu any way, so I need not describe it. 

The Greenslnnks and Redshanks are very like Sandpip· 
ers, but larger. They differ from each other, as their 
names indicate, by the colour of their legs. There are 
two of each, a greater and a 1esser,151 and I do not think 
I can give any direction by which an amateur will be able 
to distinguish these four birds from each other. I can
not always do it myself. The gre:1.ter Greensh3.nks may 
be known by its size and the greater Redshanks by the 
amount of wllite on its back and tail and wings, and 
these are the commonest. Jerdon says that the name 
of the gre~lter Greenshanks in Bindustanee is Timtimna
from its call. In these p:nts all the species are known as 
Tilllia for the same reason. The wild, ringing cheery 
note of the l1,mla is one of those sounds which hy hold 
of Lhe memory and in after years call back the scenes in 
which you first heard them. I t must be a familiar sound 
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to those who go snipe-shooting across the harbour, for 
both the Greenshanks and the Redshanks are very com
mon amongthe saltpans and rice-fields. The greater Green
shanks is really a fine bird for the table, being almost 
as good as a Snipe and much larger. There is not much 
left in Bombay to attract birds of this sort, bnt they may 
be found in what still remains of the ancient "Flats." 
Tlley are cold season visitors, of course, coming in 
September and leaving abo lIt April. 

The Curlew is common on the whole coast, and when 
the tide has run far out and bared the black rocks round 
Colaba and Breach Candy, its wild and plaintive scream 
often comes in on the breeze. It is not a "Snippet," 
being much too large, but it deserves a place not far from 
the Snipe by reason of its bill, which is five or six inches 
in length; not straight, however but much curved. This 
also is a special instrument, and its use is to draw small 
crabs, or shell fish, from their burrows in soft sand. 
When the tide is far lout Curlews m.ay be seen, on 
sandy spits or beaclle5, intent on this interesting 
occupation, walking much faster than the paddy 
birds with which they are often associated. They are 
well worth shooting, for the Curlew is usually very 
good eating, though occasionally rank. And it is 
almost the biggest wildfowl we get in these parts. But 
the Curlew is a wary bird and not at all willing to 
be shot at. When one falls, however, the neighbours 
gather and fly round it, screaming and wanting to 
know what is the matter, and you may get two or 
three more before they flyaway. It is a cruel ad
vantage to take of their kind-heartedness, but sport 
makes men cruel, whatever sportsmen may say to the 
contrary. Experla crede. At a distance the Curlew is 
a dingy brown bird with a little white on the back, but 
at close quarters it shows the game pattern so usual 
among these birds, . each f~ather .. being dark-centered 

," -
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and light edged. The Whimbrel, or Lesser Curlew is 
just a smaller edition of its big brother, its bilI being 
three inches in length, or a little more. It is even 
better on the table than the Curlew. Both birds arrive 
very early, before August is far on, and immediately 
after their arrival. while they are still strangers, many 
Whimbrels are netted for the Bombay market. 

Another waterfowl which is sure to catch the eye, 
if it should chance to visit Bombay, is the Avocet, a 
beautiful white bird with black pointed wings and a 
little black on the head and shoulders. Its long, delicate 
bill is curved upwards, and I do not know how the bird 
uses it.152 The Avocet is common enough at times on 
the mainland. Then there is the StUt,153 easily known 
by the ridiculous length of its bright red legs, 
which trail behind it when it flies. Its cap, wings 
and back are black; the rest of it is white. Both 
these are good eating. The Spoonbill and the Ibis 
are striking birds, but very unlikely to be seen in 
Bombay. There is only one other bird I need mention 
here, and that is the Stint (Tringa minuta),154 tiniest of 
water-fowl. If you see a hundred dingy little birds, 
about the size of sparrows, all feeding together knee
deep in water, you may safely put them down as Stints. 



CHAPTER XXIX 

THE WATER HENS 

If you see a bird like a long-legged chicken, with 
its tail stuck 
up and its 
head nod
ding at every 
stride, and it 
skulks away 
and dis
appears in 
a hedge, or 
among the 
g r ass and 
rushes on the 
margin of a 
pond, t 11 en 
t hat is a 
Waterhen. 
The r e are 
many kinds 
in 111 d i a, 

inc 1 u d iug 
t be British 
Moorhen,16;] 
and several 
of them are 
likely enough 
to be found 

White-breasted Waterhen 

in Bombay, but they are great skulkers and do not 
willingly give you a good view. There is one, which 
is very easily recognised, and I know that it is resident 
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among us, because I have found its nest in Girgilllffi 
not far from the Grant Road !:.tation, where there is, or 
1Jsed to 1e sOUle marshy l:md devoted to the cultivation 
of rkc. The bird 1 mean is the White-breasted'Vat<Jr
hen (Gallil1ula pJlIJmic1t1'a)15G_-a blackif,h bird, with a 
pure white face, throat and breast. The under parts 
are chestnut, especially tOWilrcts the tail, and as it is 
generally walking hastily away from you, with its tail 
cocked up, thi., is important. The contrast of these 
colours catches the eye and is n0t easily forgotten. 
And if the aspect of the Wlllie-hreasted Waterhen 
catches the eye, its voice does more than catch the ear. 
The clamour which this little bird can raise is some
thing astounding. During the dry season it is silent 
enough, l)ut as soon as the rain begins it gets 
boj~terous, and roars and hier-ups and tackles as if it 
were some great wild beast and not :l. small fowl. 
The prcdse import of the uproar I have ne\'cr been 
able to make out, hut it must be dther a serenade or 
a family Cjllarrel, for the monsoon IS the season when 
the Waterhen aspires to have a family. It live::; hy 
preference alllong flooded rice fields, bordered by high 
hedges overrun with rank creepers, among which 
it c1ambcr~ like a cat witb irs great spreading feet. And 
in the thickest part of some such hedge it makes its 
clumsy nest and lavE. four or five beautiful eggs, of 
a light buff colour, spotted wilh reddish brown and 
pale blue. In default of any situation ot tins kind, 
the nest I found in Bombay had been built in the 
top of a date palm. The young of '\'aterhens run 
~~s soon as they arc hatchecl, so the parent had to 
get their offspring down somehow from this perilous 
height. I was unfortunately absent when the feat was 
accomplished, hut a 1nalee assured me t\a1 he saw 
the aIel birds bringing the young ones down in their 
beaks. The White-breasteo vVaterhen, like the re~t 
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of its tribe, trusts more to its legs than its wings, 
but it will fly sometimes for a short distance, its 
legs hanging down like tasselled cords. 

Among other species of Waterhens 1 think the 
Pigmy Rail (Porzana pygmaea) 15 7 is the one most likely to 
be met with in Bombay. It is a dainty little bird 
about the size of a Quail, though very different in 
shape. The upper parts are olive brown, spotted with 
white and black, while the breast, throat and underparts 
are bluish grey. The bill is green. I believe I have 
seen this bird in one of the cages of a strolling bird
seller, but that was many years ago. 

The Coot must come in here, as I am following 
]erdon, though for the purposes of these papers I would 
rather leave it till we come to the wild ducks, with 
which it is much more likely to be confounded. Many a 
Coot is not only shot, but eaten, for a duck by 
sportsmen of the class that shoot Snippets for Snipe. It 
is not a Duck, however. Its bill is not the flat bill 
of a Duck and, ergo, its diet is not the same, nor 
its flavour' nor are its feet webbed like a Duck's, 
but each separate toe is furnished with a curious fringe 
of webbing. It is, in fact, a Waterhcn which, being 
specially equipped for swimming, docs not live about 
water but in it. Its favourite haunts are large tanks, 
or sheets of water, with reedy and weedy margins. 
Swimming about among these it looks very like a 
Duck and at a distance m.ay be mistaken by anybody 
but its dumpy figure and very short tail serve to distin
guish it even before one gets near enollgh to make 
out its uniform black colour and conspicuous white 
bill. The presence of Coots on any water is said to 
encourage and attract Ducks, and. the two are often 
found in company; but when a gunner gets among 
them the Ducks are soon gone, while the Coots 
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rem"in. When they do take wing they rise with 
difficulty, beating the water witn their wing~ and 
feet. Then they fly slowly round and soon settle 
again. For this reason they are very satisfactory 
game to a "sportsm1.n" who finds that he has no 
luck with Ducks. I have not seen a Coot in Bombay, 
except in the guise of a present of game, but it is very 
common everywhere in the neighbourhood. 

Near to the Waterhens Jerdon puts the Jacanas. 
Blanford relegates them to a different Order, and he 
may be right; but we are not concerned with their 
" true inwardness" here. Outwardly they are Water
hens which neither haunt the borderland of rushes, like 
the Rail, nor swim out into the deep, like the Coot, but 
walk upon the water. Their toes [lre sO long that, 
wherever the "Weeds and water-lilies are at all thick, 
they can travel with as much ease as a Laplander on 
his snow shoes. The paradise of the lacana is one of 
those ancient tanks, cllOked with crimson and white
flowered lotus, which are at once the wealth and the 
glory of an Indian village; where the women fill their 
waterpots and wash their clothes, and the men bathe 
and the buffaloes wallow and everybody is happy 
where no thought of microbe and b:lcillus blows across 
the placid calm of life, and the Pasteur-Mallie 
filter is unknown. Weare rapidly infecting the 
people with our own esteem for ugly utilities, and the 
rusty water-tap is dispossessing the picturesque tank; 
but there are many left yet in the suburbs of Bombay, 
though the villages which they once vitalised may 
have disappeared. And there is one left in our very 
midst, the Gowalia tank.15B In such places, if you look 
for it, you may perhaps see the Jacana gingerly tread
ing the floating leaves. There are two species, the 
Bronze-winged (Parra indicaF50 and the Pheasant-tailed 
(H..ydrophasiantls chimrglls). The latter is a bird never 
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to be forgotten if seen in its wedding dress. Its 
head, face and throat are then white, tIle back of 
its neck golden yellow, its body mostly dark chestnut
brown, and its wings blar.k and white. Its tail is 
black and shaped like the tail of a domestic cock or 
a pheasant, the middle feathers being ten inches long. 
In the cold season it drops this ornament and assumes 
a plainer plumage, brown above and white beneath. 
A black line from the corner of the mouth. runs down 
each side of the neck and forms a broad gorget on the 
breast. The nest of the Jacana is a floating heap of 
weeds among the rushes clnd lilies that it loves. The 
eggs are always four, those of the Bronze-winged being 
buff, or olive, crossed all over with a maze of black lines, 
while those of the Pheasant-tailed are of a uniform, 
glossy, bronze-brown colour. 

The Purple Coot and Water Cock, though familiar 
enough to sportsmen everywhere, can scarcely claim 
a place here. 



CHAPTER XXX 

THE HERONS 

THEHE is a good de,>.! of confusion in the popu-
1 a r mind 
a b out 
Her 0 n s' 
Storks and 
Cranes, 
which are 
fe '.lly very 
differ en t 
t rib es of 
birds, 
though 
they all 
have long 
necks and 
are mostly 
of large 
size n.ncl 
are all 
more or 
less given 
t 0 spend~ 

i n g their 
time near 
water. 
Cranes 
feed chiefly 
on grain. Pond Herons 
They make 
their nests on the ground and the young get on their 
own legs almost as they are hatched, like chickens. In 
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this respect they resemble Plovers and aU the wai'er
fowl \vhich we have been considering hitherto. Storks; 
and Herons, an the other hand, build their nests on 
trees, anJ the young are at first naKed and helpless,. 
like young crows ill' sparrows. To my mind this is. 
a very important difference, entailing greater parental 
responsibility and implying higher intellig-clh'e. 

In modern systems these b-irds· are rightl.v rJassed, 
in a different order frtlm the [raRes, and though Jerdon 
put them in the SClme order, he separated them by 111 
wide interval. The difference between Storks and 
:Herons is not so great nor so easily explained, The 
Storks are heavier birds., wit.h large and r.lurnsy bills;. 
lmt the most obviDus ont~ard sib'll hy whiC'h they 
may be known from one' another is this, that wht'n 
a Stork flies, it holds its neek ant straight Md stilT,. 
awl looks ~j.ke a man carrying his hat on the point 
of his walking stick ~ while the Heron doubles back 
its more flexible neck and rests its head. between its, 
shoulders. 

The great Sarns, the Cotr:.mon Crane and the beantiful 
and savoury Demoiselle, or KIIllu1IZ of sportsmen, are 
"pry familiar birds. in Guzerat and the north of India; 
but I have never seen them, or lleard uf their occurrence, 
on this coast, except dllring last cold S(~ason, when 
the famine in Guzerat forced them to wander in 
search of water. Of Storks there are several species 
which may be met with up the creeks, and the well
known Adjutant, the Goliath 01 the whole Stork 
tribe, consorts wlth the Vultures at the Towers ot' 
Silence, as I learned recently from the veracious sketches 
of a well·knawn "special artist" sent. out hy one of the 
illustrated papers. We all know that the British public 
rlen,an(\s palnt trees in an oriental scene and perhaps it 
demands Adjl1tants too. But that special artist is 
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;an 'honourable man-they are all honourable men. 
:Somehow it happens that I have never seen that 
Adjutant at the Towers of Si1ence,16~ nor any other Stork 
un Bombay. 'Of Herons, however, we have no lack. 
The commonest is the Pond Heron, or Blind Heron, 
.or Paddy Bird (Ardeo1la leucoptera) /61 which despises not 
the most ,paltry tank or pool that will hold a frog. 
Even the native Chl'listians of Salsette >do not esteem 
this a very dainty bird .for the tahle, so it is little 
:persecuted and grows very familial, allowing you to 
approach within a few paces before it suddenly produces 
a pair o± snowy wings hom its pockets and flaps away. 
Till it unfolded those w~ngs it was a yellowish-grey 
bird, darker on the back and streaky about the neck and 
bre~_st. During the br'feding season, that is in the 
rains, its back and shoulders are clothed with a mantle 
·of rich maroon, and a 'Crest of long, pointed, white 
Ifeathers adorns its hea,<l. It is then a handsome bird, 
though its snakey, yellow eyes spoil its expression. 
Its legs are green and its beak greenish yellow, black
ened at the tip as if burnt. Like all Herons, it has 
a great d,eal of feather and little solid body. Th~ 

length of its serpentine neck is quite disguised by the 
long plumes that hang down in front and behind. 
TIle small frogs and fishes and even the cautious crab!> 
have little suspicion of the length of its neck. 
To watch for these, standing ankle-deep in dirty 
water, is its sale occupation, and tbat long, hard, sharp 
beak is a perfect pair of forceps for plucking them 
Ollt of their element. Then they go down "the red 
lane" without further ceremony, for the throat of the 
Heron, slender as it looks, is wonderfully elastic. 
Almost all the Herons make their nests in company 
in some large tree. The Pond Herons of Back Bay 
have appropriated a large tamarind tree in Marine Lines, 
on the topmost twigs of which, from the month of 
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May onwards, you will find a whole village. The
nests are like those of crows, but not so well built. 
The eggs, four or five in number, are of a greenish 
blue colour. At nesting time the Pond Heron is rather 
noisy. Its voice is a short croak, or cough, not the 
least musical. 

Next come the White Herons, or Egrets, pure 
white birds, more graceful in every way than the 
podgy Pond Heron. There are three species, which 
differ from one another only in size. The largest is 
about the size of the English Heron, but pure white 
all over. ·It is not very common here, nor is the next, 
which is a size smaller. The third, which Jerdon 
calls the Little Egret (Herodias garzetta), 162 is very 
plen tiful and would be more so if Goanese gunners 
did not persecute it for its fic.;h and its feathers. The 
feathers are exported to Europe in large quantities for the 
decoration of woman's hats, or some such shameful 
purpose. 163 The Little Egret is somewhat larger than 
the Pond Heron and much taller. During the breeding 
season it is adorned with long, flowing plumes on 
the back and breast, and two thin, hairlike feathers 
droop from the back of its head. Wherever there is 
shallow water, or flooded ground, this species may be 
seen in ('ompanies wading for little frogs and fishes. 
lance saw one trying to swallow a snake. They 
build like the Pond Heron and often in its company. 

About the same size as the Little Egret, but of a 
slatey-grey colour, is the Ashy Egret (Demiegretta 
asha},16! It is common enough, but haunts the sea
shore rather than fresh waters, and is well named by 
Dr. Blanford the" Reef Heron." 

There is yet another species, which is very easily 
mistaken for the Little Egret, being white like it 
and about the same size; but it belongs to a lower caste 
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and its habits are not quite respectable, on which 
2.ccolmt :Nhhomedans will not eat it. It lives princi
p~_lly on insects and follows cattle diligently when 
they are grazing, for the sake of the grn.s"hoppers 
stirred by their feet, and also for the chance of useful
ness in relieving the poor beasts of various sm~ll 

tormentors. The cattle appreciate the kindness and 
repay it by giving the birds the freedom of their backs 
Sometimes yon will see a meek buffalo chewing the 
cud, while a Cattle Egret stands on its head and 
performs surgical operations on its ears. The name of 
this species in J erdon is Bttp/tlts coromandusYl5 During 
ih!) nwnsoon its whole neck is clothed with plumes of 
a dch orangc-bdf colour, and JOu may easily distin
gl ish it. In the cold Se'lSOll it is all white, but even 
then you TIny always recognise it, if you get rear 
enough, by its yellow bill. The bill of the Little Egret 
is black. It nests in company with Pond Herons and 
other Egrets, laying paler eggs. The common native 
nClme for all these birds is Bugla, but the Cattle Egret 
is sometimes distinguished as Gai-bugla. 

The European, or Blue Heron, which our forefathers 
delighted to hawk, is not uncommOll in all the creeks 
and rivers of this coast, and if it is not often seen in 
Bombay, the rcason is that it is afraid to show itself 
where its great enemy. man, is in such force. Even in 
quiet country pl<tces it learns to be very wary, for 
there is scarcely any waterfowl which is more sought 
after by native shikarees. The mouths of my Mussulman 
hscars water when they see one and many a time have I 
been .urged to shoot that grand "sbikar." Yet they 
will not eat Pond Herons at all, and arc suspicious 
of even the White Egrets on account of the disreputable 
character of the Cattle Egret. The Blue Heron (Ardea 
cinerea) 160 is a less sociable bird than the Egrets and 
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does not generally go in flocks, but both at home 
and here they form" heronries" at nesting time. 

One of the handsomest of the whole family is the 
Night Heron (Nycticorax griselts),161 but I need scarce
ly describe it here, because the chance of its being 
seen is small. It may be heard everywhere, uttering 
its loud wak as it flies overhead after darkness has 
set in. Strange to say, it keeps most promiscuous 
company at nesting time, consorting not only with 
other Rerons but with Cormorants. As these feed 
in the day and it neVer goes abroad till night, they must 
be an unmitigated nuisance to each other, which may 
explain the incessant bad language that goes on at 
one of these nesting trees. I know a giant tree not 
ten miles from Bombay in which there is scarcely a 
space to spare in which a nest could stick. The ground 
underneath is strewn with eggshells and other less 
savoury fragments. lOS 



CHAPTER XXXI 

THE DUCKS, CORMORANTS AND GREBES 

WE have arrived at the last Order of birds, the 
Natatores, or Swimmers, whose home is on the face 
,()£ the waters. Some of them cannot walk at all, and 
f.ew are at ease on dry land, but in their own element 

Dabchicks 

they are happy and graceful. Their bodies are long 
and boat-shaped, their plumage close-set and well 
oiled, so that any fluid rolls off them "like water 
off a duck's back," their legs are short and set far 
back, and their feet are converted into paddles by 
a web which stretches from toe to toe. With these 
propellers they make their way swiftly over the surface of 
the water and most of them dive well. Some feed on 
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tIshc!:> and some on water-weeds, or insects, or snails. 
Their ha.bits in this respect ha.ve a practical interest 
for us, because we feed on them and their taste in 
one sense depends on their taste in another. 

The domestic duck is the type of the Natatores. 
In a wild state the same bird is known to sportsmen 
as the Mallard, which is abundant in Sind and the 
Punjab, but rarely strays so far south as this. There 
;He several species of wild d,lCks, however, which 
visit us regularly, such as the Pintail, the Gadwall, 
the Common and Garganey Teals, and the Shoveller. 
The last is a coarse feeder and its flavour is variable, 
but the other iour are among the most tasty .of the 
whole tribe. They arc all migratory birds, spending 
the summer in Centr~l Asia, or Europe, or even the 
Arctic Regions. They arrive here in Septembt'r or 
October, and at first wander about in an aimleo:;s way, 
settling on any water that seems to offer a chance or 
a meal. Large flocks m ly be seen crossing our har
bour in different directions, and of course they wIll 
settle at times on the inundated parts of the Flats. 
This is the native shikare:l'5 opportunity. His idea 
of sport is to bag a maximum of meat with a minimum 
expenditure of powder and shot. So he gets up before 
dawn, and, having marked a flock, wriggles like a mudfish, 
under cover of a ridge of e Irth, or a tuft of grass, 
till he gets within range, then sends a heavy charge 
of large shot into the thick of them. I have known 
of fourteen ducks being bagged in this way by a 
single shot. The wild duck is no fool, and a few 
sharp lessons of this kind soon teach the survivors 
wisdom, which is the re:lson that there is so little 
duck-shooting to be had in the vicinity of Bombay. 
The ducks are here, and they feed wherever there is 
food, but they get away before daylight and sleep 
on the open sea. All through the cold season YOLl 
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may hear the sound of wings at night, as a flock 
passes overhead, in places where you will look for 
them in vain by day. 

I need not try to describe the different species of 
wild ducks, for a man who does not shoot will not 
easily learn to distinguish one from another, but he may 
know enough not to confound them with the Coot, 
which has already been described, or witt1 the Cor
morant. The Little Cormorant (GraC/l{;us javanicus in 
J erdon) lGO i~ a very common bird on this coast, especially 
up the creeks, and I daresay it often passes for a sort 
of black duck, but it differs from a duck as a gentle
man differs from a loafer. The Cormorant is a thorough
ly shabby bird, with a large, ragged tail, and coloured 
all over a sordid black, like the Sunday coat of a 
Goanese cook. At least, this is it~ aspect at a distance. 
In its habits also it is unlike a duck. It seldom 
rests on the water, but perches on rocks or even on trees, 
sitting very upright. It flies well, but gen.erally at no 
grE-at height and slowly, compared with a wild duck; 
not in orderly flocks either, but singly, or in small, loose 
parties. Its beak is not fiat, but narrow and a little 
hooked at the tip, the use of it being to catch and bold a 
slippery fish, for the Cormorant is fisher by trade. The 
Chinese tame them and employ them as divers, fitting 
:l ring on their neck to prevent them swallowing 
what they catch, which seems mean. The Hindoo 
fisherman is not so ingenious as the Chinaman and 
has not discovered this use of the Cormorant. Jerdon 
~tates that Lhesa birds have the power of inflating 
the gullet to enable them "to swallow considerable 
5ized fish, "and their digestion is "very rapid," to 
which may be addecl that theyhave a healthy appetite. 
I imagine that, when the Government takes the 
Indian fisheries in hand, as it has done those at home, 
it will be found expedient to exterminate the Cormorants. 
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I hope that day is far distant, however. A crowd of 
Cormorants after a great shoal of little fishes affords 
a most exciting spectacle. They hem the shoal in 
and drive it towards the shore, diving and coming 
up and diving again in breathless haste. All the 
White Egret:; in the neighbourhood come down to share 
in the fun and run along the edge of the water, plucking 
out any shh'ering refllgee that comes within reach. So 
there is black death' behind and pale death in front, 
and the massacre must be terrible. 

There are two other species of Cormorants, the Large 
and the Lesser, as Jerdon calls them,170 but they are not 
nearly so common. The Snake Bird (Plotus melano
gaster) ,171 so called from its serpentine head and neck, 
is more familiar. At a distance, sitting on a low 
tree, with its wings hllid out to dry, it looks like a 
big Cormorant with the neck of a Heron fitted on to 
its 5houlders; but at close quarters it is a very hand
some bird. lts plumage is peculi:!r, the feathers on 
the shoulders especially being long and narrow, like 
the hackles of a cock. Each feather is bl:J.cl, or dark 
brown, with a silvery border, or spotted with silvery 
white, and the effect is very beautiful. When the 
Snake Bird is swimming it often lets the whole of its 
body sink under the surface, so that nothing is visible 
except the head and neck. At such times it looks like a 
snake coming up to breathe. All these birds breed 
on trees and lay greenish-white eggs during the rainy 
SeaSon. The Snake Bird generally chooses a small tree 
growing out of water and is not gregarious, but the 
Little Cormorants form great societies and resort to the 
biggest trees they can find. As I have said already 
they do not object to the company of Herons. 

One Little bird remains to be described which is more 
thoroughly aquatic than any that I have yet mentioned. 
The Dabchick, or Little Grebe {Podiceps Philippensis),172 
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can just stand up and toddle a few steps on land, and 
though it evidently can fly much better than anyone 
would infer from its puny wings, and makes its way 
over long distances from one tank to another, it never 
thinks of taking to flight when shot at or disturbed. 
It dives, leaving scarcely a ripple, and does not appear 
again for a very long time. Under water it swims 
with great facility, for the paddles which take the place 
of legs in its anatomy are so placed that they do not 
work only under its body, like the legs of a duck, 
but sideways, or even upwards. It lives chiefly, I 
think, on little fishes and shrimps, which it pursues 
and catches under water. The Dabchick is on almost 
every tank in India, and I have even seen it in a well. 
I do not know how to describe it better than to say 
that you might take it for a small chicken without a 
tail. Its colour is dark, glossy brown on the upper 
parts, with some rich chestnut on the sides of the 
neck. Young birds are lighter. The nest of the Dab
chick is a massive island of weeds collected by itself. 
In a little hollow on the top of this it lays four or 
frve white eggs. They do not remain white very long, 
for the cautious little bird never leaves them without 
covering them with wet weeds, to conceal them from 
hostile eyes, and their chalky texture gets so stained 
that before they are hatched they have usually acquired 
a rich brown, or bronze hue. As soon as the little 
ones come out they take to the water and swim after 
their mother, or sit upon her back when they want a 
rest. The breeding season is of course the rains, when 
the tanks are full. At that time the Dabchicks get 
noisy, constantly uttering a shrill, querulous cry.173 

I ought to mention that Grebes are not classed with ducks 
in any modern system, and are in truth very different. 
Their feet are not webbed in the same way, but each 
toe has its own web and forms a separate oval paddle. 



CHAPTER XXXII 

THE GULLS AND TERNS 

WITH the Gulls and Terns these papers close. 
J e rd on's 
book ends 
with the 
Cormo-
rants, the 
Gulls com
ing bet
ween them 
andthe 
Ducks; 
but I de
scribed the 
Cormo-
rants in 
my I as t 
paper, 
a Ion g 
with the 
Ducks, 
because 
they pre
sent them
selves t 0 

us in simi
lar situa
tions and 
are in many 
respects 
alike in their 
group which 

Gull and Terns 

habits, while the Gulls form a distinct 
is in no danger of being confounded 
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with any other. They are web-footed birds, whose home 
is on the waters, but not in the mild sense in which 
you may say the same of a Duck. For the wings of 
a Gull are more than its feet, and the winds are its 
element as much as the waves. Some kinds follow 
the larger rivers inland, and even visit lakes and large 
tanks, but. most prefer the sea coast and the restless 
waves with which their own wild spirits are in sympathy. 
They often rest on reefs, or sandbanks, or fishing posts, 
or floating spars, and they are persuaded that the buoys 
in the harbour have been provided only for their con
venience: but failing such solid resting-places they wiJI 
take their seat on a dancing wave, with an easy grace 
which is all their own, and eye the passing boat with 
a happy and triumphant smile. They feed entirely on 
the wing, roaming up and down the coast, visiting all 
harbours and following ships at sea. Watching the 
flight of Gulls is one of the many delights of a sea 
voyage to me. For hours together they will keep their 
place about the stern of a fast steamer, as if it drew them 
on without effort on their part. They rise or sink, fall 
back a little or forge ahead, or pass from one side to the 
other, as if there were some hidden motive power at 
work within them. Outwardly there is nothing to be 
seen but a few lazy flaps now and then of their snowy 
wings. A plateful of scraps goes over-board, and in 
an instant they are a screaming and scrambling crowd, 
growing smaller and dimmer till they pass out of sight 
altogether as the swift ship goes on her way. Bnt in 
a quarter of an hour, lo! they are about us again 
as if they had never been absent. 

There is a fashion in dress among birds as among 
their betters, and with Gulls and Terns t.he fashion 
is to wear a grey cloak, or mantle, over a suit of immacu
late white. There are a few eccentric species, but as 
a fLlle almost the only difference between one and 
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another is in the tint of the mantle. One will be a 
pale French grey, while another is dark slaty. The 
tips of the wings and the end of the tail may be black, 
and in summer the correct thing is a sable cap, or a 
silky black topknot. Add to this that the young birds 
differ considerably in these same points from those 
that are advanced in age, and you will see that it is 
no easy matter for a man who has not made a special 
study of the subject to distinguish the different species 
of Gulls that may be seen about the Bombay harbour. 
He certainly will not do it with the aid of any descrip
tion that I can give. But anyone may learn the 
difference between a Gull and a Tern. Terns are smaller 
birds, with much longer and more pointed wings and 
deeply forked tails. These differences are accounted 
trivial by the anatomist, but they have the advantage 
of being obvious to the unlearned; and, as far as my 
Own observation goes, they indicate a difference which 
ought not to be overlooked between the habits of the 
two groups of birds. Terns are fishers, which catch 
their slippery prey by dropping head foremost into the 
water, often disappearing entirely for a second or two. 
When the bird emerges it is holding a wriggling lil tIe 
fish cross-wise in its sharp beak, in which position the 
fish cannot possibly go down its throat; so, giving a 
pretty little shrug of its shoulders to shake off the 
water, it rises ten or twenty feet and then tosses the 
fish into the air and catches is again by the head. This 
maUCEuvre is followed by the magical disappearance of 
the fish. It is a pretty sight to watch a flock of Terns 
following a shoal of little fishes with clamorous glee, 
dropping one after another with a splash and rising 
again and chasing each other, as if they had a stock of 
breath like the widow's cruse of oil. Now all this is 
impossible to a Gull. It is a tramp, following ships for 
the offal and scraps that may be thrown overboard. 
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picking up dead and sickly fishes, helping itself, in short, 
to anything that fioats, but never dipping below the 
surface of the water. This is the difference between a 
Gull and a Tern, and to me it seems of more conse
quence than the number of feathers in the tail, or the 
bristles about the nose. 

The commonest Gull on our coast is, I think, the 
Brown-headed Gull (Lams bmnneicephaltts), but it is 
not easily distinguished on the wing from the Laugh
ing Gull (L. ridibundus), which is also plentiful. Both 
birds are pearl-grey on the mantle and pure white on 
the head, neck, body and tai1. 1i4 Before they leave us in 
the hot season (for they breed in Europe or Central 
Asia) their heads become dark brown or sepia. Their 
bills and feet are red. In young or youngish birds 
the tail is edged with black. The points of the wings 
are always black, with a broad white band across them, 
and the principal difference between the Brown-headed 
and the Laughing Gulls is in the shape of this white 
band. Another common species is the Herring Gull 
(Lartts affinis-L. jU5CUS in Jerdon), a larger bird, 
with a slate-coloured mantle. Its bill and feet are yellow, 
and it does not put on a brown cap in winter. 
Young birds are brown, and though they change as 
they grow older, it is about three years before they 
acquire the pure grey and white plumage; so there 
may be a good deal of variety in the colour of a flock. 
The Herring Gull breeds in Siberia. 

Occasionally you will see a gigantic Gull sitting solitary 
on a buoy. If the hot season is approaching, its whole 
head and upper neck will be black, but in the cold 
season it will be pure white all over, save for the pale 
grey mantle and a little black on the tips of the wings. 
If it is a youth, it will be more or less brown or mottled. 
This is the Great Black-headed Gull (Lants ichthycetus), 
which breeds in Siberia but roams all over India in the 
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cold season. One other species may be mentioned, 
which attracts attention at once by its unusual colour. 
The body and tail are white, but the mantle is dark 
brown, and the head, neck and breast are more or less 
brown according to season. This is the Sooty Gull 
(Larus hemprichi) , 'which meets us in crowds at Aden 
on the voyage home, and is common, I believe, along 
the coast as far east as Sind, but only occasionally appears 
in Bombay harbour.175 

Among the Terns, one may be distinguished by its 
size. This is the Large Sea Tern, as Jerdon calls it. 
In the "Avifauna of British India." it is the Large 
Crested Tern (Sterna bergii).176 It is pure white, 
with a grey mantle and a silky black crest. The hill is 
yellow and the feet hlack. This large Tern is very 
common all along the coast, and has a great fancy 
for perching on the tops of fishing stakes. There is 
a smaller species which is very like it in colour, but 
much paler J erdon calls it the Smaller Spa Tern 
(Sterna media).177 Then there is the Gull-billed Tern 
(Stertut anglica),178 which has a black bill, and the 
White-cheeked Tern (5. albigena) , and the Roseate 
Tern (S. dougalli) ,170 which is not mentioned in Jerdon 
at all. These all, and some others, visit this coast 
in large numbers during the cold season, and even 
during the height of the monsoon they are seldom 
altogether absent. The Roseate Terns breed on the 
Vingorla Rocks during the monsoon, when they are 
inaccessible to every enemy except man and almost 
so to him. Among the rank grass which coverS the 
tops of the islands the birds lay their eggs, jostling 
each other for room and killing each other's yOUllg and 
behaving like the wild sav'Iges that they are. Other 
species breed on islands in the Persian Gulf, or along 
the Mekran coast, bllt I do not think any of them 
migrate to such distant regions as the Gulls do. 
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There are several ocean birds more or less nearly 
related to the Gulls and Terns which roam over the 
Arabian Sea and between Bombay and Aden, such as 
the Booby and the Shear water and the Frigate Bird 
and the beautiful Tropic Bird. At times, in violent 
storms, these may be wrecked on our shores, but they 
do not belong to the Common Birds of Bombay. 



NOTES ON EHA'S "THE COMMON BIRDS OF 
INDIA" 

1. The system of classification followed by Jerdon*, and 
with modifications by Eha, is now obsolete. The 
modern arrangement, as adopted in the standard 
work on Indian birds-the Fauna of British India, 
Birds (2nd. edition) by E. C. Stuart Balm (8 volumes) 
and in current literature on Indian ornithology in 
general, commences with the Order Passeriformes 
(Perching' Birds) and ends with the Pygopodes 
(Grebes). 

The Passeriformes includes all the birds covered by 
Eha's Chapters vi-xxiv excepting the Swifts, Night
jars, Bee-eaters and Kingfishers of bis Tribe Fissi
rostres. It also excludes the Parrots, Cuckoos, Wood
peckers and Coppersmith of his Tribt! Scansores, and 
the Hoopoe which he brackets with the Sunbirds under 
his Tribe Tenuirostres. All these are not considered 
Perching Birds in the now accepted sense of the term, 
and are allocated to different natural Orders. 

Although the Fauna arrangement may seem less 
satisfactory in that it separates sucb superficially 
similar birds as the Swifts and Swallows, it is claimed 
to be hased on natural relationships as ascertained by 
careful anatomical research, and is therefore a much 
more scientific system. 

'2. Curiously enough, in spite of numerous escapes of this 
popular and hardy cage bird, there is so far no record 
of its nesting in Bombay. Though it breeds freely in 
captivity it seems unable to establish itself in our 
midst. 

3. Much of this is fignrative, of course, and must not be 
taken too hterally. Birds lack the power of reasoning 
almost completely. Most of theIr seemingly rational 
behaviour is activated by instinctive reflexes. 

4. The once low-lying mangrove-covered tidal mudflats 
to the east of Hornby Vellard (since reclaimed) of 
which the Race Conrse and Willingdon Club grounds 
now form part. 

*'The Birds of India' (in 3 volumes) by T. C. J erdon, Calcutta, 
1877. Popular interest in Indian ornithology may be said 
to date from its publication. TJlOugh largely outmoded, it 

sti 11 remains in lllany ways a st andard work of reference. 
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5. Wha.t is really meant is not clear. Both indicus and 
pallesceJts are now recognised as geographical races of 
Gyps indicus-the Long-billed Vulture. The former 
was originally described from Pondicberry, the latter 
from Ajmere. Which of these two races occurs in 
the Bombay area is not ascertained, but the difference 
between them is hardly noticeable in the field. Con
fusion is, however, caused by the fact that in sub
adult plumage the Bengal Vulture lacks the white 
back and white 1111derwing bands which distinguish 
adult birds, and looks very like the Long-billed species. 
It is often mistaken for this. 

6. e.g., at Mumbra, near Thana. 
7. e.g., on Elephanta Island in Bombay Harbour. 
8. This account is frequently repeated in books, bnt in 

most cases at any rate the bird belies its name and 
reputation. It is usually the timidest member at 
vulture feasts, and no deference is shown it by the 
other species. 

9. The White Scavenger Vulture-Neophron percnop
terus ginginiamts (Lath.) 

10. Distinguished in overhead flight by its wedge-shaped 
instead of forked tail. 

n. Cirws pygargus (Linn.) 
12. But only the male. The old female remains as de

scribed above. 
13. The Indian Shikra-Astur badius dussumieri (Temm.) 

is undoubtedly what is here meant. According to 
'The Birds of Bombay & Salsette' by Salim Ali & 
Humayun Abdulali (Prince of Wales Museum pub
lication, 1941) the Shikra is a fairly common resident 
species in this area .. 

14. It is interesting to note that a pair of Laggars is still 
occasionally seen about the University Clock Tower. 
The birds appear to utilise tbis as a foraging base. 

15 N ow known as Falco tinnuncul~ts, The biros seen in 
our area during the cold season are mostly of the 
European form, F. t. tinntmculus. This also breeds 
in the Western Himalayas. In addition, there is a 
richly coloured resident Indian race, F. t. objurgalus 
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which breeds on precipitous cliffs in thE. Western 
Ghats (Mahableshwar, Nasik etc.) and other hills 
of peninsular IndIa. 

IS. In some respects the Osprey seems to form a con
nectlllg link between the owls on one hand and the 
familv FalconidaE" on the ather. This latter familv 
includes all the diurnal birds of prey with the excep
tion of the Vultures. 

17. This h as so far not been substantiated. 
18. H. M. PhiJlson, an exceptionally keen naturalist. 

He was one of the founders of the Bombav Natural 
History Society and its Honorary Secretary from 
1896 to 1906. He also edited the Society's Journal. 

19. Now Tyto alba (Scopoli). 
20. The Southern Spotted Owlet-Athene bra11la indica 

(Franklin). 
21. E. C. Stuart Baker (1864-194·j:) the well-known 

ornithologist, author of The Fauna of British 
India-Birds (2nd. edition), Nidification of Birds 
in the Indian Empire, Indian Pigeons & Doves, 
Cuckoo Problems etc. 

22. The Swallows that visit Bombay in winter belong 
mostly to the Eastern race Ii irtmdo l'ztstica gutturalis 
Scop. They differ from the typical European race H. r. 
rItstica (which breeds also in the Western Himalayas) 
in being slightly smaller, and in certain details of 
colouration. Thus our visitors do not come from 
Europe, but from the Eastern Himalayas or perhaps 
from beyond in East Asia. 

23. Hirundo smithii flU/era Stephens. 

U. Also known as Sykes's Striated Swallow-Himndo 
daurica erytllropygia Sykes. The close-packed as
semblies of Red-rumped Swallows seen on telegraph 
wires in winter are presumably immigrants from the 
Himalayas and belonging to a different race. 

25 Lieut. H. E. Barnes. The reference is to his 'Birds 
of the Bombay Presidency' published in 1885, 

26. Now Riparia eoncotor (Sykes) 
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27. Like that of the Common Swallow: a mud half-
saurer attached to a wall or rock-face like a bracket. 

28. Cypsiums parvtts batassie1lsis (Griffith) 
29. Micrapus aJJinis affmis (Gray) 
30. Forbes Street, Fort. This nest colony or 'vill,lge 

still persists and has been in regular occupation for 
well over 40 years. 

31. Riparia rupestris (Scop.) Frequently seen in the 
Bombay neighbourhood during the cold season. 

32. Micropus melba subsp. ,. 
33. In modern classification to the Order Coraciiformes. 

The sub-order CaprimuJgi to which they belong is 
genetically related to the Owls. Night jars resemble 
owls both externally and in certain anatomical 
characters. 

34. Thus: "Cllllck-chuck-chuck-cltiICk-r-r-r-f" 
35. Meraps orientalis orienialis Latham. 

31). But it nests commonly just across Bombay Harbour 
(Kalaba Dist.) and on Elephanta Island. 

37. Mostly the Blue-cheeked race, M eraps slljierct'liosltS 
persicus, but some apparently also Blue-tailed, M. s. 
javallicus. (vide "Birds of Bombay & Salsette' by 
Salim Ali Humayun Abdulali). 

38. A lcedo atthis bCl1galens·is Gmelin. 
39. The race found in England is A. a. isptda Linn. 
4.0. Now PsittaclIla krameri. Ours is the Southern race 

P. k. man.illensi,~ (Bechst.) which has a black lower 
mandible against red in the North Indian race boreal" 
is Neumann. 

41. The Large Indian Parakeet-PsittacHla ettpatria 
subsp. 

4-2. A sma.ll number appear to have established them
selves, but no nesting so far recorded. 

,t3. The Western Blossom-headed Parakeet-Psittacula 
c:yanaceplzala cyanacephala (Linn.) 

14. Occasionally seen on the outskirts, in Bombay Su" 
burban Dist. and Salsette. 
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45. Coryllis vernalis subsp. 
46. Eudynamis scolopaceus scolopaceus (Linn.) 
47. Strictly speaking the name Brain-fever Bird is better 

applied, as it should be, to the Common Hawk
Cuckoo (Hierococcyx varills) whose exasperating calls 
are a very good rfndering of the words 'Brain-fever' 
shrieked in crescendo ad nauseam. 

48. This is perllaps taking a too charitable view. It is 
not often that a young Koel is accompanied by its 
lEgitimate foster brethren. What happens to the 
majority of them if not basely diminated by the 
young impostor is a pertinent question. 

49. C lamator jacobinus. The bird is a monsoon immigrant 
to Bombay arriving with great regularity each year 
within the last 3 days of Mayor first 3 days of June. 
The race found here, as ascertained from specimens, 
is the larger C. j. pica (Hempr. & Ebr.) which is 
believed to come from Africa. But a smaller race is 
resident in Ceylon and S-E India-the typical C. j. 
jacobillus (Bodd.)-and also travels up on the wings 
of the S-W monsoon, so to say, to spend the rainy 
months in a large portion of peninsular India. It is 
possible. that some of our visitors may belong to this 
small race. 

50. The Southern Crow-Pheasant-Centrop1~s sinensis 
parroti Stres. 

51. The Southern Yellow-fronted Pied Woodpecker
Dryobates ntahrattensis mahrattensis (Latham). 

52. The Rufous Woodpecker-Micropternus brachYHrzts 
jerdoni (Malherbe). Its food consists largely of Cre11las
togaster ants and their pupae. Not yet recorded 
within city limits, but still fairly common in Salsette, 
as also is the Golden-back, vide Salim Ali & Humayun 
Abdulali, ap. c#. 

53. The Golden-backed Woodpecker-Brachyptermts ben
ghalensis punciicollis (Malherbe). 

54. The Crimson-breasted Barbet or Coppersmith-Xall
tholoema haemacephala indica (Lath.) 

55. The Bombay Green Barbet-Thereiceryx z eylanictts 
inornalus (Walden)-is not uncommon in thewoodedhills 
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of Salsette,e.g., about Godhbunder, Tulsi Lake, and 
Kandivlee. The Khandala bird is the somewhat 
similar Small Green Barbet-I. viridis (Bodd.) of the 
ghats,'wiib similar lwtl'oo calls. 

56. Neither does the Hoopoe, of course. 
57. The Humming Birds of the New World belong to an 

entirely different natural Ordor related to the Swifts. 
58. The Purple-rumped Sunbird-Cinnyris zeylonica 

(Lmn.) 
59. Thomas Belt in his classic 'The Naturalist in Nica

ragua'-first pnblished in 1873. 
60. Their staple diet is certainly nectar. Like bees and 

other insects they are vp..ry helpful in cross-pollinating 
flowers. 

61. Cinnyris asiatica asiatica (Latham) 
62. Cimtyris lotenia (Linn.) 
63. In the first edition of the Fauna of British India 

series, Birds-published 1889-1898. Eugene W. Oates, 
a noted ornithologist, wrote the first two volumes. The 
concluding two were written by Dr. W. T. Blanford. 

64. This error is copied by Stuart Baker (Fauna of B. 1.. 
2nd ed. Vol. iii, p. 395) Actually it is a quite common 
resident in Salsette. How much further north of 
Bombay it occurs is not ascertained. Apart from its 
longer and more curved bill, males may be disting
uished from the Purple Sunbird by their unglossed 
sooty-brown underparts with a maroon band across 
the breast. 

65. Tiekell's Flowerpecker-Dicmum erythrorhynchos ery
thl'orhynclios' (Latham). One of t.he most important 
agents in the dispersal of the harmful plant parasites 
Loran.thtts and Vis cum. 

(i6. Correctly the RttJotts-backed Shrike, now La-nius schach 
erytllrollotus Vigors. The Red-backed Shrike is 
Lani1ts collurio Linn., a species which is only an 
autumn passage migrant over portions of N-W India 
by the Arabian rouie to Africa. It does not winter 
in India. 

67. The Brown Shrike-Lanius cristatus, and the Pale 
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Brown Shrike--Lanius isabelli1l1ls, are both recorded 
from Salsette by Salim Ali & HumaYlln Abdulali. 

68. Lalage s)kesii Strickland. 
69. In the cold SE'ason flocks consisting exclusively of 

bright coloured males may be seen. 
70. The eggs are pinkish cream colour with a ring of 

minute brown specks round the broad end. 
71. Muscicapula Uckellice tickellia (Blyth). I have ob

served it in Government House grounds, Walkeshwar, 
and it is not uncommon in the better wooded parts of 
Salsette. 

72. The Blue Rock Thrush-Moltticola solitaria pandoo 
(Sykes) 

73. Tllrdoides somervillei somervitlei Sykes. 
74. White-throated Babbler-DwlIetia hyperythra albo

gularis (Blyth). 
75. White-throated Ground Thrush-Geokichla citrin a 

cya1lot~'s (Jardine & Selby). This is not uncommon 
in Salsette and has been found nesting near Powai 
Lake ('Birds of Bombay & Salsette') 

76. The Indian Pitta-Pitta brachyura Linn.-is a mon
soon visitor to the Bombay neighbourhood. It 
arrives with the S-W Monsoon and the Pied Crested 
Cuckoo, or a week earlier, and is with us till abou tthe 
end of September. It nests in Salsette. 

77. Actually more often in the fork of a low tree. The 
nest is a football-sized globular structure of twigs, 
roots, grass anrlleayes with a round entrance hole at 
the side. 

78. Not uncommon during the rains about Kanhcri Caves, 
off Borivli. 

79. The Bulbul of Lalla Rookn and of Persian poetry and 
song in general, is the Nightingale (LusciJlia megarhyn
c}ws hajizi). Urdu poets have lifted from the Persian 
the overworked theme of the Rose and the Bulbul 
innocent of, or ignoring the ornithological detail, that 
we have no 'Bulbul' here of the sort that sings its 
lleart out to the rose. What our local bulbuls utter 
by way of 'song' must be highly unconvincing to the 
rose! 
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SO. The Bloodsucker Lizard (Calotes 1'Jersicolor)-a great 
destroyer of the eggs and nestlings of small birds. 

81. Now Molpastes cafer, our Bombay race being the 
typical cafer (Linn.) 

82. This is indeed a curious mistake for a keen 
observer like Eha to make. The crimson cheeks 
or whiskers are possessed by both sexes. Only 
young hircls lack them. 

83. The White-eared Bulbul~M olpastes leuco{{e?!ys leu
cotis (Gould) 

81. It is interesting to observe that this hulbul has 
now established itself in Salsette in small numbers. 
It is usually met with about mangrove-covered tidal 

. mudflats and banks of creeks, associated with 
sllch plants as Clerodendro1& inerme and SaZvadora 
pcrsica. 

85. Pycnonotus luteolus Zuteohes (Lesson) 
86. Under the tailH is pale yellow. , 
87. The Central Indian Iora-AEgithina tiphia !zumC'i 

StURrt Baker. 
88. J crdon's Chloropsis-Chloropsis jerdoni (Blyth). 
tlH. This is the male. In the female the black chin and 

throat are replaced by pale bluish green, and the 
rnoustachial streak i.s bright greenish-blue. 

!W. Oriolus xanthomus maderaspatensis Franklin. 

nl. It is a resident and breeds in Salsette, June-July. 
92. Saxicoloides /lllicata ptymatura (Vieilloi) 
!la. The Pier! Bush-Chat (Saxicola caprata) is very rare in 

the Bombay llE'ighbourhood aod does not breed bere. 
H nests commonly in the Ghats about Panch
gani, Khanc1ala etc. 

94. Whai is really meant is no doubt the Desert Wheatear 
(0 Ellanthe deserti atrog~tlaris Blyth) which is fre
quently seen in winter. There is no authentic record 
from our area of either the Wheatear (OEna1~the 
oenallthe) or the Isabelline Chat (OE1!anthe isabellina) 

95. Phoenicums ochruros subsp. 
96. Cyanos.ylvia suecica subsp. 
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97. In flight the fanned out chestnut· red tail is distinct
ive. 

98. Also reedbeds and snipe marshes. 
99. The Fauna of British India-Birds (1st. edition) 

by Eugene W. Oates & W. T. Blanford. 4 volumes. 
Published 1889-1898. In many respects this is a 
far more satisfactory book for the non-specialist to 
use than its successor, the Second Edition. 

100. The Indian Wren-Warbler-Prinia inoYnata £nor
nata Sykes. 

101. Most nests here are found in August and September. 
102. This is not strictly correct. The call notes of the 

different species are as a rule one of the best guides 
to their identification in the field. 

103. Actually a race of it, the Indian Lesser Whitethroat 
(Sylvia cltrY'ltca blythi Ticehurst Whistler). 

104. The Eastern Orphean Warler-S,vlvia hortensis 
jerdoni (Blyth). 

105. Specimens of both the above have been taken in 
Salsette. The Lesser Whitethroat is quite common 
in winter. 

106. Two races of the White Wagtail visit us in winter: 
the Indian White Wagtail (Motacilla alba dukhunen
sis Sykes) and the Masked Wagtail (M. a. personata 
Gould). The former is by far the commoner. In 
winter plumage its best distinguishing mark is its 
white earcoverts. In the Masked Wagtail the ear
coverts are always black. 

107. The Eastern Grey Wagtail-.M otacilla cinerea 
melanope Pallas. 

108. The Black-headed Wagtail-M otacilla jeldegg melano~ 
grisezis Homeyer. 

109. The Indian Pipit-Allthtts nifulus rujulus Vieillot. 
110. Anthus hodgsoni subsp. But the bird here referred 

to is more likely the Tree Pipit (An thus trivialis 
trivialis (Linn.) which is by far the commoner 
hereabouts. 

11]. The White-eye (Zosterops palpebrosa occidentis Ticeh). 
This bird has really nothing to do with the Tits. In 
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the first edition of the Fauna it was lumped with the 
Babblers. Now it is recognised as a separate family 
closely related to the Sunbirds. 

112 Occasionally scen within city limits, and not un
common in Salsette, where I "have found its nest. 

113. Parus major stupae Koeh. The nearest spot to 
Bombay where I have observed it is Vasind (G.LP. 
Railway), about 40 miles towards Nasik. 

1] 4. The Yellow-cheeked Tit-M achloloPhus xantho
genys aplonotus (Blyth). 

115. 'Our time' is past history, and Jerdon as well as 
Oates & Blanford have long since been superseded 
by the more complete standard work on Indian birds 
-the 8 volumes of the Fauna of British India, 2nd. 
edition, by Stuart Baker. We may also regard this 
(and even hope) as not likely to be superseded in 
our time. But as regards nomenclature and taxo
nomy atleast it is already fast getting out of date! 

116. 'The Birds of Bombay & Salsette' by Salim Ali & 
Humayun Abdulali records how crows nesting on 
the overhead wire carriers of the newly electrified 
suburban section of the B.B. & C.I. Railway (in 
1922) held up the trains by the iron wire used 
as building material causing short circuit. A 
new type of insulated bracket had to be devised 
specially to overcome this unforesef:'n nuisance. 

117. The Jungle Myna-.lEthiopsar fUSC1eS mahrattensu 
(Sykes). Sometimes seen in Salsette. 

l18. Sturnia malabarica malabarica (Gmelin). 
119. The Southern Grackle or Hill Myna-Eulabes ,eli

giosa indica (euvier). 
120. Now Ploceus philippinus Linn. 
121. For a more .complete account of the nesting habits 

of the Baya, which differs somewhat from that here 
given, the reader is referred to a paper entitled 'The 
Nesting Habits of the Baya : A new interpretation 
of their domestic relations' by Salim Ali. Journal 
of the Bombay Natzwal History Society, Vol. 34 
p. 947 (March 1931). 
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122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

126. 

AmamfaVll amandava amandava (Linn.) Occasion
ally seen in the suhurbs, and also on Back Bay 
Reclamation (Colaba end). 
Stictospiza formosa (Latham). 
In this they resemble adults in non-breeding plum
age. 
It ha bitually 11 tilises deserted nests of the Baya 
Weaver Bird for laying in, and as family dormitories. 
But chiefly because it is not besmirched with factory 
soot as London and English town !:iparrows usually 
arc. 

127. Gymnorhis xanthocollis xantlzocollis (Burton). Now 
seldom, jf eVE'r, seen within city limits. 

128. Emberiza rnelanocephala Scopoli. 
129. E11lberiza brunicefJs Brandt. Not so far recorded 

from Bombay or Salsette. 
130. But it is still quite plentiful on the unbuilt-upon 

Colaba end of Back Bay Reclamation. 
131. Galerida malabarica (Scap). To be seen on Colaba 

Reclamation and commonly in Sal sette. 
132. Or Sykes's Crested Lark. Galerida de va (Sykes) 
133. Eremopterix grisea grisea (Scopoli). 
]34. But incest and homosexuality yes! 
135. Now Streptopelia senegalensis cambayensis (Gmelin) 

136. The Little Brown Dove has now vanished com
pletely from the Cumbala and Malabar Hill areas 
and is extremely rare even in Salsette. Eha's 
remarks are of great interest in that they indicate 
bow bird populations may change with changing 
ecological conditions. The Little Brown Dove 
loves dry stony country with Plickly P~ar and other 
'cactus' thickets. With the spread of buildings 
and the general process of urbanisation, its favourite 
environment has long since disappeared. 

131. Streptopelia decaocto decaocto Frivalszky. 
U8. Now Streptopelia chinensis suratenS1's (Gmelin) 
139. Crocopus phoenicopterus chlorogaster (Blyth) 
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140. It is frequently met with in Salsette, ahout Powai 
Lake and elsewhere. 

111. Lobivanellus indic~ts indic2ls (Bodd.) 

142. Salim Ali & Humayun Abdulali record it from Santa 
Cruz and Andheri in the Bombav Suburban District. 
It is, however, uncommon. . 

143. SqzUltarola squatarola squatarola (Linn.) 

111. Charadrius dominicus julvz{s (Gmelin). Has bf'en 
observed recently on the Coluba Reclamation. 

145. Charadritts. 
14.6. Charadrius dubius cnronicus (Gmelin). The Euro

peau Little Ring Plover. The very similar but 
somewhat smaller Indian race C h. d . .ierdoni may also 
occur. There is no authentic record of it so far. 

147. Also known as tb e Sociable Lapwing. 

148. H aematopus ostraleglls longipes Bu turlin. So far 
nol. found breeding in our area or elsewhere in India. 
The Oyster-catcher once oiscovered nesiing in the 
Sunderbans probably belonged to the Chinese race 
osculans Swin hoe. 

149. Now known as N avha, ahout ~. mile east of Elephant a 
Island in Bombay Harbour. 

150. Now Tringa glareola Linn. So it has heen put i.nto 
a different genus. 

151. The Small Greenshank is also called the Marsh Sand
piper-Tringa stagnatiUs (Bechst.) It is not clear 
what bird Ella refers to as the Lesser Rtdshank. 

152. In feeding the bill is directed obliquely against the 
ground. The curved part skims the squelchy mud, 
rather like a hockey stick in play. It is then moved 
with a back and fore rotary motion, collecting tiny 
crustaceans etc. from the churned-up ooze. 

153. Black-winged Stilt-Himantopus himantopus himan
topus (Linn.) 

154. The Liitle Stint-Erolia minuta mimda (Leister). 
Less common, and often in mixed 1locks with these 
is Temrninck's Stint [Erolia temminckii (Leisl.)] 
I ts olive-green legs serve to distinguish it in the 
field from the Little Stint whose legs are black. 



155. Correctly speaking the slightly differing Indian race 
of it, Gallimtla chloropus indicus Blyth. 

156. Amaurornis pJlOenic,{fllS chinensis (Boddaert) 
157. The Eastern Eaillon's Crake--Porzana jttsilla pusilla 

(Pallas) 

158. Now only a name on the tram ticket! It was filled 
up in 1912 (?) as part of the Municipality's anti
malaria campaign, and is now an open playground 
for children. It was also the venue of the momen
tous session of the Indian National Congress (8 Aug. 
1942) of "Quit India" fame. 

159. M etopidius indicus (Latham) 
160. And certainly not seen here within the last 40 years 

either. 
161. Ardeola grayii (Sykes). 
162. Egretta garzetta garzetta (Linn.) 
163. The Wild Birds & Animals Protection Act of 1912, 

and more effectively, perhaps, the change in women's 
fashions and hats has happily put a stop to this 
vandali~tic trade. 

164. The Indian Reef Heron is found in two colour phases: 
(1) pure white and easily mistaken for the Little 
Egret, (2) slaty-grey with a white chin. 

165. Bubulcus ibis coromatulus (Boddaert). 
J66. Or more commonly, Grey Heron. 
167. Nycticorax nycticorax l1ycticorax Linn. 
168. A large colony nests eyery year during the monsoon 

on a group of large Pithecolobittm sam an trees in 
Victoria Gardens. 

169. Phalacrocorax niger (Vielllot) 
170. The Large Commorant-Phalacrocorax carbo, and 

tIle Indian Shag-Pltalacrocorax fuscicollis Steph. 
171. Or Indian Darter-Anhinga melanogaster Pennant. 
172 Podiceps ruficollis capensis Salvadori 
173. In a private interleaved copy of Barnes's "Birds of 

Bombay Presidency" (lately presented by his 
son Mr. C. E. Aitken to the Bombay Natural History 
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Society) Eha records in an autograph note that he 
found 2 nests and parents with downy chicks on 
Gowalia Tank (cj. 158) on 1st September 1901. 

174. In the Laughing or Black-headed Gull, which is 
slightly smaller, the first primary wing quill is white 
with bla..:k edges and tip, In the Brown-headed 
species th.e first primary is black with a white sub
terminal band'which shows up in the flying bird as 
a white patch or "mirror," In the cold season both 
species are about eqnally common in Bombay docks. 

175. This is rather misleading. Apparently the only 
records are of a solitary example seen by Hume in 
January 1875, and another by Eha on about 4-11-
1898 (MS note in his copy of Barnes). 

176. The Large Crested Tern-Thalasscus bergii subsp, 
177. The Indian Lesser Crested Tern-Thalasseus bengal

ensis (Lesson) 
178. Gelochelidon nilotica nilotica (Gmelin). 
179. Sterna repressa Hartert. 
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